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basic business Data 

ReSultS (in million euros) 2011 2010 2009
revenues 1,335 1,250 1,149
eBitDar 345 327 282
eBitDa 245 235 202
net profit 42 52 43
net profit attributable 40 50.1 38

HotelS    
Hotels 304 310 303
rooms  77,631      78,598     76,944
Club Meliá (rooms) 510 489  na 
stays (millions) 27.1 25.9 25.2

bRanD DiVeRSifiCation (by room numbers)
Premium 12% 11% 12%
Meliá 36.5% 36% 34%
trYP by Wyndham 18% 19% 19%
sol 33% 34% 35%
no brand 0.5% - -

CateGoRy DiVeRSifiCation (by room numbers)
3 star 15% 16% 16%
4 star 47% 47% 46%
5 star and 5 star deluxe 32% 31% 32%
3 and 4 keys 6% 6% 6%

City / ReSoRt DiVeRSifiCation    
City 40% 41% 40%
resort 60% 59% 60%

nuMbeR of eMployeeS    
Hotels and Corporate offices  35.946      34.352      32.288* 
Club Meliá       676        1.376      1.090     

* Does not include egypt.

Current positioning of Meliá Hotels international

Year Company founded: 1956

Year of iPo: 2, July 1996

initial share price (before split): 5.41€

ticker symbol: Mel.MC / Mel SM

Market where traded: Mercado Continuo 
(Spain)

Forms part of the Madrid stock Market

number of shares: 184,776,777

share price at 31/12/2011: 3.895€

Growth in value from issue to 31/12/2011: -43.9%

Growth in value from 31/12/2010 to 
31/12/2011: -28.0%

on 27 august 2008 Moody’s rating 
was cancelled

uSa  2

Meliá 1 1

% by rooms % by hotels

ProPertY 28.51% 23.03%

ManaGeMent 48.27% 40.79%

FranCHise 5.49% 9.21%

rental 17.73% 26.97%

CluB Meliá    510 rooms / 13 hotels

in the group of data by brand, the PreMiuM concept includes 
the brands Gran Meliá, Me by Meliá and Paradisus.
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Diversification by region 

City ReSoRt

% Rooms % Rooms

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

spain 19.80% 20.57% 20.80% 15,371 16,164     15,980 24.62% 25.16% 25.80% 19,114     19,779 19,881

america 8.94% 8.90% 10.10% 6,941 6,994     7,742 19.90% 19.03% 18.30% 15,450     14,954 14,092

rest of europe 8.87% 9.26% 8.70% 6,882 7,275     6,688 14.56% 13.80% 13.00% 11,303     10,849 9,978

asia 2.51% 2.49% 2.50% 1,948 1,961     1,961 0.80% 0.79% 0.80% 622     622 622

total 40.12% 41.21% 42.10% 31,142 32,394     32,371 59.88% 58.79% 57.90% 46,489     46,204 44,573

Diversification by region 

total

 % Rooms

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

spain 44.42% 45.73% 46.63% 34,485     35,943     35,861

america 28.84% 27.92% 28.37% 22,391     21,948     21,834

rest of europe 23.42% 23.06% 21.65% 18,185     18,124     16,666

asia 3.31% 3.29% 3.35% 2,570     2,583     2,583

total 100% 100% 100% 77,631     78,598     76,944

Diversification of client stays by home country 

2011 2010 2009

spain 24.65% 26.86% 35.2%

united Kingdom 11.93% 11.81% 14.0%

Germany 10.37% 10.12% 10.0%

usa 7.50% 8.44% 7.0%

Brazil 3.83% 3.68% nD

russia 3.71% 3.37% 2.0%

italy 3.70% 3.53% 3.4%

Mexico 3.57% 3.50% 3.3%

Canada 2.45% 2.36% 2.0%

France 2.41% 2.29% 2.4%

others 25.6% 23.8% 20.7

GeRMany 22

Meliá 2
innsiDe 9
trYP 11   

CRoatia 18

Meliá 2 
sin MarCa 2
sol 14
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Dear friend,

once again, this year’s Meliá Hotels international sustainability report provides a new chance to 
take stock of our management performance and present the results to all our stakeholders. as we 
all know, it has been another complicated year, one that was initially expected to be transitional in 
preparation for the new 2012-2014 strategic Plan, but which has nonetheless posed huge challenges 
and presented opportunities which, i am pleased to report, we have responded to responsibly.

We began by tackling a process of major internal reorganisation to adapt to new strategic challenges 
and circumstances. new business areas emerged and existing areas were strengthened, such as the 
asia-Pacific and leisure real estate areas. Both are fundamental to ensure the international growth 
that we need to optimise our asset management and guide our business model to become an ever-
more eminent hotel management company.

the new structure also enabled us to reinforce strategic areas such as the strategic Planning Group 
and the Human resources Group, and to improve efficiency in the Hotels area by combining brand 
and region criteria. once the main paths of the 2012-2014 strategic Plan had been defined, the wis-
dom of these changes became increasingly clear in terms of aligning the organisation with the strategy 
that should guide our way for the next three years.

Progress continued, and in June the company presented to all its stakeholders the new corporate 
brand, Meliá Hotels international, which reflects our need to remain current and internationalise. our 
new brand was warmly welcomed both inside and outside the company, and the process went hand 
in hand with a review and strengthening of the corporate mission and values, which were defined 
with the help of all our stakeholders bearing in mind what they expect from the new Meliá Hotels 
international.

With regard to the pledges of improvement we made in last year’s report, i would like to highlight 
advances such as the design of the company’s ethical code, the measurement of our carbon footprint, 
the fulfilment of our pledges to uniCeF and the inclusion of the onCe Foundation as an expert 
partner on matters of accessibility and as a source to recruit disabled individuals and help them inte-
grate into society and the workplace. this once again shows the power of our annual report as an 
engine of change and constant improvement in our management.

in 2011 we also continued working to improve the quality and traceability of the information in-
cluded in the report: whereas in 2010 the report was submitted to independent external verifica-
tion, this time the verification was conducted in accordance with version 3.1 of Gri guidelines. We 
have made headway in one of our biggest challenges, to extend the scope to international data. For 
the first time, we performed a study of materiality, analysing the criterion used to choose relevant 
information for the company and its stakeholders. You can find a study of the fascinating conclusions 
in the appendices of this report.

regarding human resources management, it is important to remember that in the present global 
climate factors such as job maintenance become critical. For this reason, i am proud to announce 
that despite the crisis and thanks to our international expansion, in 2011 we managed to increase our 
global staff from 35,728 to 36,622 employees.

MeSSaGe fRoM tHe CHaiRMan
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i am also pleased to note that the study conducted on the working climate, commitment and culture 
showed immense commitment to the company’s success and results among associates, a high degree 
of identification with our values and an overall pride in belonging to a company that is thought of 
as solid, prestigious, innovative and open to constant improvement. our company’s commitment to 
responsibility and sustainability are once again among the aspects receiving the highest levels of posi-
tive assessment.

in the section on economic-financial management, meanwhile, the 2011 results show that despite 
current economic difficulties – which are particularly acute in spain – Meliá Hotels international has 
improved in important business factors such as a 9% rise in revPar (average income per room), a 
6.8% rise in revenues and a 4.4% rise in eBitDa in both owned and rented hotels. We also managed 
to lower our debt by 170 million and keep a comfortable level of liquidity, as we have renewed the 
amounts of all of our credit policies.

Forecasts for the current financial year are positive for regions such as european Cities, the Caribbean 
and latin america – especially Colombia and Brazil –, and China and southeast asia, in contrast to the 
downturn in secondary cities in spain. this dual scenario endorses the content of our strategic Plan, 
as it establishes two speeds based on the current economic juncture that spain and other parts of 
the euro zone find themselves at, and the remaining developed economies and emerging countries.

the new strategic Plan will entail a highly important qualitative leap in terms of internationalisa-
tion and moving towards what is a fundamentally  a management – rather than proprietary – hotel 
business model, while retaining the positioning on sustainability as one of the key strategic levers to 
ensure that Meliá Hotels international can attain its objectives. this positioning must also be one of 
the factors behind our international expansion and one of our values as hotel managers, given the 
rising importance of sustainability-related criteria among investors and consumers alike.

We hope that once again this sustainability report and the commitments, challenges and areas of 
improvement that it reflects are the best incentive for everyone, both in the company and among its 
numerous stakeholders, to continue making our utmost effort to become a benchmark in sustain-
ability in the tourism industry.
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a commitment to the environment, the dissemi-
nation of local culture and the contribution to 
society have always been present in the funda-
mental values of Meliá Hotels international. as 
part of the 2008-2010 strategic Plan, it was in-
cluded as strategic guideline to begin to make 
headway in this direction. the first milestone was 
defining the sustainability Policy of Meliá Hotels 
international (see appendix 1 – Global Sustain-
ability policy). in the new 2012-2014 strategic 
Plan, sustainability has become a strategic lever 
which is integrated into and impacts all the stra-
tegic guidelines in a cross-cutting fashion.

thus, as a crucial ingredient of Meliá Hotels in-
ternational’s positioning as a company in both 
the present and future, it is regarded as one of 

the backbones of the business model, since it en-
sures the sustainable creation of economic value. 
We thus seek to foster a sustainable business 
model which will lead the company’s stakehold-
ers to choose it because it is a responsible hotel 
company.

therefore, sustainability is also intrinsically associ-
ated with the relationships and dialogue with our 
stakeholders. Getting to know them, listening to 
them and engaging in dialogue with them is one 
of the company’s key processes. 

1.1 SuStainability ViSion anD MiSSion

1 sustainability at Meliá Hotels international

Meliá Villaitana  |  spain
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Corporate Diplomacy

the concept of Corporate Diplomacy (CD) 
arose when a need was seen to  listen to stake-
holders and open up an interface with them to 
learn more about their expectations regarding 
Meliá Hotels international.

Corporate Diplomacy has to represent stake-
holders before the different areas of the Com-

pany, ensuring that their voices are heard and 
taken into account.  likewise, it also helps Meliá 
Hotels international appropriately represent its 
interests and strategic concerns before stake-
holders.

to achieve these objectives, the company has re-
leased its own dialogue model with its stakehold-
ers: Meliá reaCH©.

1.2 tHe ReaCH© MoDel: SySteMatiC woRK witH StaKeHolDeRS: 

reaCH© is an acronym which not only has con-
notations of closeness (‘reaching’ closer), it also 
harbours the concepts of “recognises”, “ac-
knowledges”, “answers” and “CHanges”. these 
concepts, in this order, describe the phases in the 
dialogue process.

Meliá ReCoGniZeS

the first phase defines the stakeholders, where 
they are and how we can reach them. Meliá 
Hotels international has a database with a 
qualified network of people representing its 
universe of stakeholders. Meliá Hotels inter-
national’s seven stakeholders are: customers, 
employees,  owners, investors, suppliers, society 
and the environment.

Meliá aCKnowleDGeS

in this second phase, Meliá Hotels international 
prepares meeting points with its stakeholders. 
the main source of active listening is called the 
Meliá Hotels international panel of experts on 
Sustainability.

the results from this active acknowledgement 
enable us to build the bridges required to allow 
Meliá Hotels international to be an open com-
pany, willing to integrate its stakeholders’ expec-
tations in its management.

Meliá anSweRS

Meliá Hotels international is growing in its knowl-
edge of the expectations of its stakeholders, and 

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES
LONG TERM

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

MEdIuM TERM
AREAS SCOPE MEASuREMENT 

EVALuATION  

to foster Meliá Hotels 
international’s sustainable 
business model and get our 
stakeholders to choose us 
because we are a responsible 
hotel company

to create value for all our 
stakeholders Corporate Diplomacy

CoMuniCation
RelationS
pReSenCe · GRi RepoRt

· Global CoMpaCt
· ftSe4Good ibeX
· CHb CeRtifiCation

Creating value for 
Meliá Hotels international

 Sustainable
 Development

awaReneSS 
anD inVolVeMent

pRoCeSSeS anD 
SySteMS

loCal aCtion

OuR VISION
we contribute to the (sustainable) development of the communities in which we operate and the people living in them

Building our legacy

Vision of Sustainability in Meliá Hotels international
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in this way it is able to build a specific value pro-
posal for each one.

Meliá CHanGeS

in this phase, the goal is to transform the propos-
als into actions, adapting the company’s policies 

and activities to the stakeholders’ expectations. 
the implementation of these proposals is the 
responsibility of the different management areas.

this change can at times generate closer rela-
tions which become a formal partnership or a 
joint effort on projects with organisations from 
civil society.

tHe eXpeRt panel

what is it? the expert Panel is a fo-
rum for dialogue and trust made up of 
different stakeholders and high-ranking 
representatives of the company, where 
they can talk freely in the quest for 
common interests.
what is it for? the panel has a series of 
specific functions, including:
•	 Advising	 on	 the	 promotion,	 execu-

tion and development of relation-
ships and commitments with Meliá 
Hotels international’s stakeholders.

•	 Assessing	the	company’s	action	plans	
in sustainable development and so-
cial responsibility.

•	 Facilitating	 interlocution,	 dialogue	
and communication between civil 
society and the Meliá Hotels interna-
tional group.

•	 Sharing	the	panel’s	reflections	or	rec-
ommendations with the administra-
tive Council.

•	 Sharing	opinions,	assessing	and	help-
ing the institutional office in the spe-
cific processes of corporate dilem-
mas brought to its attention.

what have the panels held so far dealt with?

in 2011, 5 panels were held with the stakehold-
ers: 2 thematic panels, 1 international expert 
panel and 2 expert panels. 

panel on Childhood

this panel brought together 8 external experts 
and 9 internal experts to determine the challenges 
and actions to be conducted on childhood matters 
and to strengthen the company’s agreement with 
uniCeF. the issues discussed included:
•	 Presenting the sustainability model and the 

challenges in childhood matters.
•	 identifying all the challenges to be considered 

for Meliá Hotels international for a proper 
policy on childhood matters.

•	 Prioritising the most pressing matters accord-
ing to the judgement and experience of the 
panellists, and identifying the key actions and 
recommendable actions to be performed for 
each possible challenge.

•	 sharing the practices or referents which can 
be recommended to Meliá Hotels interna-
tional on childhood matters.

Participating panelists:

internal:
•	Marketing Group
•	 legal & Compliance
•	activities
•	Meliá Marketing
•	 sol Brand Human resources
•	 strategic Purchasing
•	Group Human resources
•	 sustainable Development
•	Global sales

external:
•	Head of Communication and sustainability of 

iKea ibérica
•	Director of Marketing services and institu-

tional relations  (arbora & ausonia)
•	Director of social responsibility of Mango
•	Director of social responsibility and sustain-

ability
•	 institutional relations and Corporate social 

responsibility of entreculturas
•	Director of security of telefónica
•	Director of uniCeF españa
•	unesCo

the Panel on Childhood detected and prioritised 
51 strategic challenges on childhood matters and 
21 proposals for action, and it identified 14 good 
practices. 

panel on Disability

this panel brought together 8 external experts 
and 9 internal experts to determine the challeng-
es and actions to be conducted on disability mat-
ters and to strengthen the company’s agreement 
with uniCeF. the following issues were discussed:
•	 Presenting the sustainability model and the 

challenges in disability matters.
•	 identifying all the challenges to be considered 

for Meliá Hotels international for a proper 
policy on disability matters.

•	 Prioritising the most pressing matters accord-
ing to the judgement and experience of the 
panellists, and identifying the key actions and 
recommendable actions to be performed for 
each possible challenge.

•	 sharing the practices or referents which can 
be recommended to Meliá Hotels interna-
tional on disability matters.

1.3 tHe panel of eXpeRtS 2011

in 2011, 5 panels 
were held with the 
stakeholders.
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the participating panellists included:

internal:
•	Human resources eMea
•	 Personnel administration 
•	 strategic Purchasing
•	 legal & Compliance
•	 sVP tryp Brand
•	Hotel Meliá Castilla
•	Hotel tryp atocha

external:
•	 spanish Committee of representatives of in-

dividuals with Disabilities (CerMi)
•	Cnse Foundation (state Confederation of 

Deaf People)
•	 servimedia journalist (onCe Group)
•	 President of the spanish Confederation of or-

ganisations in Favour of individuals with intel-
lectual Disabilities (FeaPs)

•	 sales Director of Fundosa accesibilidad
•	onCe Foundation
•	 Programme Director of inserta

the Disability Panel detected and prioritised 
54 strategic challenges on disability matters and 
identified 16 good practices.

brazil international expert panel

this panel was held at the Hotel Meliá Jardim de 
europa (sao Paulo, Brazil) on the 26th of october 
2011. the following issues were discussed: 
•	 introducing the office and the Meliá reaCH© 

model, as well as how the company deals with 
sustainability, specifically in Brazil.

•	 identifying and prioritising the challenges to be 
taken into account for an appropriate sustain-
ability policy in Meliá Hotels Brazil. 

•	Conducting a final assessment by the panellists 
and presentation of the conclusions.

By holding the Brazil international expert Panel, 
three objectives were met:
•	the first expert panel outside spain was suc-

cessfully held and the methodology was suc-
cessfully transferred.

•	numerous legitimate stakeholders for the 
company in Brazil were identified and con-
tacted.

•	relevant challenges for the company in the 
zone were identified.

external:
•	 executive Director of Fundação abrinq – save 

the Children
•	Director of CeDeCa Ba
•	Director of uniCeF Brasil
•	 President of the associação Brasileira da indús-

tria de Hotéis (aBiH)
•	Director of nuraP (minor apprentice)
•	Director of Mackenzie university
•	Coordinator of WWF
•	 President of the ethos institute / MeB
•	 Brazilian representative of ueBt

the Brazil international expert Panel identified 59 
strategic challenges and agreed upon list of the 
most pressing actions.

panel of experts (4th edition)

this was held at the Hotel Gran Meliá Colón 
(seville) on the 6th of april 2011. the following 
issues were discussed: 
•	Description of the life and activity in the Gran 

Meliá Colón Hotel in relation to sustainability 
and request for ideas for improvement from 
the panellists

•	outline of the headway made in Brand eq-
uity and the Brand equity dissemination model 
among the different stakeholders of the com-
pany that are affected the most (employees, 
owners and clients)

•	 Presentation and discussion of progress by the 
office and the identification and prioritization 
of strategic initiatives

•	 Presentation of the conclusions of the work-
shop and assessments of the panellists and 
observers

panel of experts (5th edition)

this was held in the Hotel tryp Zaragoza 
(Zaragoza) on the 23rd of november 2011. the 
following issues were discussed: 
•	Discussion of the main headway made and 

knowledge of the local culture
•	 Presentation and discussion of progress by the 

office and of the new strategic plan
•	Description of life and activity in the tryp 

Zaragoza and Meliá Zaragoza Hotels 
•	 exercise on materiality to ascertain the opin-

ion of the stakeholders on the prioritisation of 
relevant issues

•	 Presentation of the conclusions of the day and 
assessments of the panellists and observers 
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what results have the panel achieved? 

thanks to the participation of its stakeholders, 
the Company:
•	 is continuing to hold panels in order to present 

strategies and issues of importance in an effort 
to continue to actively listen to its stakeholders

•	 is getting to know stakeholders better in each 
area discussed

•	 is getting to know better the expectations of 
each stakeholder

•	Can determine which issues are most relevant 
and highest priority

•	 is getting clear ideas about what actions can 
be taken

shortly after the conclusion of each panel, a review 
is prepared and distributed to the panel members 
and also to senior Company management. 

through its presence in different forums and 
events, Meliá Hotels international aims to 
strengthen its ties and relations with civil society, 
multilateral organisations, public administrations 
and prominent individuals, such as opinion leaders.

in 2011, it continued along the same lines as in 
2010, keeping up its institutional presence in or-
ganisations related to sustainability, social respon-
sibility and academic world. 

1st international Congress 
on ethics and tourism

Meliá Hotels international supported and par-
ticipated in the organisation of the First inter-
national Congress on ethics and tourism, along 
with the Wto and the secretariat General of 
tourism and Domestic trade of spain. 

the congress, which was held in september, 
brought together more than 450 tourism work-
ers, business leaders, international organisations 
and experts in the field of ethics and tourism 
to debate the way to guarantee the responsibil-
ity and sustainability of tourism. issues were ad-
dressed like equality between men and women, 
the role of tourism in lowering poverty, sustain-
able development practices in both the public 
and private sector and codes of conduct.

Global Code of ethics for tourism 

as part of the events of the first international 
Congress on ethics and tourism, Meliá Hotels in-
ternational joined the Global Code of ethics for 
tourism, which contains a comprehensive series 
of principles designed to guide the key actors in 
tourism development. targeted at governments, 
companies in the sector, communities and tour-
ists, its purpose is to help to expand the benefits 
of tourism as much as possible while lowering to 
a minimum the possible negative consequences 
that it can have on the environment, the cultur-
al heritage and the society all over the world. 
adopted by the Wto General assembly in 
1999, the Code of ethics earned official recogni-
tion from the united nations in 2001. 

Global Sustainable tourism Council

on the 30th of June 2011, Meliá Hotels internation-
al announced its adhesion to the Global sustain-
able tourism Council, an international organisation 
devoted to promoting sustainable tourism which 
advocates a series of universal principles – called 
Global sustainable tourism Criteria – to ensure re-
sponsible management of tourism destinations.

the Global sustainable tourism Council is a non-
governmental organisation made up of 110 pro-

1.4 inStitutional pReSenCeSo5-1, 2 y 3

Meliá Hotels 
international 
adhered to the 
Global Code of 
ethics for tourism.
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GLOBAL NATIONAL LOCAL

COMPANY

CSR
SuSTAINABILITY

INduSTRY

fessional members from the industry representing 
all the regions of the Wto under the umbrella 
of the united nations. as a new ally, Meliá Ho-
tels international will support the adoption of 
the Global sustainable tourism Criteria defined 
by the GstC, which are organised around four 
areas: sustainability planning, maximising the social 
and economic benefits for the local community, 
fostering the cultural heritage and lowering the 
negative environmental impacts.

promotion of the eCpat Code

as part of the agreement with uniCeF and 
Meliá Hotels international’s positioning on so-
cial responsibility matters, two formal meetings 
were held, led by the Vice President of the com-
pany, sebastián escarrer, to encourage prominent 
companies in the tourism sector to join the eC-
Pat code as well. thanks to these meetings, a 
pre-agreement has been signed which in most 
cases materialised in the ethical Code signing 
Ceremony hold on the 16th of september 2011.

academic partnerships

one prominent facet of our ties with the academ-
ic world is our participation in two case studies: 
one with the university of Pennsylvania’s whar-
ton School on the inclusion of Corporate Diplo-
macy into business processes and culture, and 
another with the Department of Business admin-
istration in the Faculty of economics and Business 
at the university of Cantabria, which consists of a 
qualitative study on corporate social responsibility 
in the hotel sector.

Relations with the public administration

the Vice President of the company, sebastián escar-
rer, was invited to the meeting held with the leading 
tourism businesses in spain called by the Presiden-
cy of the government. the subject of this meeting, 
which was held on the 26th of March 2011, centred 
around possible solutions for overcoming the global 
economic crisis of recent years and its specific con-
sequences on the spanish economy.

Map of institutional presence of Meliá Hotels international

INVEROTEL

Consejo
estatal RSe

So5

Meliá Hotels 
international 

encouraged prominent 
spanish companies in 
the tourism sector to 
join the eCPat Code
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Meliá HotelS inteRnational SuStainability DeCaloGue

1. We aim to incorporate the values and principles associated with sustainable development to our busi-
ness processes and our relationship with all our stakeholders.

2.  We aim to get closer to our stakeholders, to listen to them and get to know them better ; and to achieve 
this we need to have an open and approachable attitude.

3. We trust that we may act as a platform for all of our stakeholders and we are prepared to be a proactive 
player, providing cooperation and support for the different social agents in the search for solutions.

4. We must work to achieve a balance between the needs of the current generation and those of future 
generations, a balance between economic, socio-cultural and environmental development and the pres-
ervation of destinations, and balance in the satisfaction of the demands of our different stakeholders.

5. We will identify the environmental impact of our operations, reducing it and helping preserve biological 
diversity in the destinations in which we operate. We will seek energy efficiency and the responsible use 
of resources.

6. We understand that our operations must contribute to reducing social differences and poverty through 
opportunities for mutual economic growth with local communities.

7. We must to be sensitive to the social needs of our employees and share our commitment with them 
taking into account their concerns about solidarity.

8. We are committed to the conservation of the tangible and non tangible cultural heritage of the com-
munities in which we operate. We will be fully involved in the local community, respecting and defending 
their heritage as if it were our own.

9. We aim to involve our guests in all of our environmental, cultural and social activities, taking particular 
care of our influence over the younger generations.

10. We expect our suppliers to adopt a policy of constant improvement in regard to the integration of sus-
tainability criteria in their business processes, such as social justice, reducing their environmental impact 
and the economic development of destinations.

Meliá Hotels international has four working 
strands that represent the confluence of the 
external dimension of sustainability and social 
responsibility with the internal and more opera-
tive dimension. all four are focused on constant 
improvements. these four public commitments 
are the following:

biosphere Certification 

in november 2009, the institute of responsible 
tourism, endorsed by unesCo, granted Meliá 
Hotels international certification as a Biosphere 
Hotel Company.

status as a Biosphere Hotel Company is granted 
to companies that foster the social, cultural, eco-
nomic and environmental development of the 
regions where they operate.

the process of earning Biosphere Certification 
is renewed annually and involves constant im-
provement in the processes and systems that 
support the inclusion of sustainability. Further-
more, it constantly helps to identify opportuni-
ties for improving procedures.

Sustainability Report

the sustainability report is a tool of communica-
tion and dialogue with the company’s stakeholders. 
it pursues the goal of sharing non-financial informa-
tion on the result of the past financial year in its 
economic, environmental and social dimensions in 
a truthful, comprehensive and transparent way.

in addition to serving as a calling card as a socially 
responsible company, it is also used as a mecha-
nism of cohesion and internal stabilisation. the 

1.5 publiC CoMMitMentS
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sustainability report is based on different recom-
mendations, especially on the sustainability re-
porting Guidelines of the Global reporting initia-
tive (Gri G3.1), as well as on the Wto indicators 
and the company’s own indicators.

the sustainability report is drawn up every year 
and serves as yet another tool for detecting and 
renewing commitments.

in 2011, 113 Gri indicators were fulfilled (out 
of a total of 126, 3 of which do not apply to our 
economic activity and 10 of which cannot yet 
be reported since specific measurements proce-
dures for them are not yet in place).

Global Compact

Meliá Hotels international subscribed to the 
principles of the Global Compact in late octo-
ber 2008. the Global Compact is an internation-
al initiative proposed by the united nations with 
the goal of fostering corporate citizenship. today 
it is represented in a total of 4,000 companies in 
116 different countries. adhesion to the Global 
Compact means a commitment to fulfil and 
spread its ten principles.

subscription to the Global Compact entails a 
process of biannual renewal which constantly 
helps to identify opportunities for improvements 
in the procedures. 

ftSe4Good ibex

this index includes the average and highly capi-
talised stocks on the spanish stock market that 
are currently included in the Ftse4Good index.

the Ftse4Good index has become a bench-
mark indicator known worldwide by investors 
who want to identify companies with respon-
sible business practices. the launch of the Ft-
se4Good index came in response to investors’ 
rising interest in socially responsible investment 
in spain.

the Ftse4Good index is updated every half-
year, which constantly helps to identify opportu-
nities for improvements.

in 2011, 113 Gri 
indicators out of 

126 were fulfilled 
(version 3.1)
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2.1 Key fiGuReS

304 hotels in 29 countries
vs. 310 in 27 countries in 2010

77,631 rooms
vs. 78,598 in 2010

27.1 million stays
vs. 25.9 M in 2010

2 leadership Value

Meliá Zanzibar  |  tanzania
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even though 2011 was initially planned as a year 
to consolidate our strengths and transition to-
wards a new stage of leadership in a more global 
and competitive environment, Meliá Hotels in-
ternational also made headway in strategic areas 
for the organisation: 
•	 launch of a new corporate brand
•	updating of the Mission, Vision, Culture and 

Values of the company 
•	Design of the 2012-2014 strategic Plan
•	adaptation of the organisational structure
•	 Proactive purging of the portfolio

new Corporate brand

on the 1st of June 2011, the company changed 
its old corporate brand, Sol Meliá, for the new 
Meliá Hotels International, which is more modern 
and conveys the value and trust generated by the 
most internationally recognised brand, Meliá. 

underlying the new brand name is a deep-
seated process of change to lead the company 
into a new stage of growth and leadership. thus, 
along with the new strategic plan, the company 
has also unveiled a new mission, culture and cor-
porate values in order to continue to build its 
future upon the solid foundations of a family-ori-
ented company that quotes on the stock market.

likewise, the organisational structure was adapt-
ed to deal with the new challenges around us and 
in the international tourism sector by strengthen-
ing the strategic areas, promoting the real estate 
area – a key in optimising value and managing our 

real estate portfolio – and creating the asia-Pacific 
area as a sign of the company’s support of the 
growth in these emerging markets.

Mission

at Meliá Hotels international, we provide global 
hospitality services and experiences, focused on 
excellence, responsibility and sustainability. all 
with the dedication of a family business to con-
tribute to a better world.

Values and Corporate Culture

along with the mission, a series of values have been 
defined to identify, distinguish and serve as a guide 
to all of Meliá Hotels international’s actions:

Service Vocation 
Because our gest is our reason for being

excellence 
Because we do things tight: with 
professionalism, efficiency and agility

innovation 
Because we anticipate and evolve to be 
better every day

proximity 
Because we love to share, listen... feel

Consistency 
Because we do what we say

2.2 new CoRpoRate bRanD, MiSSion anD ValueS

Value proposition to Meliá Hotels international stakeholders

team
belonging to an ethical company 

that integrates, retains and 
develops talent

environment
minimazing business impact 

on the environment

Guests
quality product that respects 

the environment

Suppliers
enhancing the economic 

prosperity of the environment

investors
sustainable investment in a 

responsible company

owners
a responsible and excellent 
management that increases 

business value

Society
protection of Childhood and 

underprivileged groups

in 2011 the 
Company updated 

its mission, vision, 
culture and values.  
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these values make up the company’s new cor-
porate culture and will be integrated into our 
day-to-day work. in this way, Meliá Hotels in-
ternational pledges to offer all its stakeholders 
valuable products and services which enables it 
to build trusting, mutually beneficial long-term 

relationships with its clients, employees, own-
ers, investors, suppliers, society as a whole and, 
through its preservation of the environment, fu-
ture generations as well.

Hotel ManaGeMent MoDelS

ownership: in this model, Meliá Hotels international is the majority owner of the property, the manager 
of the business unit and the employer of the staff.  Decision-making power lies with the owner

lease: in this model, Meliá Hotels international leases the property or hotel business for given time 
periods, which can be extended or not, manages the business unit and employs the staff. Decision-
making power is stipulated in the contract.

Management: in this model, Meliá Hotels international offers  shares its knowledge and experience as 
a leading hotel company by offering its management model and brand portfolio in exchange for fees. 
it can also provide a series of complementary services.

franchise: in this model, Meliá Hotels international offers the use of its brands and sales management 
in exchange for royalties, ensuring that brand standards are met at all times.

2.2 StRateGiC plan 2012-2014

the Strategic plan 2012-2014 was unveiled at 
the same time as all these changes. the future 
strategy of Meliá Hotels international emerged in 
response to the revamping of the company’s mis-
sion and vision and seeks to transform and reposi-
tion it in diverse realms:

•	 shifting from a proprietary company to a 
Management company

•	 shifting from a Cost orientation to a clear fo-
cus on generating income

•	 evolving its portfolio from asset-Heavy to 
asset-light

•	 shifting from an outside Client with a high 
level of intermediation to an own Client, loyal 
and closer to the company

to achieve these changes, the company will rely 
on its strengths: the value of its brands and its 
financial solvency. it will also take advantage of 
the opportunities afforded by its international 
expansion, new markets and the globalisation of 
its support structure.

in order to implement these changes and 
achieve the new, desired position, the 2012-2014 
strategic Plan is articulated around five strate-
gic guidelines which set the business priorities, 

and three strategic levers which support these 
guidelines.

Strategic Guidelines

each of the strategic avenues makes a direct 
contribution to the company’s strategic objec-
tives and mission:

•	Management model: shifting from a propri-
etary hotel company to a management com-
pany that owns assets.

•	 expansion and emerging Markets: strength-
ening Meliá Hotels international’s leadership 
worldwide by prioritising growth in emerging 
markets and consolidating our leadership in 
the vacation segment.

•	 360º Client: Gaining our clients’ loyalty 
through a personalised experience which ex-
ceeds their expectations.

•	Culture of Revenue: shifting from being a 
company focused on costs by managing in-
come to a company focused on the culture of 
revenue with efficient cost management.

•	Real estate Strategy: Consolidating the real 
estate function as an owner and developer, 
creating and making value for the group.

the new strategic 
Plan 2012-2014 
was introduced 
in 2011, seeking  
transformation and 
repositioning in 
various fields.
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Strategic levers

the strategic levers contribute to giving the 
company the ability and the means to achieve 
the strategic objectives in the way it wishes to:

•	talent Management: spearheading a human 
resources management model that helps to 
achieve the strategic objectives by promoting 
internal talent.

•	 technology: taking advantage of and adapting 
the group’s technology to the needs of the areas, 
to make technology a competitive advantage.

•	 Sustainability positioning: Promoting the 
sustainable business model of Meliá Hotels 
international and getting our stakeholders 
to choose us because we are a responsible 
hotel company. Within this lever is the com-
pany’s commitment to do everything within its 
power to reduce its contribution to climate 
change. the positions and strategies designed 
to accomplish this are outlined in point 4.4 of 
this report.

Meliá Hotels international focuses on innova-
tion as one of the organisation’s key values and 
a decisive factor in generating growth. after the 
recent years characterised by a difficult econo-
my, innovation is once again recovering its status 
as a strategic priority for the organisation.

at Meliá Hotels international we want to do 
our utmost to take care of the knowledge and 
talent existing in the organisation and turn 
the company into a multicultural, dynamic and 
motivating workplace. and above all else, we 

want to recognise the participation and involve-
ment of our entire human team. innovation is 
an attitude that will enable us to identify new 
opportunities to invest in the future and put 
into practice actions that will help to transform 
them into value and growth
.

2.3 innoVation

talent 
Management

Development and 
emerging Markets

revenue Culture

Customer 360º

real estate strategy

technology sustainability 
Positioninglevers

Strategic
lines

under criteria of excellence, 
responsibility and sustainability

Management Model

strategic Plan 2012 - 2014 

eC2-1

the new strategic 
Plan 2012-2014 aims 

at promoting Meliá 
Hotels international’s 
sustainable business 

model.
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in the forthcoming years, the company’s expan-
sion will be focused on growing internationally 
with a growth model through formulas that are 

not capital-intensive, mainly management and 
lease. We will primarily encourage growth in the 
middle-to-high sector.

each of the eight Meliá Hotels international 
brands defines a lifestyle and a way of under-
standing hospitality and service anywhere in the 
world. Gran Meliá, Meliá, Me, innside, tryp by 
Wyndham, sol, Paradisus and Club Meliá are 
referents in the market within their respective 
segments.

Gran Meliá

Gran Meliá is a collection of the most select ho-
tels, where elegance and glamour are the cor-
nerstones of the brand. With traditional architec-
ture, from neoclassical to contemporary styles, 
this portfolio of hotels and resorts is designed 
to please the most sophisticated travellers. Gran 
Meliá Hotels are located in the most popular 
leisure and business destinations, and thanks to 
their unique product and service attributes, they 
challenge the concept of perfection to offer a 
sublime experience that never fails to surprise. 
at Gran Meliá no detail is overlooked to ensure 
that our guests enjoy a unique and unforgettable 
experience. Gran Meliá hotels also provide the 
first service concept with its own brand identity, 
the red Glove service, as well as the exclusive 
red level, an area that delivers the most refined 
experience, with private access and the most ex-
clusive personalized service.

Meliá

Meliá Hotels & resorts includes city and resort 
hotels with stunning facilities in fantastic loca-
tions in major tourism and business destinations 
all over the world. the hotels enjoy enormous 
international prestige and are the perfect blend 
of design and functionality. Meliá is the perfect 
choice to meet the needs of business and leisure 
travellers thanks to their focus on customer sat-
isfaction and personalized service of which the 
brand is proud.

Meliá continues to invest in growth, creating new 
experiences and attributes to meet customer 
needs. From new culinary concepts to a focus on 
health and relaxation thanks to spa, Wellness & 
Fitness facilities, all of the brand attributes make 
every stay a journey of experiences that endure 
over time.

Me

the most avant-garde brand at Meliá Hotels in-
ternational, a new concept in hotels with striking 
personalities in which cutting-edge design, inter-
national cuisine, the latest technology and the in-
triguing music play a fundamental role. Me hotels 
operate in both the most important cities in the 

2.4 eXpanSion

2.5 aRCHiteCtuRe anD bRanD ManaGeMent

in 2012, 
25 hotels will join 
the company’s 
portfolio.
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world and in the best resort destinations, provid-
ing guests with the truly unexpected. Me offers a 
personalised service which goes far beyond sim-
ple accommodation. Guest service is built around 
four features: rememberMe, experienceMe, en-
ergiseMe and DareMe, the perfect combination 
for creating an atmosphere that stimulates the 
senses and connects with our life rhythms, with 
the aura of each guest, the essence of the ho-
tel. Me hotels have been designed for travellers 
that are aware of fashion, who look not only for 
quality but for individual, vibrant experiences in 
a cosmopolitan atmosphere, reflecting their pro-
fessional needs and personal desires. that is why 
visual experiences at Me hotels are of the most 
vital importance.

innSiDe

innside provides stylish urban hotels in Ger-
many and spain. elegance and a futuristic ori-
entation are key for a hotel brand with ambi-
tious expansion plans in europe. atmosphere, 
service and pleasure, ensure a relaxing stay for 
guests who choose to stay in the unique setting 
offered by hotels with facilities different from 
the norm and adapted to the way of life of its 
individualistic and demanding guests seeking a 
modern product with personality.

tRyp by wyndham: own the City

trYP by Wyndham offers a warm welcome to 
the passionate traveller, allowing them to explore 
some of the most dynamic and culturally attrac-
tive cities in the world. nearly 100 hotels in 62 
cities in europe and latin america, including Bar-
celona, Berlin, Buenos aires, Frankfurt, lisbon,  
Madrid, Paris, sao Paulo, and soon new York and 
Medellin. Quintessentially urban hotels, modern, 
excellent value for money, and designed to meet 
the needs of both business and leisure travellers. 
the Meliá Hotels international team shows its 
passion for people and the city every day, in eve-
rything they do. Concept rooms based on the 
travellers’ needs: Premium rooms for business 
travellers, Fitness Rooms for running miles with-
out leaving the room, and Family Rooms, perfect 
for family travel. High-speed internet and a great 
range of details that guarantee guest comfort 
and relaxation.

Varied and healthy cuisine, adapted to con-
temporary tastes, with special emphasis on 
the “Simple Pleasures” trYP breakfast. to help 
easily organize all types of successful corporate 
events, BE Successful provides customers with 
meeting packages which help simplify organisa-
tion and also include all the taste of a refreshing 
break with our trYP Coffee Breaks and trYP 
“To your taste” Menus, along with all of the au-
diovisual and technical services guests need and 
the professionalism of an expert team which 
guarantees meeting success.

Sol

sol hotels are ideal for fun family holidays. lo-
cated in major tourist destinations in the Medi-
terranean and the Caribbean, sol hotels provide 
comfortable rooms, a wide range of restaurants 
and bars, large swimming pools and an exten-
sive programme of optional activities designed 
to ensure guests of all ages fully enjoy their va-
cations. Vacations take on a true dimension of 
Fun, a choice based on fun at all times and for 
all ages. the sol brand has created a number of 
innovative concepts that offer the widest range 
of services to guests, including Fun Food themed 
buffets, activity programmes, and the Flintstones 
land, a new way to enjoy a fun vacation along 
with the children’s favourite cartoon characters, 
the Flintstones.

Furthermore, some hotels have included the 
characters in the television show lazy town in 
their children’s entertainment programmes with 
the goal of fostering among children the healthy 
lifestyle inspired by its stars.

paradisus

Paradisus resorts provides a sublime roman-
tic experience for couples and an exceptional 
holiday for families, all in a sophisticated atmos-
phere where guests enjoy “all inclusive luxury”, 
and where the main attraction is to be carried 
away by the exotic and privileged locations in 
the Caribbean. Characterized by their original 
and unique architectural style, Paradisus resorts 
offer endless sensations for guests thanks to 
their exclusive services, accompanied by an ex-
tensive and exquisite choice of fine cuisine. the 
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highlights of the prestigious all inclusive service 
include the variety of  the food,  the adults-only 
royal service, the Family Concierge, the ultimate 
luxury experience designed specifically for fami-
lies, plus a wide range of life-enriching experi-
ences for guests. 

Club Meliá

Club Meliá is a club designed to provide its 
members with a wide range of exotic and spec-
tacular destinations for their vacations, year af-

ter year. Club Meliá provides its members with 
the first class service for which the Company’s 
hotels around the world are renowned, com-
bining this with the most comprehensive and 
flexible vacation club in the hotel industry. the 
Club has become a strategic business for Meliá 
Hotels international and has been developed 
as a fully integrated and self-sufficient activity 
within the Company.

2.6 awaRDS ReCeiVeD by ouR HotelS in 2011

CountRy awaRDeD oRGaniSation awaRD / ReCoGnition

aRGentina Melia Buenos aires tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011 

bRaZil
Meliá Brasil 21 

tripadvisor  tripadvisor recommended Hotel 2011
1st edition of the Caio Prize for sustainability  Jacaré de Ouro and Jacaré de Prata for two initiatives presented

tryp Brasil 21 tripadvisor tripadvisor recommended Hotel 2011
tryp Convention Brasil 21 tripadvisor tripadvisor recommended Hotel 2011

bulGaRia 
Meliá Grand Hermitage second national spa Ceremony Best Hotel spa

sol nessebar Palace 2011 Varna Culinary exhibition the Chef at the sol nessebar Palace (Bulgaria), Ms Dessi Prodanova, 
won first prize 

Cape VeRDe Meliá tortuga Web CnnGo ranked 18 out of the 50 best beach bars in the world
CHina Gran Meliá shanghai tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011 

CRoatia 
Gran Meliá Villas Daios Cove Crete Busche Verlag 2011 Diamond award for the best international spa
sol Garden istra y 
Camping Park umag 

Croatia’s Ministry of the environment, Physical 
Planning and Construction Friend of the environment Hotel 

Cuba

Meliá las Dunas neckerman 2012 Primo award

Paradisus río de oro 
Monarc.ca overall top rating of hotels in the Caribbean
neckerman 2011 Primo award
First Choice Holidays & thomson Holidays Favourite hotel as a vacation destination in Cuba by the clients

DoMiniCan 
RepubliC

Meliá Caribe tropical Wedding by oceans Preferred Partner for weddings
Paradisus Palma real travelocity travelocity excellence award
Paradisus Palma real Wedding by oceans Preferred Partner for weddings

fRanCe
Meliá Colbert tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá royal alma tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
tryp Francois tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

GReeCe
Gran Meliá Villas Daios Cove en Creta Busche Verlag 2011 prize for Best spa resort
Meliá atenas tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

GeRMany

innside Dresden tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
innside Frankfurt niederrad tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

Meliá Berlín

“Best Business Hotel” Germany travel award 2011
expedia expedia insiders’ select 2011
Holiday Check top Hotel award 2011
Hotel.de Best voted Hotel: 91% (based on 1,066 opinions)
tripadvisor travellers’ Choice award 

Meliá Frankfurt niederrad Hotel.de top rate Hotel
Meliá luxemburgo tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011 
tryp Berlin Mitte tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011 
tryp Frankfurt BtMe (Business travel Meeting events) Certified Conference Hotel
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CountRy awaRDeD oRGaniSation awaRD / ReCoGnition

inDoneSia

Gran Meliá Jakarta

asean Green Hotel asean Green Hotel 2012
Ministry of the environment Blue rating award
Ministry of tourism and Creative economy of the 
republic of indonesia national Green Hotel standard Prize

Meliá Bali

agoda.com awards Golden Circle award 2011 
royal Bali network international and Bali 
Convex nusa Dua one of the top hotels in Bali 

asean Green Hotel asean Green Hotel 2012
asean Green Hotel standards Committee asean award
iBCa Foundation in conjunction with the Minis-
try of Culture and tourism of indonesia

“Best Hotel & excellent service” in the international Business & Company 
awards of 2011

Ministry of labour Bipartit 2011
tsunami ready Certified tsunami ready 2011

Meliá Benoa
asean Green Hotel asean Green Hotel 2012
Ministry of tourism of indonesia national Green Hotel award
tri Hita Karana Gold Medal 

Meliá Purosani tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

italy
Meliá Milano tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá roma aurelia antica tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

MalaySia Meliá Kuala lumpur asean Green Hotel asean Green Hotel 2012

MeXiCo

Gran Meliá Cancún ecology authorities special recognition for the care and conservation of the sea turtle

Me Cabo
World travel awards 2011 leading resort in Mexico and Central america
travellers’ Choice Most Modern Hotel of 2011
travelocity top Hotel excellence award 

Me Cancun 
Cnn international World´s 50 Best Beach bars
Condé nast traveler 2011 reaDers CHoiCe aWarDs 

Meliá Cozumel Mlt Vacations Qualityaward 2011
Meliá azul ixtapa tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá México reforma institute of responsible tourism Hotel Biosphere

Meliá Puerto Vallarta
secretariat of tourism and secretariat of Health renewal of the “H” seal with a score of 100%
transat Classification as “Green Hotel” 
tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

Club Meliá
american resort Development association First prize in the Client relations category
rCi rCi Gold Crown resort

peRu  Meliá lima
asociación de Conserjes de Hoteles del Perú Manuel arias, one of the nine concierges distinguished with the Clef D’or
tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

poRtuGal
Meliá Madeira Mare lusoCristal Consulting Foresee Gold Certificate of excellent Food Hygiene standards
Meliá Madeira Mare tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

Spain

Corporativo Palma european Foundation for Health, research and 
education (eFHre) Cardio-safe space

Gabriel escarrer Julià european Hospitality awards lifetime achievement
Gran Meliá Fénix the leading Hotels of the World top score of all the lHW hotels in the city of Madrid
Gran Meliá Palacio de isora tui-uK Gold award 
Gran Meliá Victoria tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

Meliá alicante 
Fuego Foundation safehotel
tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

Meliá Barcelona tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Bilbao tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Cabo real tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Castilla tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Golf Vichy Catalán today’s Golfer & Your Golf travel 2nd best hotel and golf course in spain

Meliá Granada
Food Bank Foundation of Granada 2011 Generosity award
tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

Meliá la Quinta tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Madeira Mare tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Maria Pita tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá Palas atenea tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá sierra nevada tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
Meliá sitges eMas Honorary Prize for 10 years with environmental Certification

sol Gavilanes 
thomas Cook excellence in service
tui  Germany environmental Champion Prize 

sol Guadalupe tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
sol la Palma aislP (infosida de la Palma) solidarity Prize 
sol Menorca tui  Germany tui umwelt Champion award 2011

sol Pelícanos ocas Hotel Business association of the Province of 
alicante 

Hotelier of the Year, for Javier luri, Managing Director of the Hotel sol 
Pelícanos ocas 

sol Príncipe tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
tryp Cibeles tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011
tryp Palma tripadvisor excellence Certificate 2011

uniteD
KinGDoM Meliá White House investors in People national Prize for staff training and Development

VeneZuela Gran Meliá Caracas latin trade outstanding hotel for business trips in latin america

VietnaM Meliá Hanoi Vietnamese association of Victims of agent 
orange/Dioxin Certificate of Merit
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3 Good Governance Value

Meliá Düsseldorf  |  Germany

3.1 Key fiGuReS

45% independent directors
vs. 45% in 2010

2.4 million € total remuneration for directors
vs. 2.15 million € in 2010

2.39 million € total remuneration for senior management
vs. 1.85 million € in 2010
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the regulation of the corporate governance of 
Meliá Hotels international s.a. is contained in its 
bylaws, in the regulations of the administrative 
Council and in the internal rules of Conduct on 
matters related to the stock market, which are 
available to shareholders and investors both at 
the company’s headquarters and on its website 
(www.meliahotelsinternational.com) in the sec-
tion on Corporate Governance.

the highest governing body is the Board of Di-
rectors. it currently has eleven members. For 
more information on the board’s composition 
see section b.1 of the financial Report.

During financial year 2011, there was only one 
change in the administrative Board: the repre-
sentative from Caja de ahorros del Mediter-
ráneo became José Francisco ibáñez llompart, 
replacing armando sala loret.

the category of each of the Board Members 
of Meliá Hotels international corresponds to 
the definitions established in section 3 of the 
unified Code of Good Governance of Quoted 
Companies.

audit and Compliance

naMe poSition

alfredo Pastor Bodmer Chairman

Juan arena De la Mora Member

Juan Vives Cerda Member

 Juan ignacio Pardo secretary

3.2 boaRD of DiReCtoRS: CoMpoSition anD funCtionS

executive Director

independent Director

proprietary Director

Secretary

naMe of DiReCtoR oR CoMpany RepReSentatiVe poSition

Gabriel escarrer Juliá Chairman

sebastián escarrer Jaume Vice Chairman

Gabriel escarrer Jaume Vice Chairman, Chief execu-
tive officer

Juan Vives Cerdá

Hoteles Mallorquines Consolidados s.a. Mª antonia escarrer Jaume

luís María Díaz de Bustamante secretary

alfredo Pastor Bodmer

Caja de ahorros del Mediterráneo José Francisco ibáñez llompart

emilio Cuatrecasas Figueras

amparo Moraleda Martínez

Juan arena de la Mora

la13-5 y 6
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appointments and Remunerations

naMe poSition

alfredo Pastor Bodmer Chairman

amparo Moraleda Martínez Member

Gabriel escarrer Jaume Member

Hoteles Mallorquines Consolidados, s.a. Member

sebastian escarrer Jaume Member

Gabriel Cánaves secretary

Strategy

naMe poSition

Hoteles Mallorquines Consolidados, s.a Chairman

alfredo Pastor Bodmer Member

Juan Vives Cerda secretary - Member

transparency

Meliá Hotels international has a self-appraisal 
process through which the Board evaluates its 
own performance every year.

With regard to possible conflicts of interest that 
may arise within the Board, article 28 of the 
regulations of the Board of Directors defines 
a control mechanism which obliges directors to 
report any situation or direct or indirect conflict 
which may affect company interests. Further-
more, article 15.2 of  the same regulations states 
that it is the responsibility of the appointments 
and remuneration Committee to report to the 
Board any such situation and propose the meas-
ures to be taken to avoid any such conflict.

the variable bonuses of Meliá Hotels interna-
tional senior executives are linked to the per-
formance of the company. Part of the bonus de-
pends directly on company eBitDa, quality and 
work environment. long-term remuneration is 
linked to several variables: change in share price, 
company results and business results. there is no 
link between the remuneration of the members 
of the board and the performance of the com-
pany, as the amounts they receive are allowances 
for their attendance of Board and Committee 
meetings.

ethical Code of 
Meliá Hotels international

the company’s own evolution has led it to gain 
awareness of the need to review and improve its 
framework of behaviour in order to align it with 
the new values and thus ensure better cohesion 
and protection of all its employees, while also 
contributing to improving the daily interactions 
with its stakeholders.

in 2011, the company completed the design 
phase of the Meliá Hotels international ethical 
Code. in 2012, the text will be polished and a 
training and communication plan will be de-
signed and implemented.

What the implementation of the new values 
means, especially in their ethical aspect, is what the 
Code will develop. With its publication, the com-
pany will take on a heavy public commitment to 
all its stakeholders, and especially to its employees.

audit

in 2011 a total of 168 internal audits were car-
ried out globally1, compared to 170 in 2010, 139 
in hotels and 29 in other business units and cor-
porate offices.

1 these audits evaluate compliance with the processes and procedures, and 
both internal and external compliance with a total of 181 points divided into 
25 categories.

executive Director

independent Director

proprietary Director

Secretary

in 2011, the 
company completed 
the design phase 
of the Meliá Hotels 
international ethical 
Code.
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in 2011 there were four cases in which the in-
ternal audit Department detected fraudulent 
use of company assets or cash for the private 
benefit of certain employees. appropriate disci-
plinary action (dismissal) was taken immediately. 
in only one case, in response to a lawsuit for un-
fair dismissal brought by the sacked employee, 
was legal action taken, which ended favourably 
for the company.

Managerial behaviour

Meliá Hotels international has internal human 
resources regulations which govern managerial 
behaviour, regardless of the applicable legislation, 
and which must be assumed by all Group execu-
tives.  these regulations govern conflicts of in-
terest and the use of confidential and privileged 
information, equal opportunities and complaints.

although there is no specific anticorruption 
training programme at Meliá Hotels internation-
al, the fight against corruption is an essential part 
of Company values, which emphasis that ethics 
should always guide management

in addition, Meliá Hotels international has an 
internal manual on the Prevention of Money 
laundering, designed to prevent and avoid within 
the organization any possible use by third parties 
of Group resources for money laundering from, 
amongst other activities, drug trafficking, weap-
ons trading, terrorism and organized crime.

Within the scope of the company, essential ad-
ministrative obligations of verification and, where 
appropriate, information are observed, to detect 
and/or hinder these practices, all in accordance 
with current applicable legislation.

Regulatory Compliance

in 2011 Meliá Hotels international has made no 
financial contribution or payment in kind to any 
political party.

the company limits its possible contributions to 
political parties solely to exceptional cases and in 
strict compliance with the laws in every country. 
these contributions must be duly reported to 
the administrative Council and duly registered. 
under no circumstances shall these contribu-
tions be used to pressure the political party 
leaders to adopt decisions through which we can 
secure or maintain business.

With regard to spain, the Company is aware 
that, pursuant to the provisions of applicable law, 
if it were to make non-finalist contributions as 
referred to in article 4 of law 3/1987 of July 2 
on the financing of political parties, it must obtain 
a receipt for the amount and also observe the 
terms and conditions provided for therein.

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international received no 
sanctions involving significant fines2 for monop-
olistic practices or for violating free competi-
tion, or for noncompliance with the laws or reg-
ulations. additionally, no cases arose which led 
us to engage mechanisms of legal arbitration. 

2 significant sanction: a sanction of more than 5,000 euros in amount, or one 
that serious affects the oper-ations of a business unit, hindering it from oper-
ating normally. 

So3-1 y 2

So4-1 y 2

So6

So7-1 y 2

So8-1 y 2

in 2011, a total of 
168 internal audits 
have been carried 

out globally 
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27 hotels with environmental certification
vs. 29 in 2010

reduction of 5.9% in kg Co2 per stay3

vs. 4.3% in 2010

reduction of 9.75% per m3 of water 
consumed per stay2

vs. 8.4% in 2010

3  average for the period 2007-2011 regarding the average reference for 2004-2006 
 at the 82 hotels in spain that have been participating in the saVe project since 2007.

4 environmental Value

Gran Meliá palacio de isora  |  spain

4.1 Key fiGuReS
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regarding the environment, how we act must 
be determined by the relevance of the envi-
ronmental impacts that are typically associated 
with hotel activity, and which can be divided 
into four areas:

energy and emissions:
Mitigating the effects of climate change, mainly 
through energy savings and efficiency, and by 
controlling and reducing emissions of pollutants 
into the atmosphere.

Water:
reducing water consumption and controlling 
waste discharges.

Biodiversity:
Protecting and conserving ecologically 
important habitats, and preserving their wealth 
in biodiversity.

resource consumption
and waste management:

Minimising the environmental impact caused 
by the consumption of resources and the 
generation of waste.

the problems that current generations have to 
face mean that organisations that do not adapt 
will disappear. We are in the midst of an eco-
nomic crisis motivated by a crisis in values, an 
ecological crisis of impressive dimensions and a 
crisis of trust in the business leaders, who, after 
politicians, are the social agent that citizens value 
the least.

travel and tourism generate considerable pres-
sure on the natural environment, not so much 
due to the danger of their impact, but rather the 
sheer size of the industry. We should view the 
tourism industry under the criterion of sustain-
ability: respecting the environment and the local 
culture and helping to develop the local econo-
mies, which should have repercussions on social 
improvements. Clients are increasingly aware of 
their responsibility and of companies’ responsi-
bilities. We are living at a time when, for the same 
price, customers prefer to stay in a sustainable 

hotel. However, due to the evolution in collec-
tive consciousness, it will not be long before this 
becomes an actual requirement. 

on the other hand, if the industry’s top asset, the 
environment, is not cared for, tourism destina-
tions will be left without a product to sell. the 
Climate Vulnerability Monitor 2010 has calculated 
that more than two and a half million people 
live under the threat of desertification – a dan-
ger that is particularly important in the usa and 
spain – and that this figure will multiply by four 
by the year 2030. sustainable innovation and 
management will be the key to dealing with this 
environmental circumstance.

For this reason, Meliá Hotels international has 
taken on the commitment to contribute to pre-
serving the environment and landscape, checking 
the impact of its activities and fostering aware-
ness of sustainability among all its stakeholders.

4.3 enViRonMental ManaGeMent

4.2 CoMMitMent to tHe enViRonMent 

alteRation
landscape and ecosystem

ConSuMption
natural resources

pollution
ecosystems

land use and 
tourist activity

energy

water

materials

emissions

discharges

waste
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environmental management forms an integral 
part of Meliá Hotels international strategy 
through its inclusion in the global sustainability 
policy, from which are drawn a number of ac-
tivities and principles which are included in the 
strategic Plan of the Company.

Corporate headquarters defines the global en-
vironmental approach designed to ensure hotels 
reduce their environmental footprint and as-
sume respect for and protection of the environ-
ment as part of their daily operations

the different activities aim to respect the principle 
of “think globally – act locally”. to achieve this, on 
the one hand we aim to preserve the natural en-
vironment in the destinations where the company 
operates, and on the other hand we attend to our 
activities on a global level, aiming to reduce the 
overall effect of our business on the planet.

there is also a forum for hotels to share their ex-
periences and best practises. Communication be-
tween hotels and corporate offices is encouraged, 
as well as between the hotels themselves, in order 
to convert best practises into standard practises.

With regard to the initiatives to mitigate the 
impact of our activity and apply the principle of 
precaution, in 2010 a number of environmen-
tal criteria have been included in the new pre-
opening procedures which must be reviewed 
before any newly-built or newly-purchased hotel 
is opened. the criteria to be reviewed include:

•	availability of relevant corporate environ-
mental information.

•	Waste management.
•	Control of liquid waste to drains or directly 

to the natural environment.
•	 energy and water efficiency.
•	Control of atmospheric emissions.
•	 existence of native flora in hotel gardens.

Certifications

Hotel environmental management systems can 
act as tools for constant improvement in day-to-
day operations and their impact on the natural 
environment. Certification by independent third 
parties confers greater credibility and transpar-
ency on the activities carried out by the hotel.

in this context, in addition to the environmental 
impact, hotels with management systems which 
integrate other aspects of sustainable develop-
ment also focus on the impact of the business 
on the socio-economic and cultural environment 
in the location

Meliá Hotels international operates hotels which 
have achieved four different types of certifica-
tion. on the one hand, there are the iso 14001 
and eMas european regulations which cover 
environmental management and which may be 
adopted by public and private organisations in 
any industry, and on the other hand, the earth 
Check (previously Green Globe) and Biosphere 
Hotel standards covering not only environmen-
tal requirements, but also other requirements 
related to sustainability such as socio-economic 
and cultural factors.

 the company ended 2011 with 27 certified ho-
tels, compared to 29 in 2010, holding a total of 
30 awards compared to 32 in 2010 as may be 
seen in the following table Certified Hotels

Quantitative information is not available on the 
degree to which the environmental impacts of 
products and services have been mitigated.

Regulatory compliance

With regard to compliance with the environ-
mental norms in effect, in 2011 the Company 
received just one major sanction.  the Hotel Me 
Madrid received a decision and letter of payment 
for a sanction of 18,600 eur for noise pollution.

HanDbooK of 
SuStainable DeVelopMent

this is a document that defines the ba-
sic guidelines for the company’s actions 
in sustainable development. the goal 
is for hotels to gradually adopt these 
guidelines within the means available 
to them, either individually or through 
initiatives spearheaded by the corpo-
rate headquarters. the main principles 
of action include some whose compli-
ance is regarded as basic and top prior-
ity within each area. therefore, the hotels 
must place a priority on achieving these 
principles gradually bearing in mind any 
possible technical, operative or eco-
nomic conditions that may arise. these 
minimum compulsory criteria may vary 
as the action priorities determined by 
corporate headquarters change.

So1

en26-1

en26-2 y 3

en28-1, 2 y 3
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bioSpHeRe 
Hotel

eaRtH 
CHeCK

iSo 
14001 eMaS

Paradisus Punta Cana (Punta Cana, Dominican republic)      

Paradisus Palma real (Punta Cana, Dominican republic)      

Meliá Palas atenea (Mallorca, spain)      

Meliá Bali (nusa Dua, indonesia)      

Meliá Kuala lumpur (Kuala lumpur, Malaysia)      

Meliá Benoa (Bali, indonesia)      

Meliá Purosani (Java, indonesia)      

Meliá Costa del sol (Malaga, spain)    

Meliá sitges (Barcelona, spain)    

Meliá Barcelona (Barcelona, spain)      

Meliá azul ixtapa (ixtapa, Mexico)      

Meliá White House (london, united Kingdom)      

Meliá lima (lima, Peru)      

Meliá Mexico reforma (Mexico D.F., Mexico)      

Meliá Caribe tropical (Punta Cana, Dominican republic)      

Meliá Düsseldorf (Düsseldorf, Germany)      

Gran Meliá Palacio de isora (tenerife, spain)      

Me Cancún (Cancun, Mexico)      

Me Madrid reina Victoria (Madrid, spain)      

Me Barcelona (Barcelona, spain)      

tryp Bellver (Mallorca, spain)      

tryp Palma (Mallorca, spain)      

sol Pinet Playa (ibiza, spain)      

sol Milanos Pingüinos (Menorca, spain)      

sol Menorca (Menorca, spain)      

sol Falcó (Menorca, spain)      

sol Gavilanes (Menorca, spain)    

  15 5 6 4

the importance of the worldwide problem of 
global warming caused by human beings makes it 
necessary for a multinational company like Meliá 
Hotels international, which is present in multiple 
destinations, to have a clear action strategy on 
climate change.

in this vein, the main courses of action in the 
company’s climate change strategy are:

•	 identification of risks and opportunities as-
sociated with climate change. the effects of 
climate change translate into a series of risks 
and opportunities for the activity of Meliá Ho-
tels international. these risks have been includ-
ed in the company’s map of risks, while the 
opportunities were captured in the strategic 
guidelines on sustainability.

•	 identification and quantification of the im-
pact of Meliá Hotels international on cli-
mate change. this is primarily achieved by 
monitoring and tracking energy consumption 
through the saVe project on energy effi-
ciency, as well as by determining the carbon 
footprint of both the company and its differ-
ent business units.

•	Reduction in greenhouse gases. after iden-
tifying and quantifying the impact on climate 
change, the strategy to be pursued to mitigate 
the emissions of greenhouse gases and the 
priority actions to be carried out to achieve 
this associated with the company’s activity are 
determined, both directly and indirectly.

4.4 eneRGy anD CliMate CHanGe

Certified Hotels
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•	Reporting and communication on the im-
pact of the measures taken. as an exercise in 
transparency to its different stakeholders, eve-
ry year Meliá Hotels international reports on 
its impact on climate change and the strategy 
and actions performed to mitigate it, mainly 
through the Carbon Disclosure Project initiative 
and the publication of the sustainability re-
port following the criteria of the Global Re-
porting Initiative.

Risks and opportunities of 
Climate Change 

the opportunities and risks of climate change 
for the hotel sector in general and the company 
in particular were identified in 2008, in conjunc-
tion with the entorno Foundation, through the 
publication Adaptation: Business Leadership in 
View of Climate Change in Spain.

the risks identified have been included in the 
company’s map of risks as a single, generic risk 
called “negative effect of climate change”. it in-
cludes the following:

•	 loss of tourist appeal of destinations that can 
become too warm, experience water short-
ages or be exposed to forest fires, or that ex-
perience a drop in precipitation in the form of 
snow in mountain destinations.

•	Damage to facilities because of more frequent 
and serious occurrences of extreme weather 
phenomena and a possible rise in sea level. like-
wise, this could also lead to a rise in insurance 
premiums and a cutback in coverage for facilities.

•	rise in labour costs derived from a rise in 
extreme weather phenomena, such as hurri-
canes or flooding, and the way they affect the 
local labour works near tourism facilities.

the opportunities identified are:

•	 opportunities for expansion in destinations 
where climate change is boosting the site’s tour-
ism value as the weather becomes more pleasant. 

•	 extension of the peak season in certain tour-
ist destinations where warm (though not 
extreme) temperatures remain steady for a 
longer period of time.

•	the possibility of generating a competitive ad-
vantage due to clients’ positive perception of 
the actions taken by the company to mitigate 
the effects of climate change in its facilities, 
services and products.

 

identification and Quantification of 
the impact on Climate Change

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international calculated 
the carbon footprint corresponding to the ho-
tels included in the saVe project based on the 
standard GHG protocol. For scopes 1 and 2, 
this meant the evaluation of a total of 54% of 
the company’s portfolio and a total of 189,626 
tonnes of Co2e: 47,384 tonnes in scope 1 and 
142,278 tonnes in scope 2. For scope 3, the 
data on employee transport was estimated 
through a statistically representative sample, 
yielding a total of 31,034 tonnes of Co2e. the 
results are the following:

sCoPe 1 47,348 tCo2

sCoPe 2 142,278 tCo2

sCoPe 3 
(employee transport) 31,034 tCo2

total 220.660 tCo2

note: no data reported for 2010 due to methodology change and different the 
reporting scope (130 hotels in 2010 vs. 166 in 2011)

SaVe RatioS (scope 1,2 and employee transport)

kgCo2e/stay 12.0

tCo2e/hotel-year 1,142

the emissions of greenhouse gases for the 166 
hotels in the report after 2011, and for scopes 
1 and 2 plus employee transport, total 220,660 
tonnes of Co2e according to the result yielded 
by the calculation of the carbon footprint de-
scribed above. 

CaRbon footpRint

the carbon footprint represents all 
the greenhouse gases that are emitted 
into the atmosphere either directly or 
indirectly by an individual, organisation 
or product. in the case of a hotel com-
pany, the carbon footprint measures the 
greenhouse gases that are produced 
through its activity, either directly or 
indirectly, including energy consump-
tion, consumption and transport of raw 
materials, employee transport, waste 
elimination and others.

Quantifying the carbon footprint allows 
the company to learn what phase of its 
activity generates the most greenhouse 
gases and therefore helps it to prioritise 
the actions aimed at reducing the impact 
on climate change caused by humans.

eC2-2

en17

en16

en29-2

en18-2
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Reduction of Greenhouse 
Gas emissions

Meliá Hotels international’s strategy to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions seeks to reduce both 
direct emissions associated with the energy con-
sumption of its business units, mainly through the 
saVe project, and indirect emissions associated 
with the acquisition of products and the con-
struction of the products and services offered:

•	Direct emissions: saVe programme, sustain-
able construction programme, energy efficien-
cy in variable pay 2011, Green it systems.

•	Reduction of indirect emissions: responsible 
procurement project which will encourage 
the prioritisation of products that minimise 
Co2 emissions in their production process. 

Meliá Hotels international continues to focus on 
energy savings and efficiency to lower the envi-
ronmental impact of its activity. today, the saVe 
project, spearheaded in 2007 and with 201 af-
filiated hotels, is now fully consolidated and has 
become part of the company’s management cul-
ture. in this report, we shall only report on the 
figures corresponding to the 166 hotels that are 
owned and leased in spain and internationally 
and the hotels managed in spain.

the establishments included in this project must 
fulfil the necessary condition of having a proper, 

up-to-date record of their energy consumption 
in the past five years, which must be recorded 
in the corporate saP BW tool. every month, 
the energy and water consumption in the ho-
tels participating in the project is monitored to 
analyse any possible deviations that might arise.

the main objective of the project is to lower the 
energy and water consumption and the green-
house gases emitted into the atmosphere. to 
do this, its main courses of action are still man-
agement, monitoring and control of the energy 
demand, the standardisation of efficient systems 
and products, awareness-raising among the com-
pany’s employees, and the study and feasibility of 
investments related to energy savings.

Worth noting is the improvements in the level of 
energy efficiency, which is reflected in the drop 
in Co2 emissions by client, with a reduction of 
5.9% of kilograms of Co2 by stay in the period 
2007-2011 compared to 2004-2006. translated 
into absolute values, this means a reduction of 
5,550,025 kg of Co2. to measure the Co2 re-
ductions by energy-efficient actions, a fixed emis-
sion factor and multi-year comparison are used 
in order to avoid the climatic distortions and bi-
ases that can arise when comparing energy val-
ues from the comparison of instantaneous val-
ues from one year to another. this result comes 
from the improvement in the different energy 
consumption ratios by client. With regard to 
energy, we should note that in 2011 more than 

Home-work-home transport 

Work-work transport

District Cooling

District Heating

electrical Consumption

Fugitive Fluoride emissions

Gasoil Consumption

GlP Consumption

natural Gas Consumption

30,367.81

0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000 140,000 160,000

666.12

294.73

5,060.62

2,617.89

16,195.75

13,186.19

136,923.02

15,348.25

eMiSSionS by SouRCeS 
MHi Hotels (saVe scope sust. rep. 2011)

tCo2e/year

en18-1

en5-2

en18-2

in 2011 Meliá Hotels 
international lowered 
its Co2 emissions by 

5,550,025 kg.
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657,000 eur was invested in 25 energy savings 
and efficiency projects. of these 25 projects, 18 
correspond to investments in the optimisation of 
lighting, where conventional lighting was replaced 
with leD and energy-saving technology.

likewise, through maintenance, we continued to 
standardise efficient lighting in all the company’s 
hotels in spain, where each hotel may only buy 
the most efficient alternative available on the 
market. With this system, we are managing to 
gradually replace the conventional, energy-inef-
ficient lighting, such as incandescent bulbs, non-
energy-saving halogen bulbs and electromagnetic 
devices, with another more efficient kind, such as 
leD technology, fluorescent bulbs, energy-saving 
halogen bulbs and electronic devices, and all of 
this without the need for investment.

another action that we continued to promote 
in 2011 was the implementation of climate and 
lighting control systems through motion detec-
tion in the rooms and the installation of water 
flow regulators in faucets and showers, which 
led to notable water and fuel savings. We also 
used biofuel or combustion booster in the gas-
oil furnace installations, thus managing to save 
in fuel consumption and lower the amount of 
carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide and nitrous ox-
ides emitted.

the total consumption of fossil fuels was 740,545 GJ.

eneRGy ConSuMption total*

2011 Δ% 2010 Δ% 2009

electricity (MWh/GJ) 342,042 / 1,231,351 +68% 203,593 / 732,934 +6.87% 190,496 / 685,78

natural Gas (m3/ GJ) 7,100,634 / 276,996 +39.02% 5,107,769 / 199,254 +19.13% 4,287,000 / 167,255

GlP (t/GJ) 4,411 / 203,791 +176.41% 1,596 / 73,727 +40.34% 1,137 / 52,535

Diesel oil  (m3/GJ) 6,126 / 259,758 +19.05% 5,146 / 196,353 +14.85% 4,480 / 170,965

total (GJ) 1,971,897 +63.1% 1,202,269 +11.7% 1,076,541

* this only includes the saVe hotels owned and rented in spain and internationally, plus the hotels managed in spain included in the saVe programme, for a total of 
166 hotels in 2011. in 2010 and 2009 we only took into account the hotels in spain, which totalled 130 and 121, respectively.

SaVe pRoGRaMMe SaVinGS *

2011 Δ% 2010 Δ% 2009

electricity (MWh/GJ) 5,330 / 19,188 +88.33% 2,830 / 10,189 +10.1% 2,871 / 9,255

natural Gas (m3/ GJ) -55,647 / -2,165 +165.64% 84,556 / 3,299 -24.1% 111,482 / 4,349

GlP (t/GJ) nD nD nD nD nD

Diesel oil (m3/GJ) 1,142 / 43,586 +134.9% 486 / 18,560 -10.4% 543 / 20,712

total (GJ) 60,609 +189.1% 32,048 +6.6% 34,316

* this only includes the saVe hotels owned and rented in spain and internationally, plus the hotels managed in spain included in the saVe programme since 2007, for a 
total of 82 hotels. in 2010 and 2009 we only took into account the hotels in spain which participated in the saVe project, which totalled 86 in 2010 and 90 in 2009.

en18-1

en6-1

en3-3

en4

en6-2

en3-1

en3-1

en3-1

en5-1

in 2011 
approximately 
657,000 eur was 
invested in 25 energy 
savings and efficiency 
projects.
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nox(t) Sox(t)

2011 Δ% 2010 Δ% 2009 2011 Δ% 2010 Δ% 2009

48.2 +48% 32.5 +16% 28.0 20.5 +19% 17.2 +14% 15.0

* this only includes the saVe hotels owned and rented in spain and internationally, plus the hotels managed in spain included in the saVe programme, for a total of 166 hotels in 2011. in 2010 and 2009 we only took into account 
the hotels in spain, which totalled 130 and 121, respectively..

 eneRGy ConSuMption by pRiMaRy SouRCeS foR SaVe HotelS (GJ)*

SouRCeS De eS fR GR it lu MX pe pR uK Do Ve

Coal 6,889 24,659 108 769 976 0 4,374 52 nD 1,258 5,990 0

oil 258 12,584 23 173 583 0 6,777 83 nD 52 29,450 1,433

Gas 2,114 71,281 79 248 3,312 718 20,514 702 nD 1,964 6,231 1,675

Biomass 695 1,769 8 5 135 13 403 29 nD 108 90 0

Waste 258 1010 15 0 76 17 0 0 nD 39 0 0

nuclear 3,615 35,003 1,537 0 0 0 1,556 0 nD 820 0 0

Hydroelectric 662 19,347 232 127 1,202 210 3,957 1,178 nD 106 4,523 8,316

Geothermal 1 0 0 0 120 0 999 0 nD 0 0 0

Photovoltaic solar 176 3,992 1 1 15 5 2 0 nD 0 0 0

thermal solar 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 nD 0 0 0

Wind 1,035 25,059 30 57 147 16 88 0 nD 110 0 0

tidal energy 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 nD 0 0 0

other 170 226 0 0 14 0 0 0 nD 0 0 0

total 15,874 194,943 2,034 1,380 6,581 979 38,669 2,045 17,374 4,458 46,283 11,424

* this only includes the saVe hotels owned and rented in spain and internationally, plus the hotels managed in spain which were included in the saVe programme, for a total 166 hotels in 2011. source: Based on statistics from the 
international energy agency on the electrical mix of the respective countries for 2009.

awareness and training

one of the saVe programme’s main courses of 
action is training staff and raising their aware-
ness. to do this, courses, talks, competitions are 
held and the “saVe space” in the hotel’s por-
tal for employees is periodically updated, with 
energy-savings measures (to apply both at the 
hotel and in employees’ everyday lives), success 
stories in the company’s hotels, banners to raise 
staff ’s awareness, a tool to simulate the energy 
cost based on consumption, and more.

We should highlight the yeS, we SaVe! com-
petition held in 2011. its goal was to share the 
energy savings and efficiency initiatives spear-
headed by the hotels and to reward the most 
innovative ones with the most impact from the 
standpoint of energy and water savings.

Reporting and Communication

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international improved 
its score on the last Carbon Disclosure Project 
iberia 125, which evaluates the performance in 
mitigating Co2 emissions as well as transparency 
in reporting on these emissions among the 125 
companies with the highest stock capitalisation in 
spain and Portugal.

the company earned 74 points over 100 in the 
Carbon Disclosure category, which measures trans-
parency, compared to the 26 points it earned 
the previous year. it also earned a C score (on 
a scale from a to D, a being the highest) in the 
Carbon Performance category, an evaluation which 
appeared that year for the first time which refers 
to the effectiveness of the measurements and ac-
tions taken to mitigate companies’ Co2 emissions.

en20
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the Company 
earned a score of 74 

points over 100 on 
transparency in the 
Carbos Disclosure 
Project iberia 125.
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water consumption

Water is an essential part of the tourism and 
travel industry. tourism services depend to a 
large degree on water. in areas where there are 
problems of supply and levels of water deficien-
cy, the lack of water can be an obstacle to the 
development of tourism, and a source of con-
flicts due to its allocation, pricing and distribution.

as part of the saVe project a number of meas-
ures to save water have been considered which 
will not only reduce consumption but will also 
save energy due to the lower volume of hot wa-
ter in circulation

total water consumption in 2011 for the 166 
hotels that form part of the saVe project was 
7,763,447 m3 compared to 3.503.699 m3 in 
2010 for the 130 hotels in spain. the amount 
of water saved was 274,188 m3 compared to 
266,797 m3 in 2010.

the company currently has no standardised pro-
cedures to break down the water consumed ac-
cording to its source or to measure the water 
capture from the sources affected. it is worth 
noting that in the 2010 report the company 
pledged to report on this indicator in its 2011 
report; however, it has been impossible to im-
plement the procedure to date. We hope to be 
able to report on this figure by the end of the 
2012-2014 strategic plan.

Spillage control

Hotels can generate considerable quantities 
of waste water, both grey water from washing 
machines, fridges, showers and baths, as well as 
black water from dishwashers and toilets.

if waste water is not treated properly, it may 
cause ground and surface water contamination, 
as well as the degradation of marine habitats, 
such as coral reefs. it can also cause infections 
and gastro-intestinal diseases. as a general 
strategy for reducing the environmental impact 
caused by our activity, spillage levels are con-
trolled for both private sceptic tanks and for 
connections to the public sewage system.

in 2011, 97% of company hotels fed their waste 
water into the local sewage system, as in 2010, 
for transportation and treatment in the public 
purification plants nearby.

the other 3% are hotels that have their own 
purification systems. Waste water is treated 
and purified in keeping with existing local leg-
islation. the total volume of this purified water 
was 1,538,149 m3 compared to 1,662,053 m3 in 
2010. the company does not have centralised 
reporting procedures related to the quality of 
the water dumped in terms of DQo, DBo5, 
nitrates, phosphates, pH, conductivity, tempera-
ture, dissolved oxygen and solids in suspension. 

according to the information available, a total 
of 244,194 m3 of this volume, or 16%, was re-
used, mainly to water gardens and golf courses, 
compared to the 831,356 m3 reused in 2010, or 
50%. the difference in the percentage of waste 
water reused is due primarily to the unavail-
ability of this figure from the Playa Bávaro and 
Paradisus Punta Cana complexes in 2011.

the volume of reused water over the total wa-
ter consumed by the organisation was 3%.

the company does not yet have a centralised 
management system for the registration of the 
volume of average waste water and spillages.

in 2011, no major accidental spillages occurred 
in any of the Meliá Hotels international busi-
ness units.

4.5 wateR ConSuMption anD SpillaGe ContRol 
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was 274,188 m3.
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waste Management in Hotels

to ensure appropriate waste management the 
company carries out the selective collection of 
waste in keeping with existing legislation. there 
are also projects which allow the company to 
minimise the consumption of resources and the 
generation of waste.

Given the activity in our hotels, the waste they 
generate is mainly classified as urban waste such 
as paper, cardboard, glass, vegetable oil, packag-
ing and other non-separated domestic rubbish. 
there is also another type of waste in lesser 
quantities which includes printer cartridges and 
toners, electrical and electronic waste  not con-
sidered dangerous, and used batteries and stor-
age batteries (without heavy metals).

to a far lesser extent, there are also some 
dangerous waste products mainly generated 
from cleaning and maintenance services. these 
products basically consist of plastic and metal 
packaging of dangerous materials (paint strip-
per, varnish, paint, cleaning products, aerosols, 
etc.), contaminated rags and sponges, florescent 
bulbs, batteries that contain mercury, used hy-
draulic acids and hazardous batteries and elec-
trical materials.

in 2011, the Company has been developing a 
system to quantify and report on the genera-
tion of waste in hotels. the aim is to provide 
reliable and consistent data, reflecting the scope 
of the environmental impact more accurately. 
However, given that a large part of the waste 
is collected by municipal services, it is difficult 
to make an exact calculation, so we can only 
make an approximate estimation of the total 
waste generated. Meliá Hotels international’s 
objective is to have a waste quantification and 
reporting model as one of the results of the 
2012-2014 strategic plan.

Below we shall only report on figures related 
to the centralised waste management contracts 
in spain.

4.6 uSe of ReSouRCeS anD waSte ManaGeMent

total volume of water treated in own purification systems and reused 

HotelS m3 tReateD  m3 ReuSeD %

year % 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

Meliá purosani 45,138 103,678 13,735 31,100 30% 30%

Gran Meliá Jakarta 101,358 128,164 8,113 8,211 8% 6%

Meliá Gorriones 101,930 116,439 101,930 98,973 100% 85%

Meliá Golf Vichy Catalán 17,516 15,993 17,516 15,993 100% 100%

paradisus playa Conchal1 -- 176,508 -- 176,508 -- 100%

playa bávaro Resort2 966,550 1,070,171 na 449,471 na 42%

Gran Meliá palacio de isora 81,000 51,100 81,000 51,100 100% 100%

paradisus punta Cana 202,757 -- na -- na --

Meliá Zanzibar3 21,900 -- 21,900 -- 100% 100%

total 1,538,149 1,662,053 244,194 831,356 16% 50%

na = not available 
1 establishment no longer affiliated as of 2011  
2 this name encompasses the following business units: Meliá Caribe tropical, Paradisus Palma real & the reserve, Centro Comercial sierra Parima, Palma real Villas and Cocotal Golf   
3 estimated Data
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used vegetable oil 

in 2011, we continued with the framework agreements in spain for the collection of used vegetable 
oil, batteries and waste from electrical and electronic devices.

the total amount of vegetable oil collected in 2011 was 45,801 kg.

2011 2010

total 45,801 kg 44,087 kg

per hotel 594.82 kg (77 hotels) 595.68 kg (74 hotels)

electrical and electronic waste from hotels in Spain

(electrical and electronic waste except fluorescent and low power consumption bulbs)

in 2011, the amount of electrical and electronic waste collected under this agreement was 40,818 kg.

2011 2010

Corporate 355 kg 1,630 kg

Hotels 40,463 kg 270 kg

total 40,818 kg 1,900 kg

per hotel 2,380.18 kg (17 hotels) 270 kg (1 hotel)

the rise is primarily due to the gradual consolidation of a service that we began to provide in 
september 2010 and which began to be used by the establishments regularly in 2011.

fluorescent and low power consumption bulbs  

in 2011, the amount of low energy light bulbs collected by aMBilaMP was 4,074 kg.

2011 2010

total 4,074kg 5,612 kg

per hotel 88.50 kg (46 hotels) 431.70 kg (13 hotels)

used batteries

in 2011, the total amount of used batteries was 640 kg in eleven hotels, resulting in a total of 58.18 
kg/hotel.
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waste management in corporate offices

Waste management in corporate offices fo-
cuses on waste which is generated in greatest 
quantities, concentrating mainly on paper and 
cardboard and, to a lesser extent, electrical and 
electronic waste, packaging, fluorescent bulbs, 
batteries, toner and ink cartridges, cleaning prod-
ucts packaging, etc.

in 2011, the amount of paper and cardboard 
waste generated and sent for recycling in com-
pany headquarters was 18,225 kg, compared to 
12,200 kg in 2010.

likewise, the amount of other waste collected in 
the corporate offices was 40 kg of batteries, 37.5 
kg of florescent tubes and 355 kg of waste from 
electrical and electronic devices.

4.7 pReSeRVation of bioDiVeRSity

Description of the most significant 
impacts in biodiversity

on a global scale, the tourism and travel indus-
try can influence the loss of biodiversity due to 
the consumption of natural resources and the 
contribution to climate change associated with 
the production of goods and services offered 
by tourism.

on the local level, tourism has the potential 
to create a negative impact on the surround-
ing natural areas through the degradation and/
or destruction of habitats and the alteration of 
wildlife, primarily due to:

•	actions taken during construction and opera-
tion, or neglect that causes physical changes 
in the natural environment, such as changes 
in soil use, deforestation, alterations in water 
resources, soil degradation, the generation of 
water stress, and contributing to the loss of 
coral reefs in the area, among others.

•	risk of land or water contamination. if not 
properly controlled, chemical cleaning prod-
ucts, fertilisers, pesticides and wastes and 
waste water can pollute the soil and surface, 
underground or marine water masses, affect-
ing the animal and plant species living there, 
in addition to the very functioning of the eco-
system.

•	 emission of dangerous pollutants which are 
toxic or harmful to the atmosphere. Certain 
atmospheric pollutants coming from cleaning 

products, pesticides, paint or other hazardous 
chemical products can damage the local flora 
and fauna if they are not properly managed.

•	risk of noise or light pollution, or pollution 
by electromagnetic radiation. if not properly 
controlled, the artificial light, vibrations or 
noise generated by an establishment, espe-
cially in sensitive environments, can affect the 
life cycles of different species, as well as their 
very habitat.

•	 introduction of invasive exotic species. ani-
mal or plant species introduced outside their 
natural distribution zone can cause serious 
damage to the local ecosystem through the 
possible unbridled growth of individuals from 
the invasive species to the detriment of other 
local species, thus generating a loss in the local 
biodiversity or even the extinction of certain 
native species.

Meliá Hotels internationals cannot report on the 
specific impacts in terms of the species or exten-
sions affected by the hotels identified as being in 
protected natural areas as a detailed analysis of 
this impact has not been  carried out. 

presence in privileged natural enclaves

Meliá Hotels international has hotels in a number 
of countries which have biodiversity hotspots, re-
gions with an enormous wealth of animal and 
plant species, but also with a greater level of dan-
ger and fragility.

en12-1
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the Company operates numerous hotels in or 
near privileged natural environments of great 
ecological value. in many cases, these areas are 
protected by the public institutions in the coun-
try or by international agreements. the table 
list of Hotels identified, near or adjacent to 
Protected natural spaces outlines the estab-
lishments located near protected natural areas.

even though the company has detected these 
nearby areas and their location, it does not yet 
have the size of the protected habitats, nor has 
it performed habitat restoration activities in 
these areas.

list of Hotels identified, near or adjacent to protected natural Spaces

Hotel SuRfaCe aRea (m2) pRoteCteD aRea

Gran Meliá Cancún 75,114 Costa occidental national Park of isla Mujeres, Punta Cancún and Punta nizuc. Mexico

Gran Meliá Palacio de isora 78,284 la Corona Forestal natural Park. spain

Gran Meliá Puerto rico 161,244 río espíritu santo nature Preserve. Puerto rico

Gran Meliá salinas 59,658 lanzarote World Biosphere reserve. spain

Me Cancún 24,650 Costa occidental national Park of isla Mujeres, Punta Cancún and Punta nizuc. Mexico

Meliá Cozumel 23,231 Coral reefs of Cozumel national Park. Mexico

Meliá Génova 980 Pelagos sanctuary for Mediterranean Marine Mammals. italy

Meliá Gorriones 85,000 Jandía natural Park. spain

Meliá Jardines del teide 24,038 la Corona Forestal natural Park. spain

Meliá royal tanau Boutique 625 aigüestortes and estany de sant Maurici national Park. spain

Meliá sancti Petri 30,000 Bahía de Cádiz natural Park. spain

Meliá santo Domingo 19,770 southern Coast of santo Domingo national Park. Dominican republic

Meliá sierra nevada 6,107 sierra nevada national Park. spain

Meliá sinaí 43,500 ras Mohammed national Park. egypt

Meliá sol y nieve 7,438 sierra nevada national Park. spain

Meliá Zanzíbar 315,000 Kiwengwa Pongwe Forest reserve. tanzania

sol alcudia Center 10,691 s’albufera de Mallorca nature Park. spain

sol Calas de Mallorca resort 57,495 Calas de Mallorca natural area of special interest. spain

sol Cyrene 28,600 ras Mohammed national Park. egypt

sol Falcó 41,493 Menorca World Biosphere reserve. spain

sol Gavilanes 48,752 Menorca World Biosphere reserve. spain

sol Jandía Mar 17,400 Jandía natural Park. spain

sol la Palma 46,212 Caldera de taburiente national Park. spain

sol lanzarote 20,048 lanzarote World Biosphere reserve. spain

sol Menorca 10,336 World Biosphere reserve. spain

sol Milanos Pingüinos 7,614 Menorca World Biosphere reserve. spain

sol sancti Petri aptos. 30,000 Bahía de Cádiz natural Park. spain

sol sharm 26,966 ras Mohammed national Park. egypt

sol sun Beach aptos. 13,034 Corona Forestal natural Park. spain

sol Vielha 2,232 aigüestortes and estany de sant Maurici national Park. spain

trYP almussafes 1,730 albufera de Valencia natural Park. spain

tryp la Caleta 629 Bahía de Cádiz natural Park. spain

trYP las Matas 2,291 Cuenca alta del Manzanares regional Park. spain

en13-1 y 2
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Most important activities

at this moment, there is no overall biodiversity 
strategy. initially, the company pledged to report 
on this strategy in its 2011 report; however it 
has been impossible to implement this strategy 
so far. We hope to be able to report on it by 
the end of the 2012-2014 strategic plan.

the most noteworthy action regarding the pro-
tection of biodiversity on the corporate level 
was the economic aid of €7,143 for the project 
by the nGo nature action to Conserve the 
Brown Bear in the Pyrenees. this amount was 

earned from the bonus received for gathering 
vegetable oil in the establishments in spain, and 
it was wholly earmarked to this nGo.

With regard to individual actions by the es-
tablishments, we do not yet have a system to 
consolidate this information, although, just as in 
other years, numerous actions were conducted, 
mainly aimed at raising clients’ and employees’ 
awareness and getting them involved, such as 
beach cleaning, client involvement in the release 
of sea turtles, planting seeds of local plant spe-
cies or working with nGos.

4.8 enViRonMental inVeStMentS anD eXpenDituRe

in 2011 investments and spending on the envi-
ronment accounted for in centralised company 
systems amounted to 6,423,606 € compared 
to 6,150,880 € in 2010, broken down into the 
following categories:

•	Cost of separate collection of waste, bacte-
riological analysis of water and environmental 
certifications and initiatives: 803,757 € com-
pared to 708,680 € in 2010.

•	Costs of sewage charges, rubbish collection 
and water supply: 4,962,300 € compared to 
4,949,736 € in 2010.

•	 investments in energy and water efficiency 
as part of the saVe project: 657,549 € com-
pared to 492,464 € in 2010.
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36,622 employees
vs. 35,728 in 2010

532 specific training courses in labour health and safety
vs. 100 in 2010

128 nationalities  
vs. 109 in 2010

90,414 hours of training in spain  
vs. 77,899 hours in 2010

5 Human Value

5.1 Key fiGuReS
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Tienes la palabra (“you have the floor”)
survey on company climate, commitment
and culture 

one of Meliá Hotels international’s objectives is to 
ascertain its employees’ degree of satisfaction. the 
survey on workplace climate is the tool it uses to 
evaluate the employees’ degree of acceptance of 
the company’s culture, management and proce-
dures, as well as the atmosphere in which they work.

Tienes la palabra (“You have the Floor”) is the 
new survey on company climate, commitment 
and culture which was created in 2011 as the 
continuation of the climate survey that the com-
pany had been administering for years.

it is a venue of participation where all the pro-
fessionals who wish can express their opinion 
once a year, directly and confidentially, on issues 
related to their day-to-day jobs and the com-
pany itself.  in the 2011 edition, a total of 23,993 
people participated in this survey, compared to 
20, 914 participants in 2010. they shared their 
assessments of the following issues:

•	the company’s image
•	their job
•	Corporate management
•	responsibility and sustainability
• internal communication 
•	alignment of the rules with the values
•	 equality
•	Workplace stability
•	trust and coherence
•	Working environment and means
•	Management and organisation 
•	training and development 
•	 enough time and staff
•	Compensation and benefits
•	timetable and work-family balance
 (corporate headquarters)

What is more, in alignment with the new Culture 
and Values project, the survey enabled us to as-
certain our professionals’ opinions on the culture, 
the new values (identification and real practice) 
and leadership, specifically on the following topics:

•	orientation towards guest services
•	Culture of revenue (income)
•	teamwork 
•	Corporate headquarters’ orientation towards 

guests 

•	 Proactiveness and effectiveness 
•	acting with confidence to innovate
•	Coordination among departments (corporate 

headquarters)
•	 identification with the values
•	 effective practice of the values
•	 immediate supervisor
•	 level above immediate supervisor
•	 status of the supervisors (questions only for 

supervisors)

the results were published globally through the 
internal gazette tú también / utoo and were 
also presented in a detailed fashion in each of 
the hotels and corporate areas. once analysed, 
we spearheaded the participative development 
of action plans in the hotels and departments 
with the goal of preserving what should be kept 
and improving what needs to be improved.

Due to the change in the methodology and 
structure of the new survey on climate, it is 
impossible to directly compare the results with 
previous years. However, we would like to spot-
light the results in the sections on employees’ 
commitment to the company’s successes and re-
sults (89% of the responses between 7 and 10 
on a ten-point scale), pride in belonging (90%) 
and levels of satisfaction (82%) and motivation 
(82%). all of this is a sound foundation upon 
which to reinforce the solidity and future of 
Meliá Hotels international. 

Communication channels and feedback

at Meliá Hotels international employees receive 
information through different meetings and tools 
that encourage interaction between depart-
ments and promote constant improvement, as 
well as providing greater access to information:

the tools include the following:

Video-communications from senior management

Just like every year, the Ceo of Meliá Hotels in-
ternational, Gabriel escarrer Jaume, sent his end-
of-year message, and taking advantage of the 
celebration of the Christmas cocktail at the ho-
tels and corporate headquarters, the employees 
watched a new video message in which he took 
stock of 2011 and briefly presented the content 
of the new 2012-2014 strategic plan.

5.2 eMployee SatiSfaCtion
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top-down communication process

Communication at Meliá Hotels international 
always follows a top-down process in which in-
formation is first transmitted to the senior levels 
of management and then filters down to all em-
ployees.

employee portal

Meliá Hotels international runs an employee 
Portal which provides access to corporate and 
other information, applications and other com-
pany services. 

the portal is still yet to reach all of the locations 
in which Meliá Hotels international operates. 
users may enter the portal at the PC Points in 
the hotels or on their own computers. What is 
more, in 2011 secure access to the portal via the 
internet was activated, which enables users to 
access the contents from any computer with an 
internet hook-up, even though not everyone has 
a username for the portal yet.

internal gazette “utoo”

the internal gazette “utoo” was created to fa-
cilitate employee  access to internal commu-
nication.

its lightweight printed format enables the gazette 
to reach all employees, even those that do not 
have a computer in their workspace. What is 
more, there is also a German-Portuguese edi-
tion which is delivered to the Meliá Hotels inter-
national hotels in Portugal, Brazil, Germany and 
luxemburg, and other spanish-english version.

the internal gazette “utoo” has enabled us to in-
form all our employees about the brand change, 
the closure of the 2008-2010 strategic plan and 
the headway in the design of the new guidelines 
of the 2012-2014 strategic plan, as well as the 
new hotel openings. 

Diversity

the professional and  human  qualities of every 
person that forms part of the company are de-
cisive when it comes to transmitting to guests 
the passion for service. 

in 2011 the team at Meliá Hotels international 
was formed by 36,622* employees, compared 
to 35,728 in 2010. the positive results of the 
international expansion strategy have led to a 
total staff increase of 894 people in 2011.

among the staff working for the hotel, there is a 
not a significant number of freelancers.

the average number of staff members in spain 
with disabilities was 14 men and 30 women, 
which means 0.51% of the average total staff 
in spain.

the job rotation ratio at Meliá Hotels interna-
tional worldwide, i.e. the ratio of people leav-
ing the company during the year, was 3.75% in 
2011 compared to 3.84% in 2010. Below is a 
series of tables with ratios related to the human 
team and its diversity:

* includes Cuba, Bulgaria and egypt.

la1-1

la1-2

la13-2

During financial year 
2011, the total staff 
rose by 894 people.
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average number of employees by region 

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

20 11 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

Corporate 654 629 71 76 224 239 13 8 961 952

Hotel 8,611 8,900 3,140 3,039 19,850 19,968 2,702 2,869 34,303 34,776

Club Meliá 110 na 0 0 566 na 0 0 675 na

other activities 226 na 0 0 456 na 0 0 682 na

total 9,601 9,529 3,210 3,115 21,095 20,207 2,715 2,877 36,622 35,728

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. includes Bulgaria, Cuba and egypt. in the 2010 figures, Club Meliá is consolidated in the hotel figures.

workforce by levels, gender and region

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

Corporate 296 358 654 27 45 71 116 107 224 4 9 13 962

General Manager 95 34 129 12 3 15 28 11 39 1 2 3 187

Heads of Department 84 86 170 11 21 33 29 29 58 2 1 3 264

General staff 117 237 354 3 20 23 59 68 127 1 5 6 511

Hotel 4,465 4,146 8,611 1,065 1,095 2,160 6,367 3,512 9,880 1,885 817 2,702 23,353

General Manager 123 35 159 33 18 51 25 6 31 9 1 10 250

Heads of Department 912 557 1,468 130 133 263 920 494 1,414 156 68 224 3,370

General staff 3,430 3,554 6,984 901 944 1,846 5,423 3,012 8,435 1,720 748 2,468 19,733

Club Meliá 38 72 110 0 0 0 217 188 404 0 0 0 514

other activities 121 105 226 0 0 0 365 91 456 0 0 0 682

total 4,920 4,681 9,601 1,091 1,140 2,231 7,065 3,899 10,964 1,889 826 2,715 25,511

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa,  2011 figures. Does not include Bulgaria, Cuba and egypt. 

workforce by kind of contract, gender and geography *

SPAIN REST OF EMEA** AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

Corporate 283 339 621 23 38 61 116 107 223 1 0 1 907

Full time 278 328 606 23 38 61 116 107 223 1 0 1 892

Part time 5 11 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16

Hotel 3,481 2,857 6,338 864 868 1,731 4,959 2,728 7,687 1,875 813 2,689 18,445

Full time 3,400 2,742 6,142 823 825 1,647 4,959 2,728 7,687 1,875 813 2,689 18,165

Part time 81 115 196 41 43 84 0 0 0 0 0 0 280

Club Meliá 27 46 73 0 0 0 217 188 404 0 0 0 477

Full time 26 40 66 0 0 0 217 188 404 0 0 0 470

Part time 1 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

other activities 88 66 154 0 0 0 362 89 451 0 0 0 605

Full time 73 62 135 0 0 0 362 89 451 0 0 0 586

Part time 14 4 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18

total 3,878 3,308 7,186 887 905 1,792 5,654 3,112 8,766 1,877 813 2,690 20,434

* 2011 figures. Figures on the staff with permanent contracts.
** eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. Does not include Bulgaria, Cuba and egypt. 
 

la1-1 y 5
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average staff by kind of contract, gender and geography  

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

Permanent 3,878 3,308 7,186 887 905 1,792 5,654 3,112 8,766 1,877 813 2,690 20,434

temporary 1,042 1,373 2,415 204 235 439 1,411 787 2,198 12 13 25 5,077

total 4,920 4,681 9,601 1,091 1,140 2,231 7,065 3,899 10,964 1,889 826 2,715 25,511

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

average staff by type of contract, business area, gender and geography 

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

Corporate 296 358 654 27 45 71 116 107 224 4 9 13 962

Permanent 283 339 621 23 38 61 116 107 223 1 1 907

temporary 14 19 32 3 7 10 0 0 0 3 9 11 54

Hotel 4,465 4,146 8,611 1,065 1,095 2,160 6,367 3,512 9,880 1,885 817 2,702 23,353

Permanent 3,481 2,857 6,338 864 868 1,731 4,959 2,728 7,687 1,875 813 2,689 18,445

temporary 984 1,289 2,273 201 228 429 1,409 784 2,193 9 4 13 4,908

Club Meliá 38 72 110 0 0 0 217 188 404 0 0 0 514

Permanent 27 46 73 0 0 0 217 188 404 0 0 0 477

temporary 11 26 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37

other activities 121 105 226 0 0 0 365 91 456 0 0 0 682

Permanent 88 66 154 0 0 0 362 89 451 0 0 0 605

temporary 33 39 73 0 0 0 3 2 5 0 0 0 78

total GeneRal 4,920 4,681 9,601 1,091 1,140 2,231 7,065 3,899 10,964 1,889 826 2,715 25,511

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

age distribution by gender and region

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

<20 0.4% 0.2% 0.3% 2.3% 2.2% 2.3% 1.7% 1.2% 1.6% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 1.0%

20-29 14.1% 17.4% 15.7% 35.8% 43.8% 39.9% 36.7% 39.5% 37.7% 16.2% 23.5% 18.4% 27.6%

30-39 27.1% 30.7% 28.8% 35.7% 32.2% 33.9% 35.7% 35.4% 35.6% 36.7% 44.2% 39.0% 33.3%

40-49 23.1% 26.2% 24.6% 16.0% 13.5% 14.8% 18.2% 18.0% 18.1% 38.6% 28.9% 35.6% 22.1%

50-60 31.9% 22.9% 27.5% 7.5% 7.1% 7.3% 6.7% 5.1% 6.1% 7.0% 3.1% 5.8% 14.2%

>60 3.5% 2.6% 3.0% 2.7% 1.1% 1.9% 1.0% 0.8% 0.9% 1.3% 0.2% 1.0% 1.8%

total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

la1-3

la1-1

la1-3

la13-1

la13-3
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workforce by gender and region 

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

Men 51.2% 51.8% 48.9% 46% 64.4% 64.6% 69.6% 69.9% 58.7% 59.1%

Women 48.8% 48.2% 51.1% 54% 35.6% 35.4% 30.4% 30.1% 41.3% 40.9%

total 100% 100% 100,0% 100% 100,0% 100% 100,0% 100% 100,0% 100%

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

number of hires by age, gender and geography  

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

<20 10 6 17 7 13 20 66 30 96 1 1 1 134

20-29 158 182 340 116 139 255 656 402 1,058 20 10 31 1,684

30-39 151 144 295 78 53 131 371 233 603 47 13 60 1,089

40-49 66 71 137 28 23 51 132 89 221 8 1 10 418

50-60 20 24 45 8 3 11 35 21 56 1 1 2 114

>60 1 1 1 1 1 7 4 10 10 1 10 23

total 406 428 835 238 231 469 1,266 778 2,045 87 27 113 3,462

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

% of hires by average staff, by age, gender and geography 

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

<20 59.10% 59.83% 59.38% 29.24% 50.02% 39.59% 53.94% 61.90% 56.20% 17.14% 39.27% 21.55% 52.34%

20-29 22.88% 22.31% 22.57% 29.75% 27.80% 28.66% 25.27% 26.14% 25.60% 6.65% 5.26% 6.11% 23.95%

30-39 11.34% 10.05% 10.67% 20.06% 14.45% 17.34% 14.69% 16.88% 15.47% 6.76% 3.51% 5.64% 12.84%

40-49 4.92% 5.79% 5.78% 15.85% 14.74% 15.33% 10.30% 12.59% 11.11% 1.15% 0.57% 1.00% 7.39%

50-60 1.30% 2.27% 1.70% 9.73% 4.22% 6.99% 7.42% 10.61% 8.37% 0.50% 3.61% 1.00% 3.13%

>60 0.30% 0.63% 0.44% 3.68% 0.00% 2.57% 9.52% 12.33% 10.39% 40.22% 41.32% 40.29% 5.05%

total 8.26% 9.15% 8.70% 21.85% 20.25% 21.03% 17.93% 19.97% 18.65% 4.60% 3.21% 4.18% 13.58%

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

la1-5

la2-1, 3 y 5

la2-2, 4 y 6
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number of voluntary departures by age, gender and geography  

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

<20 0 0 0 1 0 1 22 7 29 0 0 0 31

20-29 15 13 28 45 59 104 213 164 377 0 0 1 509

30-39 15 13 28 21 27 48 127 87 214 4 2 6 296

40-49 5 2 7 9 5 15 43 24 68 2 1 3 93

50-60 3 2 5 1 2 3 9 2 11 1 0 1 19

>60 0 0 0 1 0 2 4 2 6 0 0 0 8

total 39 30 69 79 93 172 418 286 704 7 3 11 956

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

 % of voluntary rotation by average staff size, by age, gender and geography  

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

<20 2.60% 0.00% 1.61% 3.29% 1.35% 2.32% 17.98% 14.28 16.93% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 11.91%

20-29 2.14% 1.62% 1.86% 11.55% 11.74% 11.65% 8.20% 10.68% 9.12% 0.00% 0.26% 0.10% 7.24%

30-39 1.14% 0.92% 1.03% 5.45% 7.37% 6.38% 5.02% 6.30% 5.47% 0.62% 0.50% 0.58% 3.49

40-49 0.48% 0.15% 0.31% 5.36% 3.41% 4.44% 3.37% 3.44% 3.40% 0.31% 0.40% 0.33% 1.64

50-60 0.19% 0.20% 0.19% 1.47% 2.07% 1.77% 1.83% 1.08% 1.60% 0.53% 0.00% 0.44% 0.53

>60 2.60% 0.01% 0.00% 4.66% 3.20% 4.22% 6.00% 5.23% 5.76% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.65

total 0.79% 0.65% 0.72% 7.25% 8.19% 7.73% 5.91% 7.34% 6.42% 0.38% 0.40% 0.39% 3.75%

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

women in positions of responsibility by region – HotelS 

COuNTRY MEN WOMEN

2011 2010 2011 2010

argentina 75.0% 66.7% 25.0% 33.3%

Brazil 59.0% 61.5% 41.0% 38.5%

Bulgaria 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Cape Verde 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

China 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Croatia 0.0% 64.7% 0.0% 35.3%

Cuba 100.0% 95.7% 0.0% 4.3%

Dominican rep. 100.0% 100.0% 0.00% 0.0%

egypt 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

France 28.7% 28.6% 71.3% 71.4%

Germany 68.8% 77.3% 31.2% 22.7%

Greece 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

indonesia 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

italy 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

luxembourg 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Malaysia 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

COuNTRY MEN WOMEN

2011 2010 2011 2010

Mexico 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Panama 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Peru 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Portugal 0.0% 69.2% 0.0% 0.0%

Puerto rico 100.0% 100.0% 0.00% 0.0%

spain 84.8% 84.6% 15.3% 15.4%

tanzania 100.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.0%

united arab emirates 79.3% 0.0% 20.7% 0.0%

united Kingdom 55.2% 100.0% 44.8% 0.0%

uruguay 100.0% 100.0% 0.00% 0.0%

usa 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Venezuela 100.0% 100.0% 0.00% 0.0%

Vietnam 40.5% 100.0% 59.5% 0.0%

total 83.3% 82.4% 16.8% 17.6%

includes Hotel General Managers

la2-7, 9 y 11

la2-8, 10 y 12

la13-2
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women in positions of responsibility by region – CoRpoRate
 

COuNTRY MEN WOMEN

2011 2010 2011 2010

Brazil 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

China 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Germany 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Hong Kong 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Mexico 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

spain 75.6% 76.7% 24.4% 23.3%

united Kingdom 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

usa 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

total 79.6% 80.8% 20.4% 19.2%

* includes  eVP (executive Vice President), sVP (senior Vice President) and VP (Vice President)

Cultural Diversity

in 2011 the workforce at Meliá Hotels international consisted of 128 nationalities, compared to 109 in 2010. 

Staff top 5 nationalities (%)

COuNTRY 2011 2010 2009

spanish 34.06% 35.40% 50.09%

Dominican 16.27% 16.81% 11.16%

Mexican 13.12% 13.53% 5.45%

indonesian 6.46% 5.92% 5.56%

Brazilian 4.72% 4.45% 4.31%

Staff by nationality (%)

COuNTRY 2011 2010 2009

afghanistan 0.006% 0.008% 0%

albania 0.008% 0.015% 0.010%

Germany 3.664% 3.648% 2.200%

algeria 0.039% 0.043% 0.080%

united states 3.473% 0.880% 1.180%

angola 0.004% 0.006% 0.010%

argentina 1.032% 1.039% 0.980%

armenia 0.002% 1.75% 0.010%

aruba 0.013% 0.020% 0%

australia 0.007% 0% 0%

austria 0.021% 0.027% 0.030%

Bahamas 0.005% 0% 0%

Bangladesh 0.027% 0.042% 0.060%

Barbados 0.001% 0% 0%

Belgium 0.112% 0.117% 0.210%

Belize 0% 0.004% 0.010%

Belarus 0.005% 0.005% 0.010%

Myanmar 0% 0.008% 0.010%

Guinea Bissau 0% 0.009% 0%

COuNTRY 2011 2010 2009

Bolivia 0.096% 0.089% 0.150%

Bosnia 0.009% 0.014% 0%

Botswana 0.008% 0% 0%

Brazil 4.715% 4.452% 4.310%

Great Britain 0.268% 0.266% 0.300%

Bulgaria 0.122% 0.097% 0.110%

Burkina Faso 0.004% 0% 0%

Cape Verde 0.523% 0.007% 0.010%

Cambodia 0.004% 0.004% 0%

Cameroon 0.025% 0.029% 0.030%

Canada 0.019% 0.027% 0.010%

sri lanka 0.056% 0.030% 0%

Czech republic 0.034% 0.024% 0.070%

Chile 0.070% 0.066% 0.120%

China 2.023% 2.374% 0.150%

Cyprus 0.012% 0.012% 0%

Colombia 0.531% 0.568% 1.010%

Congo 0.046% 0.046% 0.040%

Costa rica 0.034% 2.414% 1.870%

la13

la13-2
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COuNTRY 2011 2010 2009

Croatia 0.081% 0.030% 0.010%

Cuba 0.424% 0.296% 0.400%

Dominican republic 16.269% 16.812% 11.160%

ecuador 0.375% 0.404% 0.880%

egypt 0.027% 0.010% 0%

eritrea 0.004% 0.004% 0%

slovakia 0.054% 0.052% 0.070%

slovenia 0.007% 0.007% 0%

spain 34.062% 35.399% 50.090%

estonia 0.003% 0.005% 0%

ethiopia 0.001% 0% 0%

Philippines 0.087% 0.069% 0.100%

Finland 0.026% 0.030% 0.020%

France 0.777% 0.630% 0.710%

Gabon 0.004% 0.004% 0%

Gambia 0.019% 0.018% 0.020%

Georgia 0.010% 0.014% 0.010%

Ghana 0.014% 0.011% 0.030%

Greece 0.216% 0.241% 0.210%

Guatemala 0.020% 0.005% 0%

Guyana 0.004% 0.004% 0%

Guinea 0.038% 0.020% 0.070%

Haiti 0.269% 0.241% 0.080%

india 0.050% 0.062% 0.060%

Holland 0.106% 0.098% 0.130%

Honduras 0.016% 0.021% 0.020%

Hungary 0.044% 0.043% 0.050%

indonesia 6.456% 5.922% 5.560%

iran 0.003% 0% 0%

iraq 0.008% 0.010% 0.010%

ireland 0.016% 0.012% 0.030%

iceland 0.001% 0% 0%

israel 0.002% 0.005% 0.010%

italy 1.442% 1.347% 1.470%

Jamaica 0.008% 0.004% 0%

Japan 0.001% 0.014% 0.010%

Jordan 0.004% 0.004% 0%

Kazakhstan 0.002% 0% 0%

Kenya 0.005% 0% 0%

Kyrgyzstan 0.001% 0.004% 0%

latvia 0.024% 0.013% 0.010%

lebanon 0.004% 0.005% 0.010%

lithuania 0.032% 0.024% 0.030%

luxemburg 0.029% 0.033% 0.020%

Macedonia 0.008% 0.011% 0%

Malaysia 0.734% 0.418% 0.620%

Madagascar 0.003% 0% 0%

Mali 0.007% 0.012% 0.010%

COuNTRY 2011 2010 2009

ivory Coast 0.014% 0.017% 0%

Morocco 0.354% 0.367% 0.720%

Mauritius 0% 0.007% 0.010%

Mauritania 0.045% 0.575% 0.110%

Mayotte 0.001% 0% 0%

Mexico 13.115% 13.529% 5.450%

Micronesia 0.002% 0% 0%

Moldova 0.018% 0.016% 1.600%

Mongolia 0.001% 0% 0%

Montenegro 0.011% 0% 0%

nepal 0.010% 0.009% 0.010%

nicaragua 0.012% 0.102% 0.090%

nigeria 0.045% 0.043% 0.090%

Pakistan 0.042% 0.036% 0.120%

Panama 1.104% 0% 0%

Paraguay 0.037% 0.050% 0.050%

Peru 0.993% 0.921% 0.890%

Poland 0.198% 0.181% 0.270%

Portugal 0.263% 0.517% 0.360%

Puerto rico 0% 0.004% 0%

rwanda 0.001% 0.004% 0%

rumania 0.281% 0.258% 0.430%

russia 0.113% 0.097% 0.140%

Western sahara 0% 0.020% 0%

solomon islands 0.001% 0% 0%

el salvador 0.008% 0% 0%

senegal 0.067% 0.070% 0.190%

serbia 0.010% 0.006% 0%

sierra leone 0.012% 0.018% 0.010%

syria 0.004% 0% 0%

somalia 0.006% 0.004% 0%

sweden 0.027% 0.021% 0.050%

switzerland 0.040% 0.035% 0.030%

south africa 0.008% 0.013% 0.010%

thailand 0.013% 0.023% 0.010%

taiwan 0.003% 0% 0%

tanzania 0.042% 0% 0%

togo 0.003% 0% 0%

trinidad 0.007% 0% 0%

tunisia 0.036% 0.046% 0.040%

turkey 0.062% 0.046% 0%

ukraine 0.126% 0.134% 0.260%

uganda 0.004% 0.006% 0.010%

uruguay 0.334% 0.124% 0.320%

Venezuela 2.296% 2.138% 2.080%

Vietnam 1.414% 0.008% 1.410%

Yemen 0.004% 0% 0%

Yugoslavia 0.005% 0% 0%
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5.3 HuMan ReSouRCeS poliCy

Hiring policy 

the internal rules of Human resources outline the priority of hiring local staff, thus lowering expatri-
ate staff to the minimum and only in exceptional cases. in this way, the company ensures that it will 
have a better understanding of local needs.

this rule promotes the development of the zones where Meliá Hotels international is present by 
generating jobs, while also ensuring knowledge of the zone and the local culture. thus, more than 73% 
of managers* at Meliá Hotels international are local1 compared to 27% expatriates. in 2010, these 
figures were 82% and 18%, respectively.

* Manager: Hotel Manager. 1  local Manager: native of the country where they are working.  

HOTEL GENERAL 
MANAGER EXPATRIATE LOCAL

2011 2010 2011 2010

argentina 25.0% 0.0% 75.0% 100.0%

Men 33.3% 0.0% 66.7% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

brazil 24.6% 7.7% 75.4% 92.3%

Men 27.8% 12.5% 72.2% 87.5%

Women 20.0% 0.0% 80.0% 100.0%

bulgaria 0.0% 20.0% 100.0% 80.0%

Men 0.0% 20.0% 100.0% 80.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Cape Verde 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

China 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Croatia 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Men 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Cuba 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Dominican Rep. 80.3% 40.0% 19.7% 60.0%

Men 80.3% 40.0% 19.7% 60.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

egypt 50.0% 0.0% 50.0% 100.0%

Men 50.0% 0.0% 50.0% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

france 42.8% 14.3% 57.2% 85.7%

Men 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Women 60.0% 20.0% 40.0% 80.0%

Germany 14.5% 0.0% 85.5% 100.0%

Men 20.8% 0.0% 79.2% 100.0%

Women 0.8% 0.0% 99.2% 100.0%

HOTEL GENERAL 
MANAGER EXPATRIATE LOCAL

2011 2010 2011 2010

Greece 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Men 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

indonesia 57.1% 100.0% 42.9% 0.0%

Men 57.1% 100.0% 42.9% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

italy 33.3% 0.0% 66.7% 100.0%

Men 33.3% 0.0% 66.7% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

luxembourg 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Malaysia 65.1% 100.0% 34.9% 0.0%

Men 65.1% 100.0% 34.9% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Mexico 35.4% 0.0% 64.6% 100.0%

Men 35.4% 0.0% 64.6% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

peru 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

puerto Rico 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Spain 5.7% 0.7% 94.3% 99.3%

Men 4.9% 0.8% 95.1% 99.2%

Women 10.5% 0.0% 89.5% 100.0%

tanzania 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

united arab emirates 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

local managers by country

“inSeRta” aGReeMent

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international 
signed an “inserta” agreement with the 
onCe Foundation whose goal is to 
promote the workplace insertion of in-
dividuals with disabilities on its staff. this 
agreement is valid for an initial period of 
four years and seeks not only to com-
ply with the law but also to spearhead 
the workplace integration of this collec-
tive. in 2011, 60 job offers were handled 
through the “inserta” Forum, 123 candi-
dates were interviewed and 35 of them 
were hired.

eC7-2

eC7-3

eC7-1

eC7-1

eC7-4
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HOTEL GENERAL 
MANAGER EXPATRIATE LOCAL

2011 2010 2011 2010

united Kingdom 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

uruguay 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Men 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

uSa 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Men 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

HOTEL GENERAL 
MANAGER EXPATRIATE LOCAL

2011 2010 2011 2010

Venezuela 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%

Men 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Vietnam 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%

Men 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%

Women 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%

total 26.3% 14.2% 73.7% 85.8%

Remuneration policy

Currently, 8.45% of all Meliá Hotels international employees form part of the performance evaluation 
system, compared to 16.44% in 2010 (only spain). the distribution can be seen in the following table:

employees with performance evaluation  

SPAIN REST OF EMEA* AMERICA ASIA

M W Total M W Total M W Total M W Total

Corporate 249 235 484 12 20 31 51 46 96 1 2 3 615

Hotel 619 388 1,007 175 205 380 91 63 154 0 0 0 1,542

General Manager 80 21 100 20 13 33 6 1 7 0 0 0 140

Heads of Department 485 297 782 48 43 91 66 49 115 0 0 0 987

General staff 55 70 125 108 149 256 19 14 33 0 0 0 414

total 868 623 1,491 187 225 412 142 109 251 1 2 3 2,157

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures.

at Meliá Hotels international, performance evaluation is a strategic element which should help to 
achieve the organisation’s overall objectives. 

at  Meliá Hotels international, the performance evaluation system is a human resource management 
technique that determines the performance of each employee, in relation with objectives set at the 
beginning of the year which are directly linked to the specific objectives of the area, as well as with 
the overall objectives of the company.

the performance evaluation is an analytical process that is carried out systematically and periodically. 
at Meliá Hotels international employees are evaluated every year with a formal review and follow-up 
at least once every six months. 

la12
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the objectives have the following characteristics:

•	 the  variable bonus assigned to the achievement of objectives is a percentage of gross annual salary.
•	there are four types of objectives: economic, strategic, quality and performance.
•	there are corporate objectives set by senior  management in each area for each function, and 

individual objectives, set by the business area for each employee that takes part in the variable 
bonus system.

•	the objectives are defined according to the employee’s position.

since 2009, the variable compensation of the company’s managers includes sustainability criteria.

Meliá Hotels international makes contributions to defined pension funds. the total contributed at the 
end of 2011 was 5.3 million euro, as reflected in the 2011 Financial report, compared to  5.7 million 
euro at the end of 2010. the information on the accounting values and the model used to calculate 
these contributions are outlined in chapter 2.6 of the financial report.

the minimum salary which Meliá Hotels international pays to its employees is, on average, 15.6% above 
the legal minimum in european countries, calculated in euros, and 2.85% above the rest of the countries, 
calculated in us dollars. in 2010, these differences were 47% and 30.3%, respectively. this difference is 
due to the fact that the global economic crisis has led to stiffer competition in the job market, which has 
raised the demand for jobs, thus lowering the cost. the breakdown of the minimum salaries by region 
in which the company has major operations2 can be seen in the table Minimum monthly gross salary: 
Meliá Hotels international vs. legal minimum.

the table average salary difference by gender (men vs. women) shows the salary differences by profes-
sional category between men and women in the countries for which we have reliable information to 
calculate this difference.

Minimum monthly gross salary: Meliá Hotels international vs. legal minimum

EMEA* (€)

2011 2010

Bulgaria 50% 108%

egypt 0% 205%

France 0% 0%

Germany not applicable not applicable

Greece 24% 22%

italy not applicable not applicable

luxembourg 0% 0%

spain 23% 82%

tanzania 33% 0%

united Kingdom 0% not available

eC3

eC3-8

eC5

eC5-1

eC5-2 significant operations: those in which a hotel owned or rented is involved. in the case of this information, we also thought it relevant to include any developing 
country to reflect the company’s contribution for its employees in these regions.
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AMERICA ($)

2011 2010

argentina 0% 15%

Brazil 48% 36%

Dominican republic 0% 0%

Mexico 0% 0%

Panama not available not available

Peru 0% 0%

Puerto rico 0% 0%

uruguay 42% not available

usa 0% 0%

Venezuela 0% 31%

ASIA ($)

2011 2010

China not available not available

indonesia 0% 18%

Malaysia not available not applicable

Vietnam 0% 67%

2011 figures. in the case of the usa, we used the federal minimum wage. 

average salary by gender (Men vs. women)  

SPAIN MEXICO dOMINICAN REPuBLIC

CORPORATE 2011 2010 2009 2011 2011

eVP not available not applicable not applicable not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

sVP 47.0% not applicable not applicable not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

VP 16.0% not applicable not applicable not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

Director 12.0% not applicable not applicable 17.6% not available
(only men)

Manager 16.0% not applicable not applicable 107.5% not available
(only women)

executive 16.0% not applicable not applicable not available
(only men)

not available
(only women)

assistant -4.0% not applicable not applicable 19.0 25.4

HOTEL 2011 2010 2009 2011 2011

Director 13.6% 18.6% 15.0% not available
(only men)

not available
(only men)

assistant Managers -0.9% 1.7% 17.0% not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

Heads of Department 11.2% 11.9% 0.0% 30.1% -10.8%

General staff 3.0% 4.3% 6.0% 8.5% 1.1%

the positive figures are in favour of men while the negative ones are in favour of women. eVP (executive Vice President), sVP (senior Vice President) and VP (Vice President).

la14
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flexible remuneration

the flexible remuneration system designed by Meliá  Hotels international offers the possibility to 
voluntarily change part of the gross annual salary for some of the following benefits and services at 
cost price: health insurance, training, purchase of computers, renting property and food vouchers.

it is also applied to permanent employees of the hotels in spain (both owned and leased) and only 
with medical coverage.

employee benefits 

as an employee of Meliá Hotels international, any person who works for the company and has a 
fixed employment contract has special reduced accommodation rates for themselves and their family 
and friends in any company hotel. the rates are known as “estrellas  rates”.

on the other hand, the employees also have a variety of agreements with commercial entities which 
offer beneficial discounts for employees and are updated on the employee Portal.

the categories and number of agreements reached in each of them is listed below:

•	 Finance and insurance: 7
•	Home equipment: 6
•	Computer / telephone: 2
•	travel: 4
•	Health and Beauty: 16
•	 leisure and sports: 6
•	automotive: 2
•	others: 4

 
all the agreements apply to any Meliá Hotels international employee worldwide, but use might be 
limited to a local level.

work-family balance policy

one of the company’s challenges is to achieve a balance between work life and personal life. 
tourism poses an intrinsic problem when balancing work life and family life which stems from the 
very functioning of the business: complex work timetables and seasonality are at the root of these 
complexities.

in 2011, yet another step was taken towards the work-family balance in the corporate offices in 
Palma and Madrid. the new timetable was extended by 15 minutes from Monday to thursday in 
order to be able to work 8:30 am to 3:30 pm every Friday of the year.

la3
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5.4 pRofeSSional DeVelopMent anD pRoMotion

throughout the year the company carries out processes to identify  personnel with high potential 
and then organise development plans for them.

Development plans for high potential personnel for key positions

at Meliá Hotels international a person is considered to meet the criteria of being high potential when 
they have been at the company for at least a year, have demonstrated  excellent work performance, 
have been trained and show a capacity for improvement, show a positive and proactive attitude 
towards work, are flexible and demonstrate a strong commitment to the company.

the identification process consists of three stages: identification in the hotels by the general manager; 
verification by the brand human resources department that the candidate meets the requirements; 
reporting to the central human resources department so that evaluation interviews can be planned 
in the designated periods.

Development programmes in the business units 

iMp (internal Management plan) 
this is a programme involving both theoretical and practical training in the Meliá Hotels interna-
tional hotels whose objective is to develop individuals with potential to take the position of Hotel 
General Manager. this development plan is held twice a year and includes specific requirements 
and a selective course.

DpHD (Development plan for Heads of Departments)
this is a specific programme for the development and consolidation of hotel heads of departments. 

dPHd 2011 EuROPE AMERICA ASIA

Men 5  0  0

Women 3  0  0

 total 8  0 0

VDp (Vertical Development plan) 
the goal of this programme is to encourage employees to take on positions of greater responsibility. 
this plan is geared to general staff or middle managers.

VdPS MIddLE MANAGERS 2011 EuROPE AMERICA ASIA

Men 25  0  0

Women 7  0  0

 total 32  0 0

VdPS  GENERAL STAFF 2011 EuROPE AMERICA ASIA

Men 33  0  0

Women 36  0  0

 total 69  0 0

la11
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HDp (Horizontal Development plan)
this programme is oriented at training a hotel employee to take on similar responsibilities in another 
area, thus boosting their versatility.

Development programmes for Managers

EuROPE AMERICA TOTAL

2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

Men 41 45 14 16 55 61

Women 12 10 3 3 15 13

total 53 55 17 19 70 74

Development programmes for assistant Managers 

EuROPE AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

Men 15 13 0 2 0 3 15 18

Women 17 17 0 0 0 1 17 18

total 32 30 0 2 0 4 32 36

promotion

internal promotion is a priority at Meliá Hotels international. For this we use the Promosol messages 
through which we publish internally all the available vacant positions, providing all employees a chance 
to participate in company selection processes.

Meliá Hotels international did not provide financial support for external training in 2011, nor was 
there any request for a sabbatical with a job guarantee afterwards.

there are no training plans to adapt to life after retirement, nor are there plans for employees who 
leave the organisation to look for a new job.

5.5 tRaininG

the purpose of the Meliá Hotels international training model is based on deepening the needs of 
the hotels and/or corporate headquarters to offer quality training that boosts the competences re-
garded as essential to the company, as well as the different skills that contribute to employees’ better 
performance in their professional activities.

the main training initiatives carried out during the past year have been the following: 

•	 institutional training campaigns.
•	 individual training plans in hotels and/or corporate offices.
•	training in service culture.
•	Development of the project Corporate University Meliá Hotels Internationals.
•	new induction model for new employees. 
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the training model in 2011 enabled us to reach the following milestones:

•	 Participation of the company’s experts in the development of actions, thus conferring an added 
value on the personalisation of the contents according to specific departmental needs.

•	Wider range of group training available by zone, which enabled costs to be lowered.
•	a Catalogue of actions which has served as a guide for the hotels to detect needs that may not 

have been considered initially.
•	 inclusion of new methodologies with more participative and practical dynamics.
•	Greater participation in the training plans by the training Committee and trade union representa-

tives nationally.

the training actions in spain were managed through bonuses received through the tripartita Founda-
tion. the total amount of paid training in 2011 was €618,446 compared to €539,477 in 2011, and 
the total number of hours of training was 90,414 hours compared to 77,899 hours in 2010, which 
means an average of 9.34 hours per participant. the total number of actions managed was 143, with 
participation by 9,677 employees. 

training actions – Spain 2011

Actions Courses Participants
Average 
hours/

participant

Media 
hours/

employee

Total 
hours 

Paid training 131 837 8,057 9.45 7.93 76,139.00

unpaid training 12 96 1,620 8.81 1.49 14,275.00

total 143 933 9,677 9.34 9.42 90,414.00

* Meliá Hotels international cannot offer figures broken down by employee category and gender.  

institutional training

Management training: “preparing for normality”

the purpose of this training was to share the results of Meliá Hotels international, reporting on the 
courses of action for 2011 (income and optimisation), talent management as a lever for developing 
the potential of the employees, and updating the messages on variable compensation and sustainable 
development.

institutional training for Middle Managers

the topics discussed were the following:

•	 economic figures on Meliá Hotels international.
• Courses of action for the forthcoming years (2012-2015).
• Variable compensation for 2011.
• Meliá Hotels international map of risks: supervisors’ responsibilities.
• sustainability
• training module on situational leadership 

la10-1 y 2
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5.5.2 individual training plans in hotels

to draw up the 2011 training plan for the hotels in spain, a study was conducted of the professional 
profiles existing was well as the new requests from the business units.

this study enabled us to define training plans appropriate for the particularities of the establishment 
as well as for the different departments and their employees.

Below is a list of the most important campaigns conducted by the different departments:

•	 Food and Drink. Protocol & up-selling and Culinary techniques.
•	reception, reservations, revenue Management, sales. up-selling & Client orientation and Com-

mercial negotiation techniques. 
•	technical services. energy efficiency and High and low tension regulations.  
•	 economato, administration and Personnel. Finances for non-Financial staff, Warehouse Manage-

ment and Procurement. 
•	Department Heads. uniform system of account.
•	all departments. legislative training.

training plan for Corporate offices

the training plan for corporate offices is focused on fostering the competences and skills needed for 
Meliá Hotels international employees to perform their jobs better.

the main training actions conducted were the following:

•	 Public speaking techniques 
•	teamwork
•	time management
•	 languages

Corporate university by Meliá Hotels international

With the goal of having an educational area within our internal structure to ensure that internal 
learning and knowledge are directly connected to the company’s strategy and objectives, in 2011 we 
decided to launch the Corporate university by Meliá Hotels international project. throughout the 
year, the structure of the different curricula was designed. in the forthcoming year, the project design 
phase will be completed and its implementation will begin.

the benefits of this university will be:

•	alignment of the training strategy with the company’s strategy in an effective, global way.
•	Coordination of the different corporate areas under a shared strategy.
•	 responding to the company’s expansion strategy by standardising the working processes.
•	 improvements in the professional quality of all the employees of Meliá Hotels international.
•	Motivation to participate through specific, high-level training.

new induction programme in hotels and corporate offices

in 2011, the corporate offices in spain worked on a new induction format, Welcome Day, whose main 
objective is to share the mission, objectives and structure of the different corporate areas as well as 
the basic concepts in the corporate hotel management for recently hired employees.

in 2011 the project 
of the Meliá Hotels 
international Corp 

orate university got 
underway.
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Welcome Day is made up of two workshops, and consists of:

•	the first day, in which the heads of the different corporate areas share with their fellow employ-
ees the main mission of their department (in the broadest sense), the organisational chart (who’s 
who), responsibilities and main projects in the most entertaining and participative way possible.

•	the second day, when the heads of a hotel spend time showing the new hires how the hotel 
operates in order to ensure better and greater understanding of hotel operations, their structure, 
functions, avenues of work with corporate headquarters, etc.

•	the overall objective of the induction programme is to provide the new team members with 
information on the company, its history, its culture and its values. the company has an induction 
pack adapted to the organisation and its brands.

in the case of induction in hotels, we also provide specific information on the hotel and the brand 
to which it belongs.

5.6 woRKplaCe HealtH anD Safety

the human team at Meliá Hotels international is the company’s most important asset, and for this 
reason the group particularly emphasises making headway in the prevention of workplace risks.

Health and safety policies vary according to local legislation and the idiosyncrasies of each location, 
but in every case Meliá Hotels international policy demands strict compliance with the law and the 
development of preventative measures for specific hazards detected in each area. in spain, 95% of 
workers are represented by a Health and safety Committee. the functions of these committees are 
clearly outlined in articles 38 and 39 of spain’s law on the Prevention of Workplace risks.

Meliá Hotels international has never refused to sign specific formal agreements with unions that 
improve the legal conditions of workers on safety and health issues.

Health and Safety indexes

in total, the average workforce in 2011 of employees that the company had under the responsibility 
of the department of labour Health of spain was 9,222 compared to 9,641 in 2010. 

in 2011, the company registered 626 work-related accidents, compared to 625 in 2010, which re-
sulted in the loss of 11,798 days, compared to 11,475 in 2010. the rate of absenteeism was 3.61% 
compared to 4.36% in 2010.

the kinds of injuries included in the report on workplace accidents are:

•	 superficial lesions  
• open wounds  
• other kinds of wounds and superficial lesions 
• Closed fractures  
• open fractures  
• other kinds of bone fractures  
• Dislocations and fractures  
• sprains and twists  
• other kinds of dislocations, sprains and twists  
• traumatic amputations   
• internal lesions  

la6-1
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• other kinds of disturbances and internal lesions 
• Burns and scalds (heat)  
• Chemical burns (corrosion)  
• other kinds of burns, scalds and freezing  
• acute infections  
• asphyxia  
• traumatic blows   
• Multiple lesions 
• Heart attacks, strokes and other pathologies

For all purposes, a missed day of work is considered a calendar day, and missed days started being 
tallied as soon as the person leaves work. there is no record of any accidents by contractors or 
concurrent companies in our facilities. according to internal procedure Prl 006 – Coordination 
of Business activities – all contractors have to sign an agreement with Meliá Hotels international 
in spain in which they accept the obligation to report serious, very serious or mortal accidents as 
soon as they happen.

in 2011 there were two cases of occupational illnesses. there were no cases of occupational ill-
nesses in contractors, who follow the same internal procedures as they do with accidents, namely 
Prl 006.

the absenteeism rate among the staff in 2011 can be seen in the table of Workplace Health 
indexes. in the case of absenteeism by contractors, this information is not available as there is no 
system to report these absences.

throughout 2011, there were no work-related deaths either among the Meliá Hotels international 
staff or contractors.

the system of recording workplace accidents and illnesses used by the company is the Ministry of 
labour’s Delta system (electronic declaration of workers who experience accidents).

table of workplace Health indexes

Incidence Frequency *

(la7-3)
Seriousness

(la7-7 y 8)
Average

duration **
Absenteeism

(la7-9 y 10)

Men 59.08 33.69 0.73 21.63 2.94

Women 77.24 44.43 0.74 16.57 4.33

total 67.87 38.86 0.73 19.11 3.61

* With and without commuting accidents taken into account.  ** in natural days. 

prevention programmes

in 2011, the Prevention service of Meliá Hotels international held several specific education, train-
ing, consulting and risk prevention and control campaigns in spain on the following themes:

•	Health requirements for expatriate staff. 
• Flu information and vaccination campaign.
• Hepatitis a / B information and vaccination campaign.
• information and vaccination campaign on the human papillomavirus in women to prevent cervi-

cal cancer.
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in addition, the Department of Prevention and Workplace risks manages and maintains the health 
protocols in the event of epidemics (cholera, meningitis, food poisoning, legionnaire’s disease).

other training programs

TITLE NuMBER

Basic level courses (30 h) 38

Basic level courses (50 h) 29

Job-specific Prl 295

Fire training 107

emergency team training 63

total 532

on the other hand, no workers were involved in professional activities with a high incidence or a 
high risk of specific illnesses.

5.7 HuMan RiGHtS

Meliá Hotels international has an executive  Code of  Conduct supervised  by the remuneration 
and appointments Committee of the Board of Directors and by the Human resources department 
which deals with the following issues:

•	Conflict of interest policy
•	non-discrimination (sex, race, religion...)
•	Harassment (work, sexual...)
•	Dignity at work
•	 employment
•	 equal opportunities

in 2011, no incident of discrimination of any kind was reported.

the investment agreements and major formal contracts2 do not yet include human rights clauses. For 
now, this kind of clause is only signed with suppliers and tour operators in spain.

in 2011, no specific employee training was offered on topics related to protecting human rights for 
either in-house or subcontracted security staff.

a total of 44.17% of operations were analysed for human rights. their distribution by country can 
be seen in the table called operations audited for Human Rights by Country. these operations 
correspond to internal audits conducted in the hotels internationally, where a checklist was used 
that includes a survey of the issues included in human rights, as well as issues related to product 
safety and health, corruption, etc.

2 Major investment agreement: an agreement that entails an investment of more than 100,000 euros. 
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operations audited for Human Rights, Corruption, product Safety and Health and information 
Requirements by Country

COuNTRY NR OPS. %

China 1 0.94%

Dominican republic 1 0.94%

France 3 2.83%

Germany 10 9.43%

Greece 1 0.94%

indonesia 1 0.94%

Malaysia 1 0.94%

Mexico 5 4.72%

Peru 1 0.94%

Puerto rico 1 0.94%

spain 80 75.47%

usa 1 0.94%

106 100.00%

Distribution of the 44.17% of the centres audited over the total number of hotels.

Child exploitation

Meliá Hotels international’s social position is child-focused. this is why it is fundamental that all the 
company areas ensure that none of their activity entails any potential risk to children’s rights. 

Meliá Hotels international signed an agreement to implement a Code of Conduct to protect children 
from sexual abuse in the tourism industry, condemning all forms of child sexual exploitation and sup-
porting all legal actions to prevent and punish these crimes.

our social commitment to children was strengthened by signing the alliance with uniCeF spain to 
contribute to the united nations’ Children’s Fund objectives on education, children’s protection and 
the fight against child sexual exploitation and child trafficking.

through the sustainable Development clause in agreements signed with suppliers, our suppliers are 
also committed to not using child labour in their production processes, accepting  the possibility of 
being audited and running the risk of contract rescission if found in contempt.

5.7.2 indigenous peoples

Meliá Hotels international is committed to the conservation of the tangible and intangible cultural 
heritage of the communities in which it operates. is it fully involved in the local community, integrat-
ing the cultural, gastronomic and artistic elements of each location, respecting and defending the 
historical heritage as its own. it aims to energise the local community, protecting their roots and 
encouraging the complicity of guests in the discovery and conservation of the cultural wealth of 
the destination.

Currently, Meliá Hotels international has no business  units or corporate offices located in areas 
which could affect, generate incidents or violate the rights of indigenous peoples. 
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labour rights

Meliá Hotels international is governed at all times by the relevant labour legislation, applicable col-
lective convention or employment agreement or company contract. the company safeguards the 
right of association in the countries which are covered by any of the bodies mentioned above, with 
the exception of China and Cuba, which do not allow that.

en Meliá Hotels international the number of employees represented by a collective or employ-
ment agreement is 98%, excluding China and Croatia. China is excluded because it does not allow 
such agreements and Croatia because its employees do not depend directly on the company so it 
cannot guarantee that they have this representation today. the Company guarantees the right of 
its workers to belong to a trade union or work association. 

throughout 2011, only two grievances related to human rights were filed. the first was a case 
of sexual harassment in spain, which resulted in the dismissal of three workers for sexual harass-
ment of an employee. the second was an investigation into workplace harassment in a hotel in 
spain; after the deeds of this case were investigated, the conclusion was that there had been no 
workplace harassment.

the minimum notice period concerning organisational changes is outlined in the table Minimum 
notice period organizational changes. these periods follow the legislation, covenant or collective 
bargaining agreement applicable in each region.. 

Minimum notice period organisational changes *

  No. of days 
minimum notice

euRope  

Bulgaria 0

egypt 0

France 30

Greece 0

Germany 14

italy 15

luxembourg 60

spain 15

tanzania 14

united Kingdom 7

aMeRiCa  

argentina 15

Brazil 30

Dominican republic 7

Mexico 0

Panama nD

Peru 6

Puerto rico 60

uruguay 0

usa 0

Venezuela 7

  No. of days 
minimum notice

aSia  

China 30

indonesia 90

Malaysia 60

Vietnam 1

* the sources of this information are the minimum notice period stipulated in the labour legislation of the respective countries.
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Meliá Hotels international protects its employees against suffering from any episode of forced 
labour, and no operations associated with this risk were detected. 

the table number of employees with the right to parental leave by gender reports on the figures 
from spain, since today the company cannot guarantee that the same parental rights as in spain 
exist in other countries.

number of employees with the right to parental leave by gender

SPAIN

Men 4,920

Women 4,681

total 9,601

parental leave by gender

SPAIN REST OF
EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

Men 106 8 0 0 114

Women 123 49 135 0 307

total 229 57 135 0 421

number of parental leaves taken by gender

SPAIN REST OF
EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

Men 101 8 0 0 102

Women 102 43 113 0 216

total 203 52 113 0 368

number of returns to work and employee retention broken down by gender 

SPAIN REST OF
EMEA* AMERICA ASIA TOTAL

Men 95.43 100 0 0 95.75

Women 82.99 89.15 83.46 0 84.19

total 88.74 90.68 83.46 0 87.31

*eMea: europe, Middle east & africa. 2011 figures. Does not include Brazil.
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16,953 people involved in solidarity Day 
vs. 10,925 people involved in 2010

6 socio-cultural Value

Me Cabo  |  Mexico

6.1 Key fiGuReS
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6.2 loCal aCtion

6.3 SoCial CoMMitMent

Due to its influence on the socio-cultural environ-
ment of its destinations, it is important for Meliá 
Hotels international to contribute to palliating 
the existing imbalances in the local communities 
where it is present. While doing this, special em-
phasis should be placed on the most disadvan-
taged collectives, plus we should foster and pro-
tect cultural diversity to ensure the survival and 
conservation of cultures over time as one of the 
destination’s most important tourist attractions.

the positive effect that tourism generates in 
the progress of local groups, with a particular 
impact in developing countries, is one of the 
foundations on which to build sustainable and 
responsible tourism.

one fundamental goal of sustainable tourism 
consists of respecting the culture of the destina-
tion and communicating the significance of the 

cultural heritage and the need to conserve it to 
both the destination society and the company’s 
employees and clients.

there are three priority dimensions in Meliá 
Hotels international’s cultural policy:

•	 systematic actions for the conservation, en-
hancement and integration of cultural heritage. 

•	Management policies, organization and proce-
dures that respect cultural diversity and pro-
tect the heritage of destinations.

•	responsible  behaviour by staff and customers.

alliance with uniCef

in 2009, Meliá Hotels international decided that 
its social position was going to be in the field of 
children because of its close ties to the concept 
of the family company and the legacy of future 
generations.

to strengthen this position, in late 2010 the 
company signed a cooperation agreement with 
uniCeF. With an initial term of three years, the 
main goals of the are: to spread uniCeF’s mes-
sage on childhood and the fight against child sex-
ual exploitation and to raise economic resources 
for their priority area, the protection of children.

the result of the first year of cooperation, 2011, 
is as follows:

the portfolio involved was 223 hotels, of which 
176 hotels participated actively (79%) in the fol-
lowing ways:

•	the partnership is applied compulsorily to all 
the owned and leased hotels, while managed 
hotels are encouraged to participate.

•	the franchise hotels do not participate in the 
initiatives. 

•	the hotels in the sol brand participate 
through the Socially-Conscious pay Check 
and Solidarity Day project initiatives in favour 
of uniCeF.

•	the alliance does not affect the hotels located 
in Croatia, Bulgaria, egypt and Cuba.

the fund-raising actions conducted in the differ-
ent hotels included the following:

•	Check in
•	 solidarity Day
•	 socially-Conscious Pay Check
•	others

Meliá Hotels 
international fulfilled 
the promises it took 

on with uniCeF 
for 2011.
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Meliá Hotels international fulfilled the promises 
it took on for the first year of the alliance.

eCpat code (eradicating Child 
prostitution abuse and trafficking)

Meliá Hotels international has subscribed to 
and supports several reputed standards and 
models of business and sectoral behaviour 
globally. eCPat international is a worldwide 
network of organisations and individuals work-
ing together to eliminate child prostitution, child 
pornography and the trafficking of children for 
sexual purposes.

as part of the agreement with uniCeF and 
Meliá Hotels international’s positioning on so-
cial responsibility matters, two formal meetings 
were held, led by the Vice President of the com-
pany, sebastián escarrer, to encourage promi-
nent companies in the tourism sector to join 
the eCPat code as well. thanks to these meet-
ings, a pre-agreement has been signed which in 
most cases will materialise in the ethical Code 
signing Ceremony to be held on the 16th of 
september 2011.

Solidarity Day

the purpose of the solidarity Day is to raise 
awareness amongst our customers about all 
of the values related to sustainable develop-
ment and local culture, environmental protec-
tion, solidarity and teamwork. solidarity day is 
conducted one day every week throughout the 
summer season. 

in 2011, solidarity Day was exclusively focused 
on raising awareness on the protection of chil-
dren. activities were held to spotlight the fact 
that children are individuals with the right to 
full physical, mental and social development, and 
with the right to express their opinions freely, 
and that wherever this right is violated we must 
fight to protect them.

all told, 20 of the company’s vacation hotels 
participated, which meant participation by 
12,625 adults and 4,328 children. 2,650 em-
ployees also got involved. the total proceeds 
were €32,318, which was wholly earmarked to 
uniCeF.

YEAR PARTICIPATION BY 
CHILdREN

PARTICIPATION BY 
AduLTS

PARTICIPATION BY 
EMPLOYEES PROCEEdS

2006 3,560 9,462 310 69,398 eur

2007 4,377 20,434 217 75,407 eur

2008 4,475 37,529 330 99,250 eur

2009 2,700 4,486 154 0 eur

2010 4,215 6,508 202 0 eur

2011 4,328 12,625 2,650 32,318 euR

percentage distribution 
by initiative

70%
12%

16%

2%

Check-in

solidarity Day

solidarity salary

other
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asset Disposal

in addition to its partnership with uniCeF, 
Meliá Hotels international also receives other 
requests for cooperation from a variety of or-
ganisations both nationally and internationally. 
the company has designed an internal tool that 
meets the criteria to determine whether this 
partnership is in alignment with its social strat-
egy or not.

all of the partnerships are executed exclusively 
as asset disposals. the hotels give rooms or 
meeting rooms gratuitously based on the enti-
ties’ needs.

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international received 
103 requests for partnerships from different 
non-profit organisations and entities. of them, 
81 fit within the company’s social strategy and 
the partnership was approved, while 21 were 
rejected. this means that 79% of the requests 
were approved, and 37 hotels participated in 
implementing these requests.

alliance with onCe foundation

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international signed a coop-
eration agreement with the onCe Foundation, 
joining its ‘inserta’ Programme. this agreement 

seeks to perform joint actions and programmes 
targeted at promoting improvements in the 
workplace insertion and social inclusion of disa-
bled persons. 

this agreement covers a four-year period, and it 
entails a commitment to hire 60 disabled workers.

in this first year of the alliance, 60 job offers 
were handled through FsC inserta, the human 
resources consultancy of the onCe Foundation. 
this consultancy submitted 123 candidates from 
its job exchange, and 35 individuals were hired.

Meliá Hotels international drew up an informa-
tive guide on the agreement to disseminate in-
ternally, which contained all the information on 
the agreement and the steps to take when han-
dling a vacancy in a hotel.

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international renovated 
its cooperation agreement with the spanish 
Federation of Friends of Museums (FeaM), 
which had gotten underway in 2010. the goal 
of this agreement is to spur and promote the 
local cultural heritage through a programme of 
knowledge and promotion of the cultural ac-
tivities available in the hotels within the urban 
brand tryp by Windham in Madrid.

as an example of its cultural commitment, the 
Hotel Meliá las Claras has held several different 
cultural workshops devoted to literature, music 
and fashion which aim to promote the works of 
local artists to whom the hotel lends its rooms 
(see appendix 3 Meliá las Claras: “let’s open 
the Doors to Culture”). 

6.4 CultuRal CoMMitMent

in 2011, Meliá 
Hotels international 

received 103 
requests for 

partnerships from 
different non-profit 

organisations and 
entities.
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1,427 million € in wealth creation
vs. 1,282 million € in 2010

1,335 million € revenues
vs. 1,250 M € in 2010

40 million € net profit 
vs. 50 million € in 2010

7 economic Value

Gran Meliá Shanghai  |  China

7.1 Key fiGuReS
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7.2 buSineSS peRfoRManCe

During  2011, the  revPar (revenue per avail-
able room) of owned and leased hotels in-
creased by +9% due to increases in occupancy 
and arr (average room rate) of +6.3% and 
+2. 5% respectively.

Below is an analysis of the evolution of the hotels, 
broken down by the group’s commercial brands.

Sol

the sol brand consists entirely of vacation hotels 
in spain.

in 2011, revPar increased  by +19.1%,  main-
ly due to the improvement in occupancy by 
+13.8%. 

as seen throughout the year, the brand’s strong 
progress can be explained by the performance 
of the hotels located on the Balearic islands and 
the Canary islands, where the revPar increased 
by 26.7% and 20.1%, respectively. this positive 
evolution is consistent with the positive develop-
ments in terms of tourists arriving on both ar-
chipelagos, showing increases of 9.8% and 18.3% 
compared to 2010 respectively.

the increase in the number of tourists arriving 
has been possible thanks to the increased activity 
of low-cost airlines operating to these destina-
tions as a result of the political instability in the 
Middle east and north africa. in specific terms 
passengers of low-cost airlines increased 23.7% 
and 11% for the Canary islands and the Balearic 
islands respectively.

With regard to client segmentation, given the 
contraction seen in traditional outgoing markets, 
like spain, which has experienced a 14% drop in 
room occupancy, the company has taken meas-
ures to increase sales in alternative markets such 
as italy and the scandinavian markets, where 
room occupancy has increased by 34% and 38%, 
respectively.

With regard to the distribution channels, there 
has been a strong increase in sales through our 
direct channels, which is helping the recovery of 
the individual leisure travel segment, which has 

increased by 3.4%, and has a positive effect on 
the brand’s arr. likewise, income from rooms 
generated by tour operators, which accounts for 
around 64% of the overall income generated by 
the sol brand, rose 13% compared to the previ-
ous year.

operating expenses (excluding rental charges) 
have increased in 2011 by +3.2% while total 
spending per stay has increased +1.3%. the rise 
in the cost per stay can mainly be explained by 
the increase in the number of “all inclusive” stays, 
both hotels that have recently introduced this 
product and for those that already operated un-
der this system.

the number of rooms available dropped 10.4% 
due mainly to the change in the Hotel sol an-
tillas Barbados (Mallorca, spain), which shifted 
from owned to managed, and the de-affiliation of 
the sol Pirámide salou (tarragona, spain), which 
was previously run on a lease basis.

tRyp by wyndham

the tryp by Wyndham brand consists entirely 
of city hotels, with 76% of all rooms located in 
spain

in 2011, revPar increased by 4.1%, as a result of 
an increased occupancy of 3.9%.

the performance of the hotels in the tryp 
brand located in the most important cities in 
europe, especially in France and to a lesser ex-
tent in italy and Germany, offset the evolution 
of the hotels in spain, whose revPar rose just 
0.1% (3% cumulative in the year) during the 
last three months. the weakness in the demand 
for business trips, particularly in spain, required 
the company to launch corporate agreements 
to attract new customers, which have led to a 
drop in the arr.

in order to minimise the low levels of demand 
for business trips, the company has implemented 
a series of measures, such as launching several 
sales programmes which targeted leasure trav-
ellers, as well as negotiations with important 
clients (large accounts). thanks to the measures 
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adopted in 2011, the individual leasure segment 
rose 13%, while the income from rooms from 
leasure travel wholesalers rose 30%.

Following the distribution strategy and the al-
liance framework between Meliá Hotels inter-
national and Wyndham Hotel Group, the latest 
achievement has been the recent addition of 
the tryp hotels to the Wyndham website, which 
fosters cross-sales and the positive effect of the 
internationalisation of the brand. We should 
also note the rise in the room occupancy in 
2011 from the outgoing markets in the united 
states and the united Kingdom (17% and 19%, 
respectively).

operating expenses (excluding rental charges) 
rose in 2011 by 3.3%, while the total cost per 
stay increased by 0.2% due to an aggressive 
cost-control strategy which was implemented 
in the brand, along with a rise in the occupancy 
levels, which offset the fixed component of per-
manent staff. Personnel costs per stay remained 
stable at 0.03%.

Despite the opening of two hotels in the tryp 
brand, one in Barcelona and another in Berlin, 
the number of rooms available dropped by 1.5%, 
mainly due to the end of the affiliation of two 
hotels in spain and one in italy, and to the change 
in system of another hotel in spain from lease 
to franchise, as well as a drop in the number of 
rooms available due to the remodelling of sev-
eral hotels in spain.

Meliá and innSiDe

50% of the rooms of the Meliá and innside 
brands are in spain, 19% in latin america and 
the remaining 31% is distributed between eu-
rope, Middle east and africa.

in 2011, el revPar increased by 4,2%, due to 
increases in occupancy and arr by 2,3% and 
1.9%, respectively. During the fourth quarter, the 
revPar rose 1.2%.

the revPar of the urban hotels rose 3.5% in 
financial year 2011 thanks to the positive con-
tribution of the hotels in latin america and eu-
rope, which showed revPar increases of 6.6% 
and 3.2%, respectively. if we exclude the hotels 
in spain, the rise in revPar in the brand’s ur-

ban hotels is 6.8% thanks to the contributions of 
the hotels in Paris, london and Germany, which 
showed increases in revPar of 14.9%, 7.2% 
and 5.6%, respectively. at these same hotels, the 
company recorded a significant jump in the arr 
as a result of the efforts made to lower the ex-
posure of the most sensitive segment to price 
fluctuations and to corporate strengthening.

the revPar of Meliá’s vacation complexes rose 
6.2%, with the most important rise coming in the 
last quarter, when the figures reached a two-digit 
increase of 15% thanks to the contributions from 
the tourist complexes in the Dominican repub-
lic, Mexico and spain, where the Hotel Meliá de 
Mar in the Balearic islands made a positive con-
tribution thanks to the extension of the period 
when it is open.

During 2011, operating expenses (excluding 
rental charges) increased by 0.5%, while the to-
tal cost per stay has increased by 0.26%, thanks 
to the adjustments in all the items at the oc-
cupancy levels. 

in terms of rooms available, the increase of 2.4% 
is explained by the addition of the hotels Meliá 
Valencia Palacio de Congresos (spain) in Febru-
ary and Meliá Genova (italia) in september.

premium

Premium brands have 81% of their rooms lo-
cated in the americas.

in 2011, revPar for these brands improved by 
+9.8% during the financial year, due basically to 
the increases of 7.6% in occupancy  and 2.1% in 
the arr.

in latin america, the revPar rose 9.5% thanks 
to the strong performance of the hotels in Pu-
erto rico and Venezuela, with increases of 18.5% 
and 11.7%, respectively, as a result of a recovery 
in the business groups segment. in Mexico, the 
revPar rose 6.9% thanks to the consolidation 
of the all-inclusive package (Complet-Me) at the 
Me Cancún resort Hotel, while the revPar in 
the Dominican republic rose 6%.

in europe, the revPar improved 11.5% thanks 
to the performance of the Gran Meliá salinas 
Hotel on the Canary islands and the Gran 
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Meliá Victoria on the Balearic islands, after an 
important year in the business groups segment. 
the revPar also improved at the Gran Meliá 
Fénix Hotel in Madrid due to the recovery of 
pleasure travel passengers, mainly from emer-
gent outgoing markets and corporate business, 
principally international clients.

With regard to client segmentation, we should 
spotlight the 9% rise in the number of occupied 
rooms in the united states and the 12% rise 
in Canada, compared to the 14.7% contraction 
noted in the spanish market.

operating  expenses (excluding rental charges) 
increased in 2011 by 14%, while the total cost 
per stay decreased by -2.5%, due to a fall in 
personnel costs per stay by -5.7%, thanks to 
the optimisation of these expenses, as well as 
the outsourcing of certain services. additionally, 
the contingency plan in the food and drink op-
eration is still in effect, as noted in the positive 
results of its contribution to the direct cost per 
stay, which was lowered 3.1%.

owned and leased hotels 2011 and 2010 (Revpar and aRR in euros)

    % OCCuPANCY REVPAR A.R.R. AVAILABLE
ROOMS (000)

Sol

2011 67.9% 37.7 55.4 2,801.7

% 11/10 13.7% 19.3% 4.5% -10.4%

2010 59.7% 31.6 53.0 3,128.5

tRyp by wynDHaM bRanD

2011 65.0% 44.4 68.3 2,823.7

% 11/10 3.8% 4.2% 0.3% -1.5%

2010 62.6% 42.6 68.1 2,866.8

Meliá 

2011 69.4% 63.1 90.9 4,046.1

% 11/10 2.2% 4.3% 1.9% 2.4%

2010 67.9% 60.5 89.2 3,952.6

pReMiuM bRanDS

2011 62.7% 64.6 102.9 1,733.5

% 11/10 7.5% 9.9% 2.1% 2.0%

2010 58.3% 58.8 100.8 1,700.3

total 

2011 66.9% 52.4 78.3 11,404.9

% 11/10 6.2% 8.9% 2.5% -2.1%

2010 63.0% 48.1 76.4 11,648.2
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Detail of hotel revenues in 2010 and 2009, for owned and leased hotels (million euros)

   ROOM 
REVENuES

F&B
ANd OTHERS

TOTAL
REVENuES

TOTAL
EXPENSES * EBITdA

Sol

2011 105.5 60.5 166.0 124.8 31.7

% 11/10 6.6% 2.0% 4.9% -2.7% 5.7%

2010 99.0 59.3 158.3 128.2 30.0

tRyp by wynDHaM
2011 125.3 45.1 170.4 121.0 7.5

% 11/10 2.5% -4.9% 0.5% 3.3% 36.4%

2010 122.2 47.4 169.6 117.1 5.5

Meliá 

2011 255.1 152.4 407.6 281.3 88.4

% 11/10 6.6% 0.5% 4.3% 5.0% -1.2%

2010 239.2 151.7 390.9 267.8 89.5

pReMiuM bRanDS 

2011 111.9 129.8 241.8 185.8 53.8

% 11/10 11.9% 11.0% 11.5% 13.6% 5.3%

2010 100.0 116.9 216.8 163.5 51.1

total 

2011 597.9 387.9 985.8 713.0 181.3

% 11/10 6.7% 3.4% 5.4% 6.5% 2.9%

2010 560.4 375.2 935.6 669.4 176.2

* includes lease expenses

Management fees

Fees received from third-party in 2011 increased 
by 12.7%.
 
the sol brand fees increased by 18.3%, due to 
the evolution of the vacation hotels in Cuba 
and the addition of the sol antillas Barbados.

the tryp by Wyndham brand increased its fees 
by 17.3%, due to  the performance of hotels in 
Brazil, where fees increased by +23.8%.

the fees for Meliá brand increased an 8.2% 
due to the evolution of management contracts 
in Brazil and Canary islands. the addition of 
two hotels in the united states (Meliá atlanta 
and orlando Meliá) also made a positive con-
tribution.

the fees for Premium brands increased by 
24.8%, due to performance of hotels in spain, 
where fees rose by 62,1%. Particularly note-
worthy is the strong evolution of the Gran 
Meliá Palacio de isora Hotel on the Canary 
islands after a year in which the hotel gained 
more solid footing in the market. the success 
of the redlevel service at the Palacio de isora, 
a sign of the company’s commitment to offer 
the highest range of personalised luxury service 
and design for adults, has contributed to im-
proving the hotel’s performance. the progres-
sive improvement of the Me Barcelona hotel 
and Gran Meliá Colon, seville, also contribute 
to explain this effect.
 
Below is a breakdown by brand of the man-
agement fees corresponding to financial years 
2011 and 2010:
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Management fees Revenues (million euros)

  2011 % 11/10 2010

Sol

Basic fee 6.0 23.7% 4.8

incentive fee 4.5 11.8% 4.0

total 10.4 18.3% 8.8

tRyp by wynDHaM

Basic fee 5.3 11.0% 4.7

incentive fee 3.6 28.0% 2.8

total 8.8 17.3% 7.5

Meliá

Basic fee 15.7 2.9% 15.2

incentive fee 5.7 6.4% 5.3

total 21.3 3.8% 20.6

pReMiuM bRanDS 

Basic fee 6.9 7.8% 6.4

incentive fee 3.6 79.2% 2.0

total 10.4 24.7% 8.4

total

Basic fee 33.8 8.3% 31.2

incentive fee 17.3 22.4% 14.1

total 51.0 12.7% 45.3

performance of Club Meliá

During 2011, the total number of weeks sold di-
rectly by the Club increased by 1.8% compared 
to the same period in the previous year, while 
the average price in euros has decreased by -5.8, 
which leads to a net total of 4.1% lower income 
from sales for Club Meliá. excluding the effect of 
currency exchange, the average price rose 0.1%, 
while the net sales of the Club rose 1.9%.

the evolution in prices can be explained by the 
diversity of products sold instead of by the drop 
in the average price. in this regard, in 2011 the 
number of biannual sales rose, which entails the 
right to use the property every two years, lead-
ing to a drop in average prices.

With regard to the eBitDa generated by Club 
Meliá, in 2010 the company signed a deed of 50 
million dollars from its portfolio of clients which 

entails a positive impact on the vacation club of 
approximately 10 million euros, an effect which 
does not appear in the 2011 figures.

performance of the leisure 
Real estate Division

the last quarter witnessed intense asset rota-
tion activity. the net appreciation (subtracting 
costs associated with the sale) in financial year 
2011 reached 127.8 million euros on the eBit-
Da level.

Below is a breakdown of the main asset ro-
tation operations in financial years 2011 and 
2010 with the impact in eBitDa:
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evolution of asset Rotation

ROOMS PRICE CAPITAL GAIN

(million euros) 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

sol Pelícanos ocas 794 73.8 54.2

tryp by Wyndham Gallos 119 10.1 5.5

Meliá lebreros 437 49.3 16.8

Meliá Milán 288 34.4 47.7

Meliá atlanterra 285 20.5 8.2

sol antillas Barbados 757 55.0 19.4

sol Galúa 177 12.0 4.8

sol tenerife 522 49.0 18.3

tryp de saxe 51 14.0 8.2

Me london 157 22.2 0.7

terrenos Cozumel 6.2 3.7

total 2,674 913 262.6 83.9 127.8 59.7

note: in 2010 the capital gains from the sale of tryp were not included in the leisure real estate Division, but in other Businesses and Corporate, representing  33.5  million  euros at the eBitDa level.

With regard to the other businesses related 
to real estate management within this division, 
we can highlight the revenues in the Dominican 
republic, which totalled 7.8 million euros, a 6% 
rise derived from:

•	a 12.8% drop in income from the management 
of golf courses, as well as from the administra-
tion of villas located in the complex owned by 
the business Desarrollos sol, which equalled a 
drop of half a million euros.

•	 this was compensated by the extraordinary 
sale of an additional plot of land, which meant 
additional income of 1.1 million euros.

Joint Ventures

in total,  Meliá Hotels international had 29 Joint 
Ventures in 2011, 15 in spain and 14 international 
ventures, compared to 25 in 2010. outside spain, 
partnerships are located primarily in latin america 
- especially Mexico, Peru, Panama and the Domini-
can republic - and in asia, where the Company has 
2 joint ventures in indonesia.

of these, the Company has a majority in 14 of 
them and a minority stake in 15.

the majority are purely hotel ventures, al-
though there are also joint ventures dedicated 
to the exploitation of apartment hotels and the 
development of  mixed use hotel-residential 

concepts, the latter referring to the residential-
hotel project in Zaragoza and to the much 
larger 5 million m2 development in Brazil. Meliá 
Hotels international also has some alliances 
focused on the operation of shopping centres, 
such as sierra Parima (Punta Cana, Dominican 
republic) and Venezuela (Caracas).

in 2011 two new joint ventures were created: 
adprotel, s.l. for the hotel Me london, and 
another, evertmel, in Magalluf, Mallorca, for the 
Calviá Beach resort, a hotel complex made up 
of four establishments: sol antillas, sol Barba-
dos and two hotels incorporated by the part-
ner evertaas: the royal Beach and the Mallorca 
Beach. Both establishments are being remodelled 
to give them a completely innovative identity as 
they join with two prestigious international firms 
that will revitalise and modernise the beach ho-
tels: Wave House and nikki Beach.

the partners include real estate companies, in-
dustrial corporations, banks and long-term part-
ners no related to the hotel industry.

en 2011 the contribution of these partnerships 
to  eBitDa was 13.1%, compared to 8.5% in 
2010. the value of the assets belonging to the 
29 joint ventures is 29.5% over the total value of 
the company’s assets (appraised by Jones lang 
lasalle in March 2011). More specific informa-
tion on these partnerships can be found in the 
Financial report for Meliá Hotels international, 
appendix 2 - Associates and Joint Ventures.

en 2011 the 
contribution of these 
partnerships to  
eBitDa was 13.1%.
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in 2011, the Meliá Hotels international investor 
relations Department has carried out a large 
number of activities focused on communica-
tion with company shareholders and potential 
investors. the most relevant actions focus on 
road shows in major european financial mar-
kets (Madrid, Barcelona, Paris, london, Vienna, 
Frankfurt, Zurich, Geneva and Milan), private 
visits to spanish and international investors, 
participation in seminars and the hosting of 
several teleconferences throughout the year. 
Visits were  made to 154 institutional investors 
compared to 175 in 2010. all of these activities 
focused on increasing the transparency of Meliá 
Hotels international in capital markets.

the company will set up an electronic forum 
for shareholders for the General Board Meet-
ing for financial year 2011, which is scheduled 
for June 2012. the purpose of this electronic 
forum will be to facilitate the shareholders’ 
communication prior to the meeting. through 
the forum and with the appropriate guarantees, 
they may share proposals that they wish to pre-
sent in addition to the agenda announced in the 
Board meeting call, requests that these propos-
als be added to the agenda, initiatives to reach 
the minority right percentage provided for by 
law, and offers of voluntary representation. 

Minority shareholders

to join the Club, shareholders can register in 
the shareholders Club section through Meliá 
Hotels international website, or by phone with 
the loyalty Department: 901 34 44 44 for mas 
rewards blue shareholders with  less than 1,000 
shares, and 901 10 00 02 for mas rewards gold  
shareholders.  in addition to registration, mas 
rewards gold shareholders must also provide 
a bank statement which proves that they have 
held their shares for a period of at least one year. 
this statement can then be sent by e-mail (club.
accionista@ solmelia.com) or fax 971 22 45 15.

at the end of 2011, there were 152 mas rewards 
gold shareholders compared to 257 in 2009, and 
2,774 mas rewards blue shareholders compared 
to 2,766 in 2009. 

at the end of 2011, the shareholders’ Club had 
a total of 2,917 members, compared to 2,926 
in 2010, six of whom held the mas platinum 

shareholder card (the first year it exists). a to-
tal of 159 members held the mas gold share-
holder card compared to 152 in 2010, and the 
remaining 2,752 held the mas blue shareholder 
card compared to 2,774 in 2010. every month 
they receive an online newsletter, every two 
months a points account statement, and every 
three months an exclusive printed newsletter 
with special offers and benefits.  every year they 
also receive a newsletter with news on company 
performance in its different business units.

melia.com

the Meliá Hotels international website at www.
meliahotelsinternational.com has a special sec-
tion for shareholders. the “investor relations” 
section  provides full information on finance and 
corporate governance in a simple, accessible  
format. the section is in full compliance with the 
directives on transparency in financial informa-
tion issued by the spanish stock exchange Com-
mission (CnMV). 

the section also contains updated information 
for shareholders on events calendar, quarterly 
results, the issue of securities, important events, 
financial news, daily prices of Meliá Hotels inter-
national stock through infobolsa, and information 
from the General shareholders Meeting and 
Board of Directors meeting, as well as informa-
tion on the investors Club.

the Meliá Hotels international investor relations 
Department is always available to shareholders 
to guarantee the availability at all times of the 
most accurate market information and are al-
ways open to  constructive suggestions on how 
they may provide better service.

7.3 inVeStoRS RelationS
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7.4 SoCial CaSH flow oR inCoMe ReDiStRibution

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international created 
wealth of more than 1,400 million euros, com-
pared to over 1,200 million euros in 2010, 
achieving 1,213 million euros in revenues from 
customers compared to 1,106 million in 2010. 
these collections allowed it to pay 345 million 
euros to its employees, up from 334 million 
in 2010, more than 119 million euros to the 
government compared to 112 million in 2010, 
645 million euros to its suppliers compared to 
587 million in 2010, and about 10 million to 
its shareholders, compared to nearly 8 million 
in 2010. the differences between the economic 
value generated and the economic value dis-
tributed, that is, the economic value retained, 
was -23 million euros.

During this period the company invested more 
than 134,8 million euros in the enlargement, 
improvement and accessibility of its hotels, new 
hotels, brand equity and technology, compared 
with more than 164 million euros in 2010.

Within the investments in infrastructures and 
services mainly provided for the public good, a 
project valued at a total investment of 1.15 mil-

lion euros (19 million pesos) got underway to 
remodel 5th avenue in Playa del Carmen. this 
road provides access to the Hotel Paradisus 
Playa del Carmen, while the project will consid-
erably improve the condition of the road for the 
local population. Construction was completed in 
2012, but part of the construction (50%) and 
payments were made in 2011. a total of 507,420 
euros (9.2 million pesos) was paid in 2011.

Meliá Hotels international has taken out loans 
from the official Credit institute  (iCo) - pub-
lic corporation under the Ministry of economy 
and Finance of the Government of spain - 
amounting to 4 million euros in liquid assets.  
in addition, the Company has received grants 
from institutions and tax credits worth  1.21 
million euros compared to 667,306  euros in 
2010,  granted as social security payments for 
the training courses subsidised and for other 
subsidies from the German state for payments 
to the hires in Germany.

the company has recorded no significant in-
vestments (more than 3% of the total shares) 
by government entities.

employees: 344,67

suppliers: 645,38

Customers: 1,21

other revenues: 0,18

treasury increase: -23,00

Cash flow Social (eur million)

shareholders: 9,90

loans to subsidiaries: 58,86

Financial entities (net): 107,54 Divestments: 190,78

Public administrations: 118,84

investments: 134,80

eC1

eC1-1

eC1-2

eC1-3

eC8

eC4-1

eC4-2

in 2011 Meliá Hotels 
international created 
wealth worth more 
than 1,400 million 
euros.
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melia.com received 71.8 million visitors 
vs. 41 million in 2010

2.5 M members of mas Rewards 
vs. 2,3 M en 2010

Global Company reputation above 80.7% 
vs. 80% in 2010

More than 385,000 fans on Facebook 

8 Commercial value

tRyp barcelona aeropuerto  |  spain

8.1 Key fiGuReS
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8.2 SaleS

8.3 CuStoMeR KnowleDGe

Strategy and Social networks

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international reinforced 
its strategic focus on its presence in the social 
networks. in order to manage its relations with 
the social networks users, the company created 
a specific social Media department with a net-
work of Community Managers who feed it with 
information, handle conversations and keep all 
the hotel profiles active. the company has man-
aged to generate a high degree of participation 
among its fans and strong emotional ties with 
its brands, which is known as engagement. the 
total number of fans on Facebook at the close 
of the year was over 385,000 among all the 
profiles that the company has there.

the commercial website has adapted its image to 
the new corporate brand and has nine profiles 
on Facebook – one for each of its brands and a 
corporate profile for Meliá Hotels international. 
the company has achieved a prominent position 
during the past year thanks to a series of cam-
paigns that have enabled it to boost its brand rec-
ognition and its number of fans. the most impor-
tant campaign was room of Dreams, launched 
to celebrate the change in the hotel’s corporate 
brand (which went from sol Meliá to Meliá Ho-
tels international). in this campaign, we invited our 
fans to share their dreams on the web. the most 
recent campaign, snow star, was launched jointly 
with Quicksilver and roxy to promote the snow 
hotels in the Meliá Hotels & resorts brand.

tour operation

Contracting at Meliá Hotels international is a 
centralised function involving the planning, ne-
gotiation, signature and monitoring of contracts 
between the company and international tour 
operators. 

Contracting is the basis for the Key account 
Management structure introduced in 2007, in 
which each Key account Manager carries out 
contracting and is responsible for the monitor-
ing and monthly evaluation of the revenues their 
accounts bring to hotels. they also programme 
promotional activities (including private meet-
ings, road show presentations, workshops, and 
stands at the major tourism fairs, amongst oth-
ers) and also monitor sales forecasts for their 
key accounts to ensure correct decision making 
for the future

since 2009, Meliá Hotels international includes 
sustainable development criteria to contracts 
with tour operators obliging them to comply 
with guide- lines on human rights and minimis-
ing the environmental impact of their activities.

Customer relationship Management is one of 
the key strategies of the Company in its new 
strategic Plan 2012-2014, which is why the 
CrM department plays a fundamental role in 
marketing, assuming a dual role of:

•	 earning customer loyalty, enhancing their value 
to the Group, and

•	 encouraging conversion between the differ-
ent businesses (Hotels, Club Meliá and real 
estate).

the centralised CrM database contains in-
formation on 9.3 million clients, 4.2 million of 
whom have expressed their desire to receive 
commercial information on Meliá Hotels inter-
national.

the centralised 
CrM database 
contains information 
on 9.3 million clients.
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loyalty

mas rewards

the mas rewards loyalty programme was cre-
ated in 1995 to reward members with advan-
tages and privileges, and has gone on to become 
one of the most important foundations of Com-
pany success. in 2011 the programme had over 
2.5 million members, compared to 2.3 million 
in 2010, and its own communications channel, 
a monthly newsletter personalised to each indi-
vidual customer’s profile. the programme offers 
3 different membership levels: blue, gold y plati-
num, and cooperates with a total of 35 partners 
in different industries with whom members may 
transfer and redeem points.

in 2011, in keeping with our mission to offer the 
best benefits to holders of the mas card, Meliá 
Hotels international launched mymasonline.com, 
a personalised website where mas clients can 
cash in their points in a flexible system with the 
points + money formula. they can also check 
their account, learn about the benefits and 
browse through the new online gift catalogue.

the Company has also taken on Flying Blue as a 
new partner. Flying Blue members can accumu-
late and cash in miles at the company’s hotels.

mas amigos programme

Meliá Hotels international updated its loyalty 
programme for travel agents and meeting plan-
ners in June 2011. it updated its package of ad-
vantages and added strategic partners like air 
europa and avis to the programme, which in 
turn help to improve the services that the pro-
gramme offers. this programme, which was cre-
ated in 1997 to bring clients closer to the com-
pany, rewards travel agents’ loyalty. it currently 
has more than 86,000 mas friends worldwide, 
compared to 85,000 in 2010.

Guests by country of origin

2011 2010 2009

spain 24,65% 26,86% 35,2%

uK 11,93% 11,81% 14,0%

Germany 10,37% 10,12% 10,0%

usa 7,50% 8,44% 7,0%

Brazil 3,83% 3,68% nD

russia 3,71% 3,37% 2,0%

italy 3,70% 3,53% 3,4%

Mexico 3,57% 3,50% 3,3%

Canada 2,45% 2,36% 2,0%

France 2,41% 2,29% 2,4%

other 25,6% 23,8% 20,7
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8.4 Quality anD GueSt SatiSfaCtion

Quality and customer satisfaction is measured 
using four tools:

online guest satisfaction questionnaire 
(Market Metrix)

Meliá Hotels international has been using this 
tool for four years, using specific questionnaires 
for each brand and for the Club Meliá. in 2011 

the company obtained a Company-wide satisfac-
tion index of 80.7% compared to 80.6% de 2010 
with the innside, Gran Meliá and Me by Meliá 
brands the highest ranked.

in addition, in 2010 questions were also added 
about the guest perception of the Meliá Hotels 
international social and environmental commit-
ment, which were revised and expanded in num-
ber in 2011. 

brand audit (lRa)

Meliá Hotels international audits each of its ho-
tels through visits by specialist consultants to 
determine the degree of standardization of the 
brands. We evaluate products, services, pro-
cesses and infrastructure, and the results are 
presented in detailed reports. in 2010, a self as-
sessment tool was also introduced in hotels to 
identify specific areas for improvement.

Social networks (ReviewpRo)

in 2010 Meliá Hotels international added the re-
viewPro tool to manage its online reputation, 
allowing an analysis of the views of customers 
from more than 45 sources, in english, spanish, 
German, Portuguese, italian and French

the results are processed to obtain the reputa-
tion score of each hotel as well as the Global 
reputation score for the Company, its brands 
and its competitors. 

With 254 hotels included in reviewPro, com-
pared to 257 in 2010, Paradisus and innside 
were the top rated brands on the internet. 
these results are based on 64,130 client opin-
ions/comments.

incidents

the Meliá Hotels international Quality depart-
ment manages all incidents and customer feed-
back received through the e-mail  calidad@melia.
com, redirecting queries to the area responsible 
for each case and providing a response within 
48 hours.

in 2011 we received 2,196 comments com-
pared to 2,059 comments in 2010, 84.7% of 
them answered within the deadline, compared 
to 76% in 2010.

Satisfaction level Value for money

2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

paRaDiSuS 81.1% 85.8% 86.90% 74.0% 80.2% 79.60%

Me by Meliá 83.1% 84.7% 86.50% 77.1% 78.2% 80.30%

GRan Meliá 82.4% 83.8% 83.20% 77.6% 78.4% 76.90%

innSiDe 83.8% 83.9% not applicable 81.7% 80.5% na

Meliá 81.0% 81.2% 80.30% 77.6% 77.6% 78.20%

tRyp 79.7% 79.1% 78.10% 76.2% 76.5% 77.30%

Sol 80.5% 79.8% 79.70% 77.3% 79.8% 76.40%

pR5-1

pR5-2

pR5-2

pR5-2

in 2011, 2,196 
comments were 
received and 84.7% 
of them were 
answered within 
the established 
timeframe.
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8.5 GueSt HealtH anD Safety

products and services

the Purchasing Department monitors the quali-
ty and guarantees provided by different suppliers, 
with one of the most important pre-conditions 
being the possession of a valid health and safety 
permit. samples of products are also tested on a 
regular basis to ensure their quality. 

all chemical and hygiene and personal hygiene 
products undergo strict safety and quality con-
trols, and in the case of hygiene products the law 
requires that manufacturers must also include a 
tracking code for production and packaging. the 
hotels generally use non-rechargeable bath gel, 
shampoo and hand soap to avoid possible cross 
contamination.

Washing systems and dishwashers are regularly 
checked by a sat chemical product suppliers to 
ensure that both facilities and products and their 
dosage mechanisms are in optimum conditions. 
With regards to swimming pool chemicals, sup-
pliers carry out regular checks on the product 
dosage mechanism, making sure it is working 
properly and supplying the correct doses.

our hotels use different warning signs to signal 
doors and windows and to warn of wet floors 
etc. the hotels also have medical contracts both 
for individual guests staying at the hotel and for 
medical attention in emergencies.

in 2011 Meliá Hotels international has not re-
ceived any significant fines for non-compliance in 
relation to the provision and use of any products 
and services.

food and beverage

all company hotels employ strict controls car-
ried out by external companies to monitor all of 
the departments that handle food and beverage 
products, making sure that they are safe for guest 
consumption.

the monitoring scheme followed by Meliá Ho-
tels international in each area includes the fol-
lowing analysis: 

operation and maintenance of infrastructure, 
machinery and utensils.

•	Guaranteeing the  correct operation  of ma-
chinery operated by gas and electricity. 

•	 ensuring that the temperature of fridges, 
cupboards, defrosting areas, buffet, etc. meet 
health regulations.

•	 ensuring work utensils are in appropriate con-
dition and that they are made of appropriate 
materials.

•	Monitoring the condition of work surfaces 
such as tiles and ceilings to avoid any type of 
contamination from animals.

Cleanliness of all areas and utensils used for 
handling and/or storing food and beverage 
products.

•	Monitoring cooking areas and machinery, 
fridges and stores, buffet area, dishwasher, etc.

•	adhering to a strict cleaning programme 
which defines the area to be cleaned, the fre-
quency, the method and the cleaning products.

food handling training and control of personal 
hygiene.

•	Monitoring of correct product labelling.

•	Defining rules for the correct receipt of goods 
as well as storage systems which guarantee 
the control of use-by dates, such as the FiFo 
system (First in First out).

•	Definition of control rules and checklist for 
the correct storage of products and avoidance 
of cross contamination.

•	regular checks of hotel staff concerning cor-
rect personal hygiene, correct dress code and 
correct use of utensils.

pR1-1

pR3-1

pR2
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to carry out these evaluations each department 
has a Critical Point Control analysis system 
which monitors the points mentioned above on 
a daily basis, noting any lack of compliance and 
the corresponding corrective measures.

as well as all measures which guarantee the 
health and safety in food and beverage, Meliá 
Hotels international also attends to the differ-
ent dietary needs of certain minorities groups. 

some brands have a special menu for celiacs, 
athletes, children and low calorie diets.

in 2011 there have been no incidents of non-
compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning the impacts of products and services 
on health and safety during their life cycle.

Meliá Hotels international has the utmost re-
spect for the privacy of its clients and stakehold-
ers, so it applies all the measures necessary to 

protect it. in 2011 no claim or compliant in re-
gard to data protection has been registered in 
spain or abroad.

8.6 Data pRoteCtion

pR4 / pR9

pR8-1 y 2
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7,384 suppliers 
vs. 8,658 in 2010

3.5 million € in purchases from special employment centres 
vs. 2.3 M in 2010

9 Business Value

Meliá Madrid princesa  |  spain

9.1 Key fiGuReS
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9.2 ReSponSible pRoCuReMent

as discussed in point 4.3, the company has been 
developing a project, which has not been yet 
completed at the close of 2011, whose goal is to 
include sustainability criteria in two key processes: 
the design and construction of the hotels, and the 
supply chain.

in terms of relations with our suppliers, Meliá Ho-
tels international considers itself an “extended”  
company in the sense that it not only manages its 
own value chain, but also takes into account the 
rest of the links in the chain in the industry, from 
the guest to the suppliers of raw materials.

General purchasing policy and
supplier management 

the general Meliá Hotels international purcha-
sing policy aims to meet the operational needs 
of hotels and corporate offices that may be co-
vered by acquisition or contracting in order to 
generate revenue increases or cost reductions 
at acceptable quality levels.

the mission of the Purchasing Department is 
thus to apply supplier management criteria that 
meet the needs of hotels and corporate offices 
in a balanced and sustainable way.

the following criteria, however, are also taken 
into account:

•	the geographical limits of the supplier
•	type of industry: manufacturer, importer, ex-

porter, distributor, installer and/or maintenan-
ce supplier

•	Quality certifications
•	 environmental certifications
•	Health and safety certifications
•	 special employment Centre certifications
•	 economic conditions
•	non violation of human rights

Meliá Hotels international aims to achieve a 
satisfactory and long-lasting relationship with 
suppliers. Meliá Hotels international considers 
that a vendor is of local origin when it is registe-
red in the country in which the Company pur-
chases its products.

100% of the contracts signed in spain in 2011 in-
cluded the provision of minimum compliance on 
Corporate social responsibility, which  includes 
respect for human rights. this clause is an appen-
dix added to the body of the contract with a 
new supplier, so the absence of a signature on 
it would entail the rupture of the contract with 
this supplier.

at present, no specific controls have been deve-
loped to ensure compliance.

purchasing statistics

the volume of data processed in the system and 
from which the Purchasing Department gets its 
information about purchasing patterns according 
to geographical location, category and hotel 
brand for 2011 was:

•	 7,384 suppliers receiving orders in 2011 com-
pared to 8,658 suppliers in 2010.

•	the total volume of purchases made via a 
purchase order in 2011 by hotels and corpo-
rate offices was 328,634,399 €, compared to 
232,322,517 € in 2010

in 2011, the company invested €3,479,000 in 
purchases from special employment centres 
compared to €2,304,700 in 2010. the invoicing 
for recycled materials was €202,798, which was 
0.06% of total invoicing, compared to €133,800 
in 2010, which was 0.05% of total invoicing. to 
calculate the volume or total weight of recycled 
materials, we encounter the same difficulties as 
with the other products in the procurement ca-
talogue, as explained below.

eC6-2

eC6-2 y 4

eC6-1

HR2-1

HR2-2

en2-1

en2-2
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in  2011 Meliá Hotels international had  expen-
ses of € 328,634,399 in  procurement. of this 
amount, we should stress over 194 million euros 
in supplies with over 80%  related to the con-
sumption of food, beverages and equipment, as 
shown in the chart below. Meliá Hotels interna-
tional does not  currently have the functionality 
required in its procurement systems to provide 
reliable data on the raw materials consumed by 

mass or volumetric units. in this sense, the com-
pany has parameterised its system to supply it 
with the incoming interface needed for this in-
formation, and although the existing catalogue of 
products has not been updated, all the products 
added into the system in 2012 already include 
this information.

Volume of local contracting by country by number of local suppliers 

Country 2011 2010 2009

spain 2,609   2,946   3,108   

Mexico 1,813   2,160   2,065   

Dominican rep. 633   852   942   

Peru 292   278   379   

Venezuela 272   309   393   

Germany 268   239   203   

Brazil 239   575   536   

Puerto rico 214   206   226   

united Kingdom 203   126   113   

Costa rica 161   233   267   

italy 106   125   227   

France 92   76   112   

luxembourg 44   29   57   

usa 15   31   -     

argentina -     123   89   

Chile -     -     125   

total 6,961 8,308 8,658

en1-1, 2 y 3

eC6-3
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Total purchasing volume EuR Total purchasing volume %

Country 2011 2010 2009 2011 2010 2009

spain        146,786,869          129,862,151          152,149,678   95% 97% 98%

Mexico         77,297,753           33,910,526           19,706,228   100% 99% 100%

Dominican rep.         39,041,580           36,186,208           36,978,440   97% 95% 96%

Peru         36,394,358             3,992,135             2,019,781   82% 95% 92%

Venezuela           8,765,082             6,467,685             5,192,888   100% 100% 100%

Germany           7,416,756             4,996,250             4,012,557   97% 94% 95%

Brazil           4,152,886             3,100,847             2,948,676   91% 95% 94%

Puerto rico           2,816,360             5,513,588             5,084,078   96% 98% 96%

united Kingdom           2,661,334             2,707,156             3,088,709   91% 91% 95%

Costa rica           1,082,755             1,574,163                855,953   78% 55% 86%

italy              980,544                816,642                846,230   100% 100% 100%

France 794,076                587,936                388,575   48% 61% 66%

luxembourg 328,988             2,202,237             1,742,032   100% 100% 100%

usa              115,057                219,790                        -     100% 100% 0%

argentina                      -                  185,202                140,320               -     100% 100%

Chile                      -     -     361,833               -     0% 100%

total        328,634,399   232,322,517 235,515,986 95% 96% 98%

percentage of purchases corresponding to each product family compared 
to total procurement cost 2011 vs. 2010 

* the 25,000 most representative products are included.

Food

equipment

Beverages

supplies/Fuel

Materials for Fixed Facilities

Personal Hygiene

Cleaning Product and Materials

Cellulose

Goods for supermarkets and shops

uniforms

others

51%
12%

5%

4%
3%

2% 2%

1% 1%

1%

18%

en1-1
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150 press releases   
vs. 130 in 2010

6.113 appearances in the media 
vs. 6,664 in 2010

10 Media Value

paradisus playa del Carmen  |  Mexico

10.1 Key fiGuReS
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10.2 MeDia

10.3 SuMMaRy of appeaRanCeS

Meliá Hotels international’s media relations aim 
to be fluid, consolidating existing ties and seeking 
expansion towards new international media.

the presence of the company in 29 countries in 
4 continents means that coordination is need-
ed between the public relations network and 
the hiring of media agencies in the countries 
where our presence is the greatest. From the 
headquarters in Palma de Mallorca, the Com-
munication department centralises and defines 

guidelines and clear action plans concerning the 
publication of press releases in each country, 
also incorporating the monitoring of the news 
and impact generated. this provides a much 
broader global view of the impact generated by 
the company on a global level.

it should be noted that throughout 2011, 150 
press releases were issued to the media, 15% 
more than the number released the previous year.

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international received cov-
erage from 6,113 items in the media in spain, 9% 
less than the previous year. these appearances 
were quantified in more than 4 million euros, a 
12% increase over 2010, and an average of 16.7 
news items per day on a total of 621 pages. 
thanks to these appearances, the company has 
managed to reach an audience of more than 
1,290 million people, compared to the 1,392 
million in 2010.

With regard to the media impact, we should note 
that the rise in spain is due to the inclusion of the 
online impacts in the measurements. regarding 
the media impact in China, for which we have no 
figures from previous years, the volume was not 
excessively high bearing in mind the size of the 
country and the voluminous numbers in countries 
like the usa. still, the impact in the usa dropped 
considerably this year, more than 20 million euros 
less than the previous financial year.

evolution of global media impact

QuANTIFICATION (€) 2011 2010 * 2009 *

spain 89,829,010 3,734,693 3,908,241

uK 1,119,805 1,468,153 545,293

Germany 3,002,919 1,665,661 616,818

russia not available not available 115,584

usa 9,873,952 30,855,968 not available

Brazil 7,095,625 2,655,696 not available

Mexico 344,359 658,690 not available

China 190,388 not available not available

radio 406,800 198,000 328,000

radio interviews 464,975 3,825,498 not available

Prize draws 859,811 657,820 not available

Pr actions 519,165 324,950 not available

total 113,706,811 46,045,133 5,513,936

* Does not include online presence

pReSS ReleaSeS

 http://prensa.melia.com
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10.4 etHiCS

10.5 CoMMuniCation in CRiSiS ManaGeMent

Meliá Hotels international is aware of the need 
to ensure that all its actions are coherent with 
the essence of a responsible, sustainable com-
pany. likewise, it is conscious that all of these ac-
tions should not only conserve but also strive 
to promote the trust that its stakeholders have 
placed in the group by ensuring the company’s 
responsibility in all its actions, especially in actions 
targeted at specific collectives or minorities.

among these actions, communication should 
be highlighted as an essential element. any 
form of communication is a necessary element 
between companies and consumers and con-
tributes to the sound functioning of the market 
by generating benefits for both companies and 
society at large.

For this reason, it is extremely important to es-
tablish the framework in which this communica-
tion should take place, ensuring that minimum 
ethical requirements are always fulfilled. at the 
meeting of the Board of Directors of Meliá Ho-

tels international held in november 2011, the 
members approved the text of the Marketing 
and Communication Policy. the purpose of this 
document is to establish this framework by de-
fining the principles that any marketing, com-
munication or advertising action undertaken by 
Meliá Group should fulfil.

likewise, in December 2011, Meliá Hotels in-
ternational joined autocontrol (association of 
auto-regulation of Commercial Communica-
tion), a non-profit organisation created in 1995 
by the leading advertisers, agencies and media. 
its goal is to manage the spanish system of ad-
vertising self-regulation through good advertis-
ing: it must be truthful, legal, honest and loyal. 
autocontrol’s codes are revised every year.

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international received no 
administrative sanction related to consumers’ and 
users’ rights. Furthermore, the company sells no 
banned goods or products that are questioned or 
subjected under debate by public opinion.

During 2011, the Communication Manage-
ment has helped to manage the crises with a 
possible impact on Meliá Hotels international’s 
stakeholders. the first goal is to prevent and, if 
possible, avoid major impacts on the company’s 
corporate reputation.

First of all, because of its global repercussions, 
we should stress the uprisings in egypt and 
the consequent rise in hotel occupancy in the 
Balearic islands and Canary islands. thanks to 
the establishment of an internal communication 
protocol which enabled us to track the situa-
tion in real time, we agreed to close two of 
the four hotels with the consequent transfer of 
the guests to the two higher-category hotels. 
according to the procedure established, the in-
formation is distributed jointly by the Commu-
nication Management, the brand’s operations 
Management and the hotel to both guests and 
tour operators, reservation clearinghouses and 
various agencies. in this context, the support of 
the World travel & tourism Council was crucial 

in making an overall assessment of the impact 
generated for the country as a result of the po-
litical instability.

in turn, in view of the tsunami warnings in in-
donesia and the Caribbean, action protocols 
were developed in the event of a natural risk in 
the Meliá Hotels international hotels located in 
these areas. these protocols should be distrib-
uted to employees and guests so they can take 
the proper preventative measures.

another natural alert, in this case the hurricane 
on the riviera Maya last october, meant the ac-
tivation of safety protocols for guests, employees 
and facilities at all the resorts in the region, as 
well as maximum cooperation with the local au-
thorities to manage the safety of this destination.

in both cases, Communication Management, in 
coordination with the hotels affected by both 
threats, kept all the media punctually informed 
as needed.

pR6-1 y 2

pR7

pR6-3

in December 
2011, Meliá Hotels 

international 
joined autocontrol 

(association of 
auto-regulation 
of Commercial 

Communication).
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likewise, soon after opening our first hotel on 
the island of Zanzibar, there was a shipwreck. 
even though the ship was not transporting 
guests to our hotel, several family members of 
employees were aboard and died in the disas-
ter. Communication Management and the hotel 
remained in constant contact with the gover-
nor, helping to comb the beaches, be alert to 
the possible appearance of new bodies, supply 
water and rations and constantly support the 
government socially both in the hotel environ-
ment and with the employees who had been 
personally affected by the shipwreck.

the centrally-located Me london hotel suf-
fered from a fire on the building’s roof in June as 
construction was underway, although there was 
no personal damage. several British media out-
lets reported on this event and Communication 
Management issued a press release the very 
same morning to provide further information.

in parallel, as a result of a serious water main 
break, the hotel sol ocas was subjected to an 

unforeseen closure and the consequent transfer 
of its guests to another higher-category hotel. 
the decision was made to take advantage of this 
closure to undertake refurbishments that would 
enable the hotel to be fully operating by the 
beginning of the 2012 season. the guests were 
transferred to another higher-category hotel in 
the zone while ensuring communication with 
both employees and guests at all times.

Finally, upon the announcement of the bankrupt-
cy and permanent closure of Marsans due to 
insolvency, its debt owed to Meliá Hotels inter-
national was made public. numerous requests 
for information on possible legal actions that the 
company might take were received from the me-
dia, as were requests for the personal opinions 
of the managers regarding the presence of Díaz 
Ferrán at the head of the Ceoe. Communica-
tion Management provided continual support to 
the management of the legal actions underway 
to reclaim the debt still due.
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Corporate Headquarters

Gremio toneleros, 24
Polígono industrial “son Castelló”
07009 Palma de Mallorca - spain
tel. +34 971 22 44 00
Fax +34 971 22 44 08

Corporate Headquarters Madrid

Mauricio legendre, 16
28046 Madrid
tel. +34 91 315 32 46
Fax +34 91 315 62 31

Corporate Headquarters
north and Central america

800 Brickell avenue 10th floor
33131 Miami - Florida - usa
tel. (1) 305 350 98 28
Fax (1) 305 350 99 60

Corporate Headquarters South america

av. naçoes unidas, 12551
04578-903 sao Paulo sP - Brazil
tel. (5511) 3043 8484
Fax (5511) 3043 8466

Corporate Headquarters Cuba

ave. 3ra entre 76 y 80
Miramar - la Habana
tel. (53-7) 554 712
Fax (53-7) 832 1969

Corporate Headquarters asia

6 Battery road # 18-07 (049909) singapore
tel. (65) 6.3343332
Fax (65) 6.3342065

Club Meliá

47 Millenia Blvd., suite 240
orlando /Fl 32839
tel. 1 (407) 370-3671
info@clubmelia.com 
www.clubmelia.com

Sustainable Development Department

desarrollo.sostenible@melia.com

investor Relations Department

+34 971 22 45 43
investors.relations@melia.com
http://inversores.melia.com

Communication Department

+34 971 22 44 64
comunicacion@melia.com
http://prensa.melia.com

Shareholders hotline

+34 971 22 45 54
club.accionista@melia.com

Date of the most recent previous 
annual report: 2010

signature of the audit report on Consolidated 
annual accounts: PwC
signature of the independent revision report 
of the 2011 sustainability report: PwC

www.meliahotelsinternational.com 
info@melia.com

Central reservations (solres):
902 14 44 44

Meliá Hotels international GDs access codes:

aMaDeus:sM
Galileo:sM
saBre:Me
WorlDsPan: sM

a. CoRpoRate infoRMation
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b. HiStoRy of tHe CoMpany

foundation 
1956

Hotasa 
purchase
32 hotels

1984  

first 
international 
hotel in bali

1985 

CHM 
purchase
11 hotels

1986  

Meliá 
purchase
31 hotels

1987  

initial public 
offering
1996 

Hotel purchase 
in paris
8 hotels

1999  

1956 - at 21 years of age, Gabriel escarrer Ju-
liá begins to lease and operate his first hotel: 
the altair Hotel located in the residential area 
of son armadams (Palma de Mallorca, spain).it 
had 60 rooms. 

1960s - the tourism boom of the 1960’s was 
fundamental to the consolidation of the struc-
ture of the company. through reinvestment of 
profits, increased co-operation with tour op-
erators and bank loans, the company began to 
take shape.

1970s - es this is the period when hotels be-
gan to be opened on the Balearic islands, the 
main coastal areas on peninsular spain and on 
the Canary islands. the first vacation hotels were 
also purchased at that time. During 20 years until 
1976, the chain operated under the name Hote-
les Mallorquines. in the late 1970s, the national 
expansion plan was consolidated and the name 
that appeared on the social register changed to 
Hoteles sol.

1984 - en in a joint deal with aresbank (financial 
representative of the Kio group in spain), the 32 
hotels of the Hotasa chain in spain were ac-
quired. the purchase meant the beginning of ac-
tivities in the city hotel market and the company 
moved up to number 37 in the world ranking of 
hotel chains. at the same time, the company also 
became the largest hotel chain in spain.

1985 - the company began its international 
expansion with its first hotel outside spain: the 
Bali sol.

1986 - Continuing with the policy of growth 
through acquisition, Hoteles sol took over 

Compañía Hotelera del Mediterráneo, includ-
ing 11 hotels partly owned by the airline British 
Caledonian.

1987 - on the 27th of June 1987, Hoteles 
Meliá, with 22 hotels, was purchased from the 
luxemburg-based group interport, presided 
over by Giancarlo Parretti. 

1993 - sebastián escarrer Jaume joined the com-
pany management, triggering a change towards a 
matrix organisational structure. to favour contin-
ued growth, the management team was strength-
ened and changes were made in management 
procedures and systems (information technology, 
accounting, quality control, bonus systems, finan-
cial management, added values for the 5 key cli-
ent types, etc...). that same year, the company was 
named as the recipient of the Prince Felipe award 
for excellence in tourism for its management and 
growth policies.

1996 - once the new organization and man-
agement systems had been consolidated, on 
2 June 1996, sol Meliá became the first hotel 
management company in europe to be floated 
on the stock exchange. Prior to the flotation 
the company had been split in two: inmotel in-
versiones, the owner of hotels, and the new sol 
Meliá s.a., a hotel management company and 
target of the flotation.

1998-1999 - Due to the situation in the interna-
tional travel industry at the time, characterized by 
major vertical and horizontal mergers, a strategic 
decision was made to reintegrate the hotel man-
agement and property businesses. the integration 
ended in 1999 with the take-over of Meliá inver-
siones americanas (Mia) and the merger with 
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inmotel inversiones. after the creation of the new 
sol Meliá, Gabriel escarrer Jaume joined the com-
pany as Chief executive officer. He had held the 
same position with inmotel inversiones.

1999 - adapting to a new age: solmelia.com 
was born. 

2000 - on 21 august 2000, sol Meliá sealed 
its purchase of tryp Hotels. With the addition 
of 60 hotels, the company achieved a place 
amongst the top ten hotel companies in the 
world by number of hotels.

2001- a new brand strategy was launched 
which included a reduction of the group’s port-
folio to 4 major hotel brands: Meliá Hoteles, 
tryp Hoteles, sol Hoteles and Paradisus re-
sorts. near the end of the summer, however, 
there was a tragic event. 11 september affected 
the entire planet, and especially the internation-
al travel industry.

2004 - start of the 2004-2007 strategic plan 
with a new strategy to optimise the group’s 
properties with the creation of the asset Man-
agement Department and to expand its range 
of products with a strong emphasis on its vaca-
tion club, sol Meliá Vacation Club, and the influx 
of 50% in capital from luxury lifestyle Hotels 
& resorts, created in 2004 by the stein Group.

2006 - Creation of Me by Meliá, the year when 
the company celebrated its 50th anniversary. 

2007 - sol Meliá purchased the German ho-
tel chain innside and the 2008-2010 strategic 
plan was approved, which included investment 
actions and policies that should foster a major 

qualitative leap in terms of organic growth and 
brand reassessment.

2008 - sol Meliá was included in the Ftse-
4Good iBeX sustainability index. the Ftse-
4Good iBeX, created by Bolsas y Mercados 
españoles (BMe) and the Ftse Group, is the 
first sustainability index launched in spain. this 
year, too, sol Meliá joined the Global Compact.

2009 - sol Meliá became the first company 
certified as a Hotel Company of the Biosphere. 
this hotel certification includes social, envi-
ronmental and cultural requirements through-
out the entire company, and it applies these 
requirements to all the stakeholders. to attain 
this certification, sol Meliá passed an exhaustive 
analysis of all the company’s activities from the 
perspective of tourism sustainability.

2010 - opening of the first hotel in China, the 
Gran Meliá shanghai.

2010 - on the 17th of november, sol Meliá 
and uniCeF spain signed an alliance to join 
forces to work towards the objectives of the 
united nations Children’s Fund on matters 
related to education, child protection and the 
fight against the sexual exploitation and traffick-
ing of children.

2011 - the company’s corporate name be-
came Meliá Hotels international s.a. 

tryp 
purchase
60 hotels

2000 

innSiDe 
purchase
11 hotels

2007 

inclusion in the 
ftSe4Good ibeX  

2008

Global Compact 
principles 

suscription
2008

biosphere Hotel 
Company

2009 

first hotel opening 
in China

Meliá Shanghai
2010 

uniCef 
strategic alliance 

signature
2010 

Corporate brand 
change
2011 
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C. about tHiS RepoRt

C.1 pRepaRation MetHoD

the objective of the Meliá Hotels international 
sustainability report 2011 is to provide infor-
mation to all company stakeholders regarding fi-
nancial, environmental and social results for 2011, 
although many more subjects are dealt with later 
within each of the dimensions mentioned.

the following points stand out as advances in 
the 2011 Meliá Hotels international sustainabil-
ity report:

•	the drawing up of the report, the creation of 
a Manual of standards on non-financial re-
porting which ensures the homogeneity and 
comprehensibility of the information to re-
port, its relevancy and the best way of report-
ing it throughout the entire company.

•	the performance of a materiality analysis 
to determine the important issues from the 
standpoint of reporting to the company’s 
stakeholders (see appendix 2, Materiality 
study of Meliá Hotels international).

•	an increase in the scope of the report, boost-
ing the scope of the 2010 report to include 
information on owned and leased hotels out-
side spain in the 2011 report.

•	an increase in the number of indicators re-
ported compared to the previous year : in 
2011, 113 Gri indicators were reported on 
compared to 107 in 2010.

•	our sustainability report 2011 has been pro-
duced following the general guidelines to the 
preparation of the sustainability report from 
the Global reporting initiative, version 3.1.  

Meliá Hotels international has chosen to define 
a global process of evaluation, analysis and risk 
control which will identify, update and monitor 
the most important risks which might impede 
the fulfilment of objectives or the successful im-
plementation of strategies.

the integrated risk management model defined by 
Meliá Hotels Management follows the criteria set 
in the Committee of sponsoring organisations of 
the tradeway Commission report. this report de-
fines an integrated framework of internal control 
and corporate risk management which can be ap-
plied periodically and in a standardised manner to 
the different business units and support group. this 
allows Meliá Hotels international to produce risk 
maps for each business unit and consolidate them 
to generate a risk map for the company as a whole. 

Within this management model the following 
types of risks are considered:

•	Global risks. resulting from events that are 
beyond the performance scope of economic 
agents.

•	 financial risks. relating to financial variables 
and resulting from the difficulty the company 
may have in meeting its commitments or liq-
uefying assets.

•	business risks. resulting from the evolution 
of intrinsic business variables, such as the 
demand, competitors and markets, strategic 
uncertainties or major changes.

•	operational risks. relating to the failure 
or inadequacy of internal processes, human 
resources, physical equipment or computer 
systems.

•	Compliancy risks. resulting from changes in 
regulations defined by different regulators 
and/or non-compliance with applicable leg-
islation or internal policies and norms.

•	 information risks. related to events caused 
by inappropriate use, generation and com-
munication of information.

in the process of drawing up this report, we 
tried at all times to follow the principle of ex-
haustiveness. the available indicators were al-
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ways reported on with transparency and clarity, 
following the criteria established by the guide 
to drawing up Gri sustainability reports, the 
technical protocol on applying the principles for 
defining the content of the Gri report and the 
company’s most important indicators based on 

the materiality study (see Appendix 2). For the 
sake of transparency, this year we included refer-
ences in the text to help readers more easily find 
the reports on the different Gri indicators. We 
also identified the processes that need improve-
ment, including the 2012-2014 strategic plan.

•	the principles, policies and activities that Meliá 
Hotels international includes in this sustain-
ability report 2011 and the business strategy 
defined to move forward on sustainable de-
velopment have been designed to be applied 
throughout the company. nevertheless, there 
is some margin to take into account the dif-
ferent personality of each of the company’s 
brands and also the different social, labour, cul-
tural and political aspects of each geographical 
region where Meliá Hotels international oper-
ates. the report refers to the full year 2011.

•	the scope of the report includes hotels that 
are owned, hotels that are managed by Meliá 
Hotels international and leased hotels, a total 
of 240 hotels and 39,793 since franchises have 
been excluded.

on a regional level, there are three regions not in-
cluded (Cuba, egypt, and Bulgaria), as well as some 
regions excluded only for certain indicators due 
to the absence of data or data unreliability. the 
specific scope of each of the indicators and its 
degree of consolidation is indicated in each case.

this exclusion was done with the goal of offer-
ing the most solid, reliable information possible, 
since the channels of information from these 
countries are conditioned by governmental, so-
cial and political particularities which seriously 
hamper the reception of information.

Finally, we must mention that Meliá Hotels in-
ternational has made great efforts to respond 
to the different indicators with the greatest 
possible detail and with the aim of ensuring 
maximum candour and reliability in the infor-
mation presented in this report.

With regard to the data and the bases used 
to make calculations, the company has made 
several different tools (saP, access, employee  
Portal etc.) available to employees to help in 
the process of collecting and processing infor-
mation, and has also developed collection pro-
cesses (for example, consumption statistics for 
which hotel engineering Managers can report 
meter readings) to minimise estimations.

•	 the report includes quantitative, performance-
related, qualitative, strategic and narrative in-
formation from all sustainability-related points 
of view: financial, social, cultural, labour- related, 
environmental, products, human rights etc. thus, 
we can describe a global focus on all the mat-
ters reported on in this report, offering more 
complete information for stakeholders.

in matters related to the travel and tourism in-
dustry use has also been made of the indicators 
monitored by the World tourism organisation.

C.2 ColleCtion anD ConSoliDation of tHe infoRMation

C.3 oppoRtunitieS anD CoMMitMentS to iMpRoVeMent

the main challenges in the preparation of the 
next sustainability report are:

•	Differentiation with respect to the compe-
tition, being recognised as market leader in 
sustainability and carrying out, for example, 

an analysis of the company’s positioning in 
sustainability.

•	Meliá Hotels international’s objective is not 
only to increase the indicators reported but 
also broaden their scope and completeness, 
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C.4 VeRifiCation of tHe infoRMation / auDitS / CeRtifiCation

C.5 youR opinion / feeDbaCK SySteM

an objective achieved in 2011 compared to 
the previous year and which will continue 
over the next few years until 100% of the in-
dicators are reported. We will thus continue 
to make progress on the quality and quantity 
of the information to be reported in the sus-
tainability report via:

· improvements in data collection processes, 
documentation and control and validation 
systems, especially on an international level.

· tracking of the Manual on reporting non-
Financial standards of Meliá Hotels interna-
tional, clearly indicating the information that 
needs to be reported, who needs to report 
it, how to report it and the degree of data 
consolidation.

•	 improve communication channels and dia-
logue with all Meliá Hotels international 
stakeholders. this includes:

· Defining action plans and follow-up from 
the conclusions of the panel of experts and 
specialist panels.

· reporting the ideas adopted to stakehold-
ers after consultation with the panel of ex-
perts and specialist panels, something that 
will continue throughout 2012 as an im-
portant factor in the success of the Public 
Positioning action Plan.

•	Greater internal distribution of the sustain-
ability report 2011. We understand that 
everyone who forms part of Meliá Hotels in-
ternational needs to be aware of the achieve-
ments in sustainability thanks to the actions 
the company carries out and which would be 
impossible without the direct cooperation of 
the team.

With regard to financial performance, the infor-
mation available in the annual report has been 
processed under applicable law and audited by 
PwC. the results may be viewed in the Financial 
report and, more briefly, in the chapters on fi-
nance in this sustainability report 2011

as mentioned previously, non-financial informa-
tion has also been subject to external verifica-
tion for the first time, also by PwC. the decision 
to do so has been a test for us and for our re-

porting system, obtaining a Verification report 
as a result which reviews the adaptation of the 
contents of the sustainability report 2011 to 
the Gri-G3.1 Guide and the validation of the 
performance indicators proposed in the guide. 
Furthermore, through the production of the 
recommendations report issued by PwC, we 
were able to identify areas for improvement on 
which we need to focus our attention, as well 
as our strong points that we must maintain and 
consolidate in the years to come.

if you require any additional information, please 
do not hesitate to contact us.

Sustainable Development Department:
desarrollo.sostenible@melia.com

Communication Department:
comunicacion@melia.com

or visit the Meliá Hotels international sustain-
able development website at the following link:

http://www.meliacerca.com
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D.1 Global SuStainability poliCy

builDinG ouR leGaCy

at Meliá Hotels international we aim to incor-
porate the values and principles of sustainable 
development in our business processes and re-
lationships with all of our stakeholders. We be-
lieve that sustainability is the key factor which will 
allow tourism to continue to be the driver of 
economic development in many countries. We 
believe that a lot can be learnt from mistakes and 
we are committed to seeking constant improve-
ment so as to guarantee our future, adopting a 
humble attitude which allows us to continue to 
learn as we move forward. 

We want this approach to help us strengthen 
our relationships with our stakeholders, becom-
ing something which makes us different from 
others and a more sustainable, more stable and 
more solid company, more attractive to all with 
whom we come in contact.

tourism is a business which is extremely sensi-
tive to the environment in which it takes place. 
extreme climate and weather events such as 
hurricanes and floods, drought or lack of snow, 
have an effect on tourism. the loss of a cultural 
identity in a destination may make it less attrac-
tive for tourism as it implies the disappearance 
of something that made it unique. the existence 
of poverty in certain communities in which we 
operate is also a reality to be faced. seeking im-
provements in such situations is an obligation 
which we must satisfy before our staff, our cus-
tomers and society in general.

We are convinced that the company is like a liv-
ing organism that constantly has to adapt to its 
environment and evolve with that environment 

in order to survive. to achieve this one must be 
very aware of the environment, and there is no 
better way to achieve this than through listen-
ing to stakeholders. the fact that we wish to be 
closer to our stakeholders and get to know them 
better means we need to have a more proac-
tive attitude towards them, being more open 
and approaching them. We believe that greater 
awareness of their concerns and expectations 
will drive our development as a company, will 
benefit us all, and will allow us to continue to 
grow together, evolve, and adapt to our environ-
ment and the times.

Firstly, we are well aware that the natural envi-
ronment is a key factor in this commitment to 
sustainable development. We will only be sus-
tainable if we are able to identify the environ-
mental impact of our operations both on a local 
and a global level, aiming to make environmental 
management a part of our daily routine. We will 
strive to reduce the impact of our activity and 
contribute to the preservation of biological di-
versity in travel destinations through greater in-
tegration with the environment and respect for 
flora and fauna. We will encourage reduced en-
ergy and water use and a reduction in emissions, 
always seeking greater efficiency and contain-
ment in the use of natural resources, and manag-
ing our waste products in a responsible manner.

secondly, our commitment is also a social com-
mitment. We understand that our activity will 
only be sustainable if we are able to make a con-
tribution to the reduction of social differences 
and poverty through providing opportunities for 
mutual economic growth. We will be sensitive to 

D. appenDiX 

appenDiX  1
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the social needs of our staff, and aim to share our 
commitment with them, providing space for their 
concerns about solidarity, voluntary work and 
cooperation. We will particularly focus on the 
most disadvantaged groups such as the elderly 
or the disabled, and we will take very special 
care over our influence on children, given their 
vulnerability and the fact that they are the future 
inheritors of our legacy

Finally, third and by no means least, we are com-
mitted to the conservation of both the tangible 
and intangible cultural heritage of the communi-
ties in which we operate. We will remain fully 
involved in local life, integrating the cultural, culi-
nary, and artistic characteristics of each location, 
respecting and defending the historical heritage 
as if it were our own. and we will also be a cata-
lyst for local development, protecting the roots 
of society and aiming to get our customers in-
volved in the discovery and conservation of the 
rich cultural wealth in each destination.

We will aim to integrate sustainable develop-
ment principles in our entire business lifecycle. 
We will particularly take the opportunities pro-
vided by new investments and development of 
new destinations.

We wish to share our commitment to sustain-
able development with our staff, our suppliers, 
our customers, our shareholders, and with the 
owners of our hotels.

We wish our strategic partners and the whole of 
the tourism industry to be our allies in this en-
deavour and to feel part of our sustainability ef-
forts. We will encourage our suppliers to adopt 
policies focused on constant improvement in 
the incorporation of sustainable development 
criteria to their business, including social justice, 
minimising their environmental impact and en-
couraging economic development in each desti-
nation. We believe in working alongside all of our 
stakeholders and we are also prepared to take 

a proactive role in the industry, respectful of our 
competitors and focusing on cooperation and 
partnership with different social organisations 
in seeking solutions to environmental, social and 
cultural deficiencies which will drive us towards a 
society where responsibility is shared and where 
the needs of all are covered in a more balanced, 
just and long-lasting way.

this is our vision of sustainable development. 
the sum of all of these commitments is what will 
allow our industry and activity to generate op-
portunities and wealth for people and for desti-
nations, listening to our stakeholders and getting 
closer to them, protecting the environment and 
natural resources, adding value to reduce social 
differences in an increasingly global economy and 
conserving cultural diversity and heritage.

our commitment to sustainable development 
is a constant search for balance between the 
needs of this generation and the needs of fu-
ture generations, for balance between economic, 
socio-cultural and environmental development 
and the preservation of destinations, for balance 
between the needs and requirements of all of 
our different stakeholders. at Meliá Hotels inter-
national we aim to contribute to and support 
the sustainable development of the communities 
in which we operate and the people that form 
part of those communities, leaving a legacy to be 
enjoyed by future generations. at Meliá Hotels 
international we do not aim to be the best hotel 
company in the world, but we do aim to be a 
standard bearer for achieving a better world.

Meliá Hotels international board of Directors
Palma, 25 november, 2008.
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appenDiX 2

Materiality is defined as the criterion used to 
choose the relevant information for the com-
pany and its stakeholders, bearing in mind the 
sector in which it operates, its characteristics and 
its unique features. in short, it encompasses all is-
sues that may entail a direct risk to its reputation.

in 2011, Meliá Hotels international conducted a 
materiality study to determine its map of mate-
riality. to do this, the following steps were taken: 

1. selection of topics to evaluate: Based on the 
priorities of the 2012-2014 strategic plan, the 
map of risks of the sustainable Development 
and institutional office and Corporate Di-
plomacy office, and on the 20 most impor-
tant risks company-wide, a list of 32 topics 
was devised, divided into ten categories.

2. external check: to evaluate the importance 
of these topics for the external stakeholders, 
these 32 relevant topics were checked in a 
specific session of the 5th Panel of experts 
through evaluation forms. the participants 
included the usual panellists plus a group of 
external observers.

3. internal check: to evaluate the influence of the 
32 topics chosen on the success of the busi-

ness, they were checked by the senior manag-
ers in each corporate area as well as by a rep-
resentative group of employees from different 
departments through evaluation forms.

the results of the check can be seen in the fol-
lowing map of materiality (Graph 1).

the toP 5 topics were the following:

influence on the success of the business
21 talent management
5 Having a sustainability policy
24 Job creation
26 anti-corruption policy
22 Flexible work

importance to Stakeholders

8 Waste management policy
28 Global transparency
32 risks and economic opportunities of climate 

change 
6 Greenhouse gas emissions and actions to 

reduce them
14 expansion

D.2 Meliá HotelS inteRnational MateRiality StuDy
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in 2011, the Meliá las Claras Boutique, located 
right in the historic centre of salamanca, be-
gan opening its doors to the city with cultural 
events devoted to literature, music and fashion.

in this way, with the goal of promoting the 
works of local artists, the hotel lent its halls to 
artists during the months of January and Febru-
ary, thus reinforcing the city’s cultural activities 
for both the local residents and visitors.

in the same vein, the hotel organised three 
weekly programmes. During the first, held be-
tween the 18th and 22nd of January using the 
“literary Cafe” format, the hotel held discus-
sions and readings of the works of several lo-
cal writers coordinated by writer Charo ruano, 
who choose several local poets to recite the 
poetry of prestigious national poets, including 
lorca, unamuno, sor Juana inés de la Cruz, etc. 
the second week, called “Dining with the Clas-
sics” and held between the 25th and 29th of 
January, featured a daily concert by the Higher 

Conservatory of salamanca, followed by a gour-
met sampling dinner at the hotel’s restaurant. in 
the last week, held between the 3rd and 5th of 
February, the Meliá las Claras held a “fashion 
week” with a series of lectures by designer Fely 
Campo, a participant in Fashion Week in both 
Madrid and Barcelona who shared an innova-
tive vision of fashion as a kind of art form.

the purpose of these cultural weeks promoted 
by the Meliá las Claras was to draw attention 
to the hotel as yet another cultural container 
for all residents of salamanca by spotlighting the 
works of the city’s local artists, including musi-
cians, poets and designers.  

all told, around 500 salamanca residents en-
joyed these three weeks, and total revenue was 
€6,000, in addition to a huge advertising impact. 
thanks to the success of these events, cultural 
associations and schools have expressed an in-
terest in organising similar cultural activities in 
the hotel.

D.3 Meliá laS ClaRaS: “let’S open tHe DooRS to CultuRe”

appenDiX 3
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D.4 CelebRation of woRlD enViRonMent Day

the united nations declared 2011 “interna-
tional Year of Forests”. to celebrate it, the slogan 
chosen for the campaign was “Forest: nature 
at your service” with the goal of raising aware-
ness of the fundamental role played by human 
beings in protecting forests, the home to 300 
million people in the world.

the uniqueness and diversity of natural re-
sources are one of the biggest attractions of 
tourism; for this reason, protecting and preserv-
ing the environment are part of Meliá Hotels 
international’s strategic principles. in 2008 the 
Company approved its Global sustainability 
Policy which defines de criteria for ensuring 
sustainable development.

to contribute its part, Meliá Hotels interna-
tional celebrated World environment Day with 
a series of awareness-raising initiatives at the 
group’s hotels and at the corporate offices. 
these initiatives were targeted at both clients 
and employees.

these activities primarily consisted of beach 
cleaning, promoting natural areas near the ho-
tels, holding recycling workshops and entertain-
ment shows on environmental conservation, 
giving guests “sustainable” attention and turning 
off the lights in the communal areas.

eighty-two business units in Meliá Hotels inter-
national joined this initiative, with around 504 
actions and 6,681 participants, including both 
clients and employees.

Paradisus Palma real
Beach Cleaning

appenDiX 4
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period covered by progress Report

From: 2010            to: 2011

Declaration of constant support

as already mentioned in our subscription to the Global Pact in 2008, its ten principles have become 
part of our strategy, culture and day-to-day business. Human rights, labour rights, the environment 
and the struggle against corruption are of the utmost importance to Meliá Hotels international, and 
that is why we have made the principles of the Global Pact one of our four public commitments.

these four commitments represent a merger of the external dimensions of sustainability and corpo-
rate social responsibility with the operational and internal dimension, due to the actions plans that we 
have to introduce to maintain our commitments. all four focus on continuous improvement.

in this, our second Progress report, we renew our commitment to these principles. We believe we 
have significantly improved in several areas, but we know there is still much work to be done, and we 
are confident that, with time and perseverance, we will become much more than just a leader in our 
industry. We will become an example of a sustainable and profitable business.

Sebastián escarrer Jaume
Meliá Hotels international Vice Chairman

e.1 HuMan RiGHtS pRinCipleS

principle 1: Companies should support and respect the international protection of human rights; and

principle 2: Make sure that they are not com-
plicit in the abuse of rights human.

evaluation, policy and objectives

Meliá Hotels international has a series of internal 
norms on human resources that regulate man-
agerial behaviour and must be accepted by all 
managerial staff in the group, regardless of the 
legislation applicable. Compliance with these 
rules is supervised by the Delegate Committee 
of the administrative Council on Compensa-

tion and appointments along with the Human 
resources Department. the points included are 
the following:

• Conflict of interest.
• non-discrimination (sex, race, religion...).
• Harassment (labour, sexual...).
• Dignity at work.
• employment
• equal opportunities.

in financial year 2011, there were no records 
of any incident related to discrimination of any 

e. pRoGReSS RepoRt 
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kind. in 2011, no specific training was conduct-
ed which discussed human rights protection for 
employees or in-house or subcontracted secu-
rity staff.

investment agreements and major formal con-
tracts do not yet include human rights clauses. 
For the time being, these clauses are only signed 
in contracts with suppliers and tour operators 
in spain.

a total of 44.17% of all operations performed 
were analysed for human rights matters.

their distribution by country can be seen in the 
table operations audited on human rights mat-
ters by country. these operations correspond 
to the internal audits conducted internationally 
in the hotels, in which a checklist is used that 
includes a revision of subjects that include eve-
rything from human rights to safety and health 
issues, products, corruption, etc.

operations audited on human rights matters 
by country 

COuNTRY NR. OPS. %

China 1 0.94%

Dominican republic 1 0.94%

France 3 2.83%

Greece 1 0.94%

Germany 10 9.43%

indonesia 1 0.94%

Malaysia 1 0.94%

Mexico 5 4.72%

Peru 1 0.94%

Puerto rico 1 0.94%

spain 80 75.47%

usa 1 0.94%

106 100.00%

*  Distribution of the 44.17% of centres audited over the total number 
of hotels.

implementation

Meliá Hotels international has a firm commit-
ment to the well-being of children. For this rea-
son, it is essential that all areas of the company 
guarantee that none of its activities involves any 
potential risks to the rights of children.

the company has signed an agreement to imple-
ment a Code of Conduct which protects chil-
dren from sexual abuse in the tourism industry, 
condemning all forms of infant sexual exploita-
tion and supporting all legal actions to prevent 
and punish these crimes.

this social commitment to children was 
strengthened with the signing of the alliance with 
uniCeF spain, which leads us to work together 
on the objectives of the united nations Chil-
dren’s Fund on matters related to education, 
child protection and the fight against child sexual 
exploitation and the trafficking of children.

Measurement of results

Meliá Hotels international does not employ 
anyone under the age of 16 and the sustainable 
Development clause in the agreements signed 
with suppliers, in spain, ensures they also com-
mit not to use child labour in their production 
processes, accepting the possibility of being au-
dited and the risk of cancellation of the con-
tract Fr they are found in contempt.
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e.2 labouR pRinCipleS

table of workplace Health indexes

INCIdENCE FREQuENCY * SERIOuSNESS AVERAGE
duRATION ** ABSENTEEISM

Men 59.08 33.69 0.73 21.63 2.94

Women 77.24 44.43 0.74 16.57 4.33

total 67.87 38.87 0.73 19.11 3.61

* Bearing in mind accidents in itinere. ** in calendar days..

principle 3: Companies should respect freedom 
of association and the effective recognition of 
the right to collective negotiation

principle 4: the elimination of any type of 
forced or compulsory labour ;

principle 5: the complete elimination of the ex-
ploitation of child labour;  and

principle 6: the elimination of discrimination 
with respect to employment and job-placement.

evaluation, policy and objectives

the human team at Meliá Hotels international is 
the company’s main asset, and for this reason the 
group places special emphasis on making head-
way in preventing workplace risks.

Meliá Hotels international is governed at all 
times by the corresponding labour legislation, 
the applicable collective bargaining agreement 
or the labour covenant or company contract 
signed. the company safeguards the right of as-
sociation in the countries that are covered by 
any of these agreements mentioned above, with 
the exception of China and Cuba, which do not 
allow them. in 2011, the number of employees 
represented by a collective bargaining agree-
ment, labour agreement or company contract 
was 98.3%, excluding China and Croatia. the 
company guarantees its workers’ right to join a 
union or labour association. 

likewise, Meliá Hotels international abides by 
the legislation, agreement or labour covenant 
applicable in each region with regarding to mini-
mum notice periods for organisational changes.
 

implementation

Due to its activity in more than 30 countries, the 
diversity of regulations means that a standard 
global labour rights and workplace health and 
safety policy for all employees would be very 
difficult to apply in the country. even though the 
health and safety policies vary according to local 
legislation and the unique features of each site, the 
company policy always requires strict compliance 
with the law and the development of preventative 
measures for specific risks detected in each area.

Measurement

throughout 2011, only two grievances related to 
human rights were filed, both of them internal and 
both in spain: one for sexual harassment of an 
employee by three workers with the consequent 
dismissal; and an investigation into workplace har-
assment; after the deeds of this case were investi-
gated, the conclusion was that there had been no 
workplace harassment. Meliá Hotels international 
protects its employees from suffering from any 
episode of forced labour, and no operations with 
this risk associated have been identified.

all told, in 2011 the average number of staff mem-
bers that the company had under the responsi-
bility of the Department of Workplace Health in 
spain was 9,222, compared to 9,641 in 2010. in 
2011, the company recorded 626 workplace ac-
cidents compared to 625 in 2010. these accidents 
meant 11,798 lost workdays, compared to 11,475 
in 2010. the absenteeism rate was at 3.61% com-
pared to 4.36% in 2010. throughout 2011, there 
were no records of workplace-related deaths on 
either the Meliá Hotels international staff or sub-
contracted staff.
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Minimum gross monthly salary: Meliá Hotels international vs. Minimum legal salary

EMEA* (€)

2011 2010

Bulgaria 50% 108%

egypt 0% 205%

France 0% 0%

Greece 24% 22%

Germany not applicable not applicable

italy not applicable not applicable

luxembourg 0% 0%

spain 23% 82%

united Kingdom 0% not available

tanzania 32% 0%

* eMea: europe, Middle east & africa

AMERICA ($)

2011 2010

argentina 0% 15%

Brazil 48% 36%

Dominican republic 0% 0%

Mexico 0% 0%

Panama not available not available

Peru 0% 0%

Puerto rico 0% 0%

uruguay 42% not available

usa 0% 0%

Venezuela 0% 31%

ASIA ($)

2011 2010

China not available not available

indonesia 0% 18%

Malaysia not available not applicable

Vietnam 0% 67%

2011 figures. For the usa, the federal minimal salary was used as the reference. 

With regard to the minimum salary that Meliá 
Hotels international pays its employees, on av-
erage it is 15.6% higher than the legal minimum 
in european countries, calculated in euros, and 
2.85% higher in the other countries, calculated 
in us dollars. in 2010 these differences were 
47% and 30.3%, respectively. this difference is 
due to the fact that the global economic crisis 
has led there to be more competition in the 

job market, boosting the demand for jobs and 
lowering costs.

the table Difference in average salaries by sex 
(male vs. female) shows the salary differences 
by professional categories between men and 
women in the countries for which we have reli-
able information to calculate it.
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Difference in average salaries by sex (male vs. female)

SPAIN MEXICO dOMINICAN REPuBLIC

CORPORATE 2011 2010 2009 2011 2011

eVP not available not applicable not applicable not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

sVP 47.0% not applicable not applicable not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

VP 16.0% not applicable not applicable not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

Director 12.0% not applicable not applicable 17.6% not available
(only men)

Manager 16.0% not applicable not applicable 107.5% not available
(only women)

executive 16.0% not applicable not applicable not available
(only men)

not available
(only women)

assistant -4.0% not applicable not applicable 19.0 25.4

HOTEL 2011 2010 2009 2011 2011

Director 13.6% 18.6% 15.0% not available
(only men)

not available
(only men)

assistant Managers -0.9% 1.7% 17.0% not available
(the position does not exist)

not available
(the position does not exist)

Heads of Department 11.2% 11.9% 0.0% 30.1% -10.8%

General staff 3.0% 4.3% 6.0% 8.5% 1.1%

the positive figures are in favour of men while the negative ones are in favour of women. eVP (executive Vice President), sVP (senior Vice President) 
and VP (Vice President).

e.3 enViRonMental pRinCipleS

principle 7: Companies should support a focus 
on preventative measures to face the challenges 
of the environment;

principle 8: launching initiatives to promote great-
er responsibility towards the environment; and

principle 9: Promote the development and diffu-
sion of technologies which respect the environ-
ment.

evaluation, policy and objectives

travel and tourism generate considerable pres-
sure on the natural environment, not so much 
due to the danger of their impact, but rather the 
sheer size of the industry. Hotels must minimise 
their consumption of natural resources and their 
impact on local ecosystems, harmonising their 

business activity with respect for and protection 
of the natural environment.

For this reason, sustainability is an integral ingre-
dient in the corporate position of Meliá Hotels 
international, both present and future. as part of 
the 2008-2010 strategic plan, sustainability was 
permanently included in the corporate strategy, 
and Meliá Hotels international’s sustainability 
Policy was made public. in the new 2012-2014 
strategic plan, sustainability has become strate-
gic lever which impacts all the strategic avenues 
in a cross-cutting fashion. We aim to promote a 
sustainable business model, leading our interest 
groups to choose us because we are a responsi-
ble hotel company.

likewise, if we do not care for the most impor-
tant asset of the tourism industry, the environ-
ment, tourist destinations will be left without a 
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product to sell. the 2010 Climate Vulnerability 
Monitor has calculated that more than 2.5 mil-
lion people live under the threat of desertifica-
tion – a danger it particularly highlights in the 
united states and spain – and that this figure 
will multiply by four by 2030. innovation and 
sustainable management will become the key 
to dealing with this environmental situation. For 
this reason, Meliá Hotels international has taken 
on the commitment to contribute to preserv-
ing the environment and landscape, ensuring 
the impact of its activities and fostering the 
awareness of sustainability in all its stakeholders.

implementation

environmental management is included in the 
company’s Global sustainability Policy, which is 
the source of a series of principles and actions 
that are part of the company’s strategy.

the different activities aim to respect the prin-
ciple of “thinking globally – acting locally”. to 
achieve this, on the one hand we aim to pre-
serve the natural environment in the destina-
tions where the Company operates, and on 
the other hand we attend to our activities on a 
global level, aiming to reduce the overall effect of 
our activity on the planet.

With regard to the initiatives aimed at mitigat-
ing the impact of our activity and adhering to 
the principle of precaution, the Company has 
been developing a product, which was not yet 
finished as of the close of 2011, whose goal is 
to include sustainability criteria in two key pro-
cesses, namely hotel design and construction and 
the supply chain.

Measurement of results

included within the saVe project is a series of 
water-saving measures which not only lower 
consumption but also mean energy savings due 
to the lower volume of hot water circulating.

total water consumption in 2011 in the 166 
hotels participating in the saVe project was 
7,763,447 m3, compared to 3,503,699 m3 in 
2010 in the 130 hotels in spain. the volume of 
water saved in 2011 was 274,188 m3, compared 
to the 266,797 m3 in 2010.

likewise, as an overall strategy to lower the en-
vironmental impact generated by spills coming 
from our activity, we control spills both when 
they are treated by our own purifier and when 
they are derived from a public sanitation system. 
in 2011, 97% of the company’s establishments 
pumped their waste water into the municipal 
sanitation systems, just as in 2010, to be trans-
ported and treated properly in the water purifi-
cation plants assigned to each zone by the public 
administrations.

in 2011, 3% of Meliá Hotels international hotels 
had their own water purification system. the 
waste water is treated and purified in accord-
ance with the levels stipulated in conformance 
with the laws in effect in every country. the to-
tal volume of this waste water treated by the 
establishments was 1,538,149 m3, compared to 
1,662,053 m3 in 2010. according to the informa-
tion available, of this volume a total of 244,194 
m3 or 16% was reused, mainly to water gardens 
and golf courses, compared to the 831,356 m3 in 
2010, which account for 50%.

the difference in the percentage of waste water 
reused between 2010 and 2011 comes mainly 
from the fact that this figure is unavailable from 
the Playa Bávaro and Paradisus Punta Cana com-
plexes in 2011.

the volume of reused water over the total wa-
ter consumed by the organisation is 3.0%.
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total volume of water treated in in-house purifiers and reused  

ESTABLISHMENTS  m3  SPILLEd  m3 REuSEd %

YEAR 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010

Meliá purosani 45,138 103,678 13,735 31,100 30% 30%

Gran Meliá Jakarta 101,358 128,164 8,113 8,211 8% 6%

Meliá Gorriones 101,930 116,439 101,930 98,973 100% 85%

Meliá Golf Vichy Catalán 17,516 15,993 17,516 15,993 100% 100%

paradisus playa Conchal 1 -- 176,508 -- 176,508 -- 100%

Complejo playa bávaro 2 966,550 1,070,171 na 449,471 na 42%

Gran Meliá palacio de isora 81,000 51,100 81,000 51,100 100% 100%

paradisus punta Cana 202,757 -- na -- na --

Meliá Zanzibar 3 21,900 -- 21,900 -- 100% 100%

total 1,538,149 1,662,053 244,194 831,356 16% 50%

na = not available
(1) establishment no longer affiliated in 2011
(2) the following business units fall under this name: Meliá Caribe tropical, Paradisus Palma real & the reserve, Centro Comercial sierra Parima, Palma 

real Villas and Cocotal Golf 
(3) estimated figure

the company does not yet have a centralised 
management system to record the volume of 
waste water and water pumped in the environ-
ment. 

throughout 2011, there were no significant 
accidental spills in any of Meliá Hotels interna-
tional’s business units.

Finally, to ensure the proper management of the 
waste generated by the company, the waste is 
duly sorted in accordance with the laws in effect.

in 2011, the company has been working to de-
velop a system to quantify and report on the 
waste generated at its establishments. the pur-
pose of this system would be to have reliable, 
consistent figures which more accurately reflect 
the scope of this environmental impact, since 
much of the waste is removed by the munici-
pal authorities, therefore leaving us without the 
possibility of precisely quantifying it and instead 
only able to make approximate estimates of the 
amounts generated.

principle 10: companies should work to combat 
corruption in all its forms, including extortion 
and bribery..

evaluation, policy and objectives

Meliá Hotels international has a process of self-
evaluation by which the Board assesses its own 
performance annually. With regard to the po-
tential conflicts of interest that may arise within 
the Board, article 28 of the regulation of the 
Board of Directors includes a control mecha-
nism which requires directors to report any 

direct or indirect situation or conflict directly or 
indirectly which may affect the company.

in 2011 a total of 168 internal global audits 
were carried out, compared to 170 in 2010, 
139 in hotels and 29 in other business units 
and corporate offices. During 2011, the inter-
nal audit Department detected four cases of 
fraudulent use of assets or company funds for 
the private benefit of certain employees. this 
circumstance gave rise to the immediate adop-
tion of disciplinary action (dismissal) in only 
one of the cases, and in response to the lawsuit 
filed by the dismissed employee for improper 

e.4 pRinCipleS of antiCoRRuption
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dismissal legal actions were undertaken, which 
were resolved in favour of the company.

likewise, in 2011 the company was not sanc-
tioned with significant fines for anti-competitive 
practices or for noncompliance with the laws and 
regulations, and there were no cases in which ju-
dicial arbitration mechanisms were needed.

as of today, the company’s own evolution has 
led it to become aware of the need to revise 
and improve its framework of behaviour in or-

der to align it with the new values and thus 
ensure greater cohesion and protection of all its 
employees, while also contributing to improv-
ing the company’s day-to-day relations with its 
stakeholders.

in 2011, the company completed the design 
phase of the Meliá Hotels international ethical 
Code, and in 2012 it will finish writing the text 
and a training and communication plan for it will 
be designed and implemented.
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eValuation anD RenoVation of CoMMitMentS to iMpRoVeMent 2011

AREA OBJECTIVE EVALuATION

leadership Value
•	 Introduce	concepts	related	to	the	three	dimensions	of	sustainability	into	the	management	model.

•	 Achieve	value	through	biosphere	certification.

Good Governance Value •	 Close	the	design	phase	of	the	company’s	Code	of	Ethics	project.

environmental Value

•	 Measurement	of	the	Meliá	Hotels	International	environmental	footprint.
 in 2011 we measured the carbon footprint. the model will be further developed to achieve the ecological footprint.

•	 Definition	of	the	sustainable	construction	model.
 the foundations of the model have been laid, but the definition phase hasn’t been closed yet.

•	 Create	audits	in	hotel	waste	management.

Human Value

•	 Integration	of	people	with	disabilities:	add	the	ONCE	Foundation	as	a	recruitment		source.

•	 Follow-up	on	annual	Labour	Health	audits.

•	 Consolidate	the	inclusion	of	sustainability	objectives	in	the	Variable	Remuneration	manual.

Socio-cultural Value •	 Guarantee	the	Meliá	Hotels	International		commitments	to	UNICEF.

economic Value •	 Improve	the	perception	of	our	stakeholders	(investors)	with	regard	to	sustainability,	organising	road	shows	with	
sustainable development content.

Commercial Value
•	 Improve	the	perception	of	our	guests	with	regard	to	sustainability,	measuring	the	result	with	the	Market	Metrix	tool.

•	 Integrate	healthy	eating	as	a	differentiating	attribute	of	Meliá	Hotels	International.

business Value

•	 Define	a	sustainable	supply	chain	model.

•	 Make	a	diagnosis	of	integrating	environmental	aspects	into	purchasing	procedures	at	Meliá	Hotels	International.

•	 Develop	a	plan	to	raise	awareness	for	suppliers	and	internal	partners.

Media Value •	 Set	a	timetable		for	key	milestones	in	communication		related	to	sustainability

achieved in progress Cancelled
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CoMMitMentS to iMpRoVeMentS 2012

AREA OBJECTIVE

leadership Value •	 Defining	the	company’s	certification	policy	globally.

Good Governance Value •	 Writing,	approving	and	designing	the	Communication	Plan	of	the	Ethical	Code.

environmental Value •	 Having	a	new	tool	to	calculate	the	carbon	and	environmental	footprint	per	business	unit.

Human Value •	 Defining	an	action	plan	to	include	web	accessibility	criteria	in	Melia.com.

Socio-cultural Value •	 Defining	the	company’s	cultural	position.

economic Value •	 Including	sustainability	criteria	in	the	company’s	management	contracts.

Commercial Value •	 Defining	the	criteria	needed	to	create	products	that	fulfil	sustainability	criteria.

business Value •	 Closing	the	definition	of	the	model	of	the	sustainable	supply	chain.

Media Value •	 Redesigning	the	sustainable	development	section	in	the	company’s	corporate	web	presence.
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1. Strategy and analysis level of  
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

1.1 statement from the most senior decision-maker of 
the organization. 

Fully 6, 7, 12, 14, 15

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. Fully 6, 7, 18, 19

2. organizational profile level of  
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

2.1 name of the organization. Fully 4

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services. Fully 20-22; Fr 117

2.3 operational structure of the organization, including 
main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, and 
joint ventures.

Fully 4, 20-22; 
Fr 151

2.4 location of organization's headquarters. Fully 93

2.5 number of countries where the organization 
operates, and names of countries with either major 
operations or that are specifically relevant to the 
sustainability issues covered in the report.

Fully 4, 16

2.6 nature of ownership and legal form. Fully Fr 123

2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, 
sectors served, and types of customers/beneficiaries).

Fully 4

2.8 scale of the reporting organization. Fully 4; Fr 32

2.9 significant changes during the reporting period 
regarding size, structure, or ownership.

Fully 4, 71-76

2.10 awards received in the reporting period. Fully 22, 23

3. Report parameters level of  
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Profile of the report
3.1 reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for 

information provided.
Fully 96

3.2 Date of most recent previous report (Fr any). Fully 93

3.3 reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.) Fully 96

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or 
its contents.

Fully 98

Scope and coverage of the scope
3.5 Process for defining report content. Fully 96, 101

3.6 Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, 
subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). 
see Gri Boundary Protocol for further guidance.

Fully 97, 125

Profile indicator Main indicator additional indicator Fr: Financial report

GRi inDiCatoRS
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3. Report parameters level of  
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

3.7 state any specific limitations on the scope or 
boundary of the report (see completeness principle 
for explanation of scope). 

Parcial 97

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, 
leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other 
entities that can significantly affect comparability 
from period to period and/or between organizations.

Fully 97

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of 
calculations, including assumptions and techniques 
underlying estimations applied to the compilation of 
the indicators and other information in the report. 
explain any decisions not to apply, or to substantial

Fully 97

3.10 explanation of the effect of any re-statements 
of information provided in earlier reports, and 
the reasons for such re-statement (e.g.,mergers/
acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of 
business, measurement methods).

Fully 96, 97

3.11 significant changes from previous reporting periods 
in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods 
applied in the report.

Fully 97

Index of GRI content
3.12 table identifying the location of the standard 

Disclosures in the report. 
Fully 114

Verification
3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking 

external assurance for the report. 
Fully 98

4. Governance, Commitments 
 and engagement

level of  
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Gobierno
4.1 Governance structure of the organization, including 

committees under the highest governance body 
responsible for specific tasks, such as setting strategy 
or organizational oversight. 

Fully 25, 26; 
Fr 126, 127, 
162

4.2 indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance 
body is also an executive officer.

Fully 25; 
Fr 126

4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, 
state the number and gender of members of the 
highest governance body that are independent and/
or non-executive members.

Fully 22; 
Fr 126, 127

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to 
provide recommendations or direction to the highest 
governance body. 

Fully 77; 
Fr 157, 170

4.5 linkage between compensation for members of 
the highest governance body, senior managers, and 
executives (including departure arrangements), and 
the organization's performance (including social and 
environmental performance).

Fully 25, 26; 
Fr 134-137

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to 
ensure conflicts of interest are avoided.

Fully 26; 
Fr 140, 141

4.7 Process for determining the composition, qualifications, 
and expertise of the members of the highest 
governance body and its committees, including any 
consideration of gender and other indicators of 
diversity.

Fully Fr 140, 141

4.8 internally developed statements of mission or 
values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to 
economic, environmental, and social performance 
and the status of their implementation.

Fully 8, 17, 26 
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4. Gobierno, compromisos, y participación
de los Grupos de interés.

level of  
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

4.9 Procedures of the highest governance body for 
overseeing the organization's identification and 
management of economic, environmental, and social 
performance, including relevant risks and opportunities, 
and adherence or compliance with internationally agre

Fully 14, 15, 31, 32

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance 
body's own performance, particularly with respect 
to economic, environmental, and social performance.

Fully Fr 136

Compromisos con iniciativas externas
4.11 explanation of whether and how the precautionary 

approach or principle is addressed by the organization. 
Fully 30

4.12 externally developed economic, environmental, and 
social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which 
the organization subscribes or endorses. 

Fully 12-14

4.13 Memberships in associations (such as industry 
associations) and/or national/international advocacy 
organizations in which the organization: * Has positions 
in governance bodies; * Participates in projects or 
committees; * Provides substantive funding beyo

Fully 14

Participación de los Grupos de Interés
4.14 list of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. Fully 9

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders 
with whom to engage. 

Fully 9, 10

4.16 approaches to stakeholder engagement, including 
frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder 
group. 

Fully 9-12

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised 
through stakeholder engagement, and how the 
organization has responded to those key topics and 
concerns, including through its reporting.

Fully 101

GRi description level of  
report (1)

issues 
not reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments to be 
reported on

pages

Information on the management approach - disclosure on Management Approach EC
economic performance Fully 4, 70

Market presence Fully 4

indirect economic impacts Fully 78

Information on the management approach - disclosure on Management Approach EN
Materials Fully 88

energy   Fully 33, 34

Water   Fully 36

Biodiversity Fully 39

emissions, effluents and waste Fully 32-34, 36, 37

Products and services Fully 20-23

Compliance Fully 30

transport Fully 32

overall Fully 29
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GRi description level of  
report (1)

issues 
not reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments to be 
reported on

pages

Information on the management approach - disclosure on Management Approach LA
employment Fully 51

labor/management relations Fully 43

occupational health and safety Fully 60

training and education Fully 57

Diversity and equal opportunity Fully 44

equal remuneration for women and men Fully 54

Information on the management approach  - Human rights - HR
investment and procurement practices Fully 86

non-discrimination Fully 62

Freedom of association and collective bargaining Fully 64

Child labor Fully 13, 63, 67

Prevention of forced and compulsory labor Fully 65

security practices Fully 61

indigenous rights Fully 63

assessment Fully 51

remediation Fully 64

Information on the management approach - Society - SO
local communities Fully 48

Corruption Fully 24

Public policy  Fully 10

anti-competitive behavior Fully 24

Compliance Fully 24

Information on the management approach – Product liability - PR
Customer health and safety Fully 62

Product and service labelling Fully 62

Marketing communications Fully 68

Customer privacy Fully 63

Compliance Fully 63, 68

GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Economic performance indicators

Aspect: Economic performance
eC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, 

including revenues, operating costs, employee 
compensation, donations and other community 
investments, retained earnings, and payments to 
capital providers and governments.

Fully 78

eC2 Financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities for the organization’s activities due to 
climate change. 

Partially Direct economic 
value is not re-
ported.

not available note 1 19, 32, 125

eC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan 
obligations. 

Partially Whether the pen-
sion’s liabilities will 
be fully covered. the 
level of participation 
in retirement plans.

not available a reporting system is not 
available yet to be able to 
report this information. 
expected to be reported 
by the end of the 
strategic Plan 2012-2014.

53

eC4 significant financial assistance received from govern-
ment. 

Fully 78
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Aspect: Market presence
eC5 range of ratios of standard entry level wage by 

gender compared to local minimum wage at 
significant locations of operation.

Partially By gender not available Gender differentiation 
has not been possible 
while gathering the data.

53, 54

eC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on 
locally-based suppliers at significant locations of 
operation. 

Fully 86-88

eC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior 
management hired from the local community at 
significant locations of operation. 

Fully 51, 52

Aspect: Indirect economic impacts
eC8 Development and impact of infrastructure invest-

ments and services provided primarily for public 
benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono 
engagement. 

Fully 78

eC9 understanding and describing significant indirect 
economic impacts, including the extent of impacts. 

not reported note 2 125

Environmental performance indicators

Aspect: Materials
en1 Materials used by weight or volume. Partially Weight and 

volume of mainly 
used materials.

not available note 3 87, 88, 125

en2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input 
materials. 

Partially Weight and vol-
ume of recycled 
material over the 
total purchased 
materials.

not available note 3 86, 125

Aspect: Energy
en3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy 

source. 
Fully Fuel from renewable 

sources is not used in 
our operation.

34

en4 indirect energy consumption by primary source. Fully 34, 35

en5 energy saved due to conservation and efficiency 
improvements.

Fully no initiative to save 
energy through 
redesign, conversion 
or reconversion of 
processes has been 
undertaken.

33, 34

en6 initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable 
energy based products and services, and reductions 
in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives. 

Fully 34

en7 initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and 
reductions achieved. 

not reported not available note 4 125

Aspect: Water
en8 total water withdrawal by source. Partially Water withdrawal 

by source.
not available note 5 36, 125

en9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal 
of water. 

not reported note 6 36, 125

en10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and 
reused. 

Fully 36, 37
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Aspect: Biodiversity
en11 location and size of land owned, leased, managed 

in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high 
biodiversity value outside protected areas.

Fully 40

en12 Description of significant impacts of activities, 
products, and services on biodiversity in protected 
areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas. 

Partially significant direct 
and indirect 
positive and 
negative impacts 
with reference to 
species affected 
and extent of 
areas impacted.

a detailed analysis 
of the environ-
mental impact of 
the hotels hasn’t 
been undertaken.

note 7 39, 125

en13 Habitats protected or restored. Partially specific informa-
tion about the 
hotels.

a centralized 
management 
system hasn’t yet 
been implement-
ed to be able to 
report this data at 
group level with 
enough accuracy.

to be reported in the 
2012 report.

40, 41

en14 strategies, current actions, and future plans for man-
aging impacts on biodiversity.

not reported note 8 41, 125

en15 number of iuCn red list species and national con-
servation list species with habitats in areas affected 
by operations, by level of extinction risk. 

not reported note 8 125

Aspect: Emissions, effluents and waste
en16 total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions 

by weight. 
Fully 32

en17 other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions 
by weight. 

Partially other emissions 
included in the 
Corporate Value 
Chain (scope 
3) of the GHG 
Protocol.

a centralized 
management 
system hasn’t yet 
been implement-
ed to be able to 
report this data at 
group level with 
enough accuracy.

note 9 32, 125

en18 initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
reductions achieved.

Fully 32-34

en19 emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight. no aplica Meliá Hotels 
international 
doesn’t carry 
out production 
of export ac-
tivities of specific 
ozone-depleting 
substances.

na

en20 nox, sox, and other significant air emissions by 
type and weight. 

Fully 35

en21 total water discharge by quality and destination. Partially Quality of water 
discharges in 
terms of DQo, 
DBo5, nitrates, 
phosphates, pH, 
conductivity, 
temperature, 
dissolved oxygen 
and solids in 
suspension. 

not available a centralized 
management system 
hasn’t yet been 
implemented to be able 
to report this data at 
group level with enough 
accuracy. expected to 
be reported by the end 
of the strategic Plan 
2012-2014.

36
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

en22 total weight of waste by type and disposal method. Partially Method of 
disposal.

not available a centralized 
management system 
hasn’t yet been 
implemented to be able 
to report this data at 
group level with enough 
accuracy. expected to 
be reported by the end 
of the strategic Plan 
2012-2014.

37-39

en23 total number and volume of significant spills. Fully 36

en24 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or 
treated waste deemed hazardous under the 
terms of the Basel Convention annex i, ii, iii, and 
Viii, and percentage of transported waste shipped 
internationally. 

no aplica Meliá Hotels 
international doesn’t 
carry out production 
of export activities of 
specific ozone-depleting 
substance

na

en25 identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value 
of water bodies and related habitats significantly 
affected by the reporting organization's discharges 
of water and runoff. 

not reported not available Meliá Hotels 
international hasn’t yet 
carried out an analysis 
of water bodies affected 
by it’s business. expected 
to be reported by the 
end of the strategic Plan 
2012-2014.

36

Aspect: Products and services
en26 initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of 

products and services, and extent of impact mitigation.
Partially report 

quantitatively the 
extent to which 
environmental 
impacts of 
products and 
services have 
been mitigated 
during the 
reporting period. 
impact mitigation 
measurement 
methodology.

not available a centralized 
management system 
hasn’t yet been 
implemented to be able 
to report this data at 
group level with enough 
accuracy. expected to 
be reported by the end 
of the strategic Plan 
2012-2014.

30, 31

en27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging 
materials that are reclaimed by category. 

no aplica Meliá Hotels 
international doesn’t sell 
packaged products.

na

Aspect: Compliance  
en28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number 

of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations. 

Fully 30

Aspect: Transport
en29 significant environmental impacts of transport-

ing products and other goods and materials used 
for the organization’s operations, and transporting 
members of the workforce. 

Partially the significant 
environmental 
impacts of 
transportation 
used for logistical 
purposes, criteria 
and impact 
measurement 
methodology, as 
well as mitigation 
actions.

not available not yet included in 
the calculation of Meliá 
Hotels international’s 
Carbon Footprint.  
expected to be 
reported by the end 
of the strategic Plan 
2012-2014.

32

Aspect: Overall
en30 total environmental protection expenditures and 

investments by type.
Fully 41
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Social performance indicators: labour and work practices

Aspect: Employment
la1 total workforce by employment type, employment 

contract, and region, broken down by gender.
Fully 44-47

la2 total number and rate of new employee hires and 
employee turnover by age group, gender, and region.

Fully 47, 48

la3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are 
not provided to temporary or part-time employees, 
by major operations. 

Fully 55

la15 return to work and retention rates after parental 
leave, by gender.

Partially the return to 
work rate 12 
months after 
returning from 
parental leave.

not available Due to being this the 
first reporting year for 
this indicator we do not 
have the data avaliable in 
our systems to calculate 
it. it will be reported in 
2012’s report.

65

Aspect: Labor/management relations
la4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 

agreements.
Fully 64

la5 Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant 
operational changes, including whether it is specified 
in collective agreements. 

Fully 64

Aspect: Occupational health and safety
la6 Percentage of total workforce represented in 

formal joint management-worker health and safety 
committees that help monitor and advise on 
occupational health and safety programs. 

Fully 60

la7 rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and 
absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities 
by region and by gender.

Fully 60, 61

la8 education, training, counseling, prevention, and 
risk-control programs in place to assist workforce 
members, their families, or community members 
regarding serious diseases.

Fully 61, 62

la9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements 
with trade unions. 

Fully 60

Aspect: Training and education
la10 average hours of training per year per employee by 

gender, and by employee category. 
Partially only reporting 

total number, 
without dividing it 
by category nor 
gender.

not available the training registration 
process does not 
differentiate between 
sexes nor categories. 
expected to be reported 
by the end of the 
strategic Plan 2012-2014.

58

la11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning 
that support the continued employability of employees 
and assist them in managing career endings. 

Fully 56, 57

la12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance 
and career development reviews, by gender.

Fully 52
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Aspect: diversity and equal opportunity
la13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown 

of employees per employee category according to 
gender, age group, minority group membership, and 
other indicators of diversity.

Fully 25, 26, 44, 46, 
48-50

la14 ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to 
men by employee category, by significant locations of 
operation. 

Fully 54

Social performance indicators: human rights

Aspect: Investment and procurement practices
Hr1 Percentage and total number of significant 

investment agreements and contracts that include 
clauses incorporating human rights concerns, or that 
have undergone human rights screening. 

Fully 62

Hr2 Percentage of significant suppliers, contractors and 
other business partners that have undergone human 
rights screening, and actions taken. 

Fully 63, 86

Hr3 total hours of employee training on policies and 
procedures concerning aspects of human rights that 
are relevant to operations, including the percentage 
of employees trained. 

Fully 62

Aspect: Non-discrimination
Hr4 total number of incidents of discrimination and 

corrective actions taken.
Fully 64

Aspect: Freedom of association and collective bargaining
Hr5 operations and significant suppliers identified in which 

the right to exercise freedom of association and 
collective bargaining may be violated or at significant 
risk, and actions taken to support these rights. 

not reported not available note 10 125

Aspect: Child labor 
Hr6 operations and significant suppliers identified as 

having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and 
measures taken to contribute to the effective aboli-
tion of child labor.

Partially operations and 
significant suppliers 
considered to have 
significant risk for 
incidents of child 
labor and/or young 
workers exposed 
to hazardous work 
either in terms of 
type of operations 
or countries or 
geographical areas 
with operations 
considered at risk.

not available note 10 63, 125

Aspect: Prevention of forced and compulsory labor 
Hr7 operations and significant suppliers identified as having 

significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory 
labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of 
all forms of forced or compulsory labor. 

not reported not available note 10 125

Aspect: Security practices
Hr8 Percentage of security personnel trained in the 

organization’s policies or procedures concerning 
aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations. 

Fully 62

Aspect: Indigenous rights
Hr9 total number of incidents of violations involving rights 

of indigenous people and actions taken.
Fully 63
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Aspect: Assessment
Hr10 Percentage and total number of operations that 

have been subject to human rights reviews and/or 
impact assessments.

Fully 62, 63

Aspect: Remediation
Hr11 “number of grievances related to human rights filed, 

addressed and resolved through formal grievance 
mechanisms.”

Fully 64

Social performance indicators: society

Aspect: Local communities
so1 Percentage of operations with implemented local 

community engagement, impact assessments, and 
development programs.

Partially impact evaluation 
programs during 
operation and 
before exiting 
the communities 
where business 
units are located. 
number and 
percentage 
of analysed 
operations.

not available note 11 30, 125

so9 operations with significant potential or actual 
negative impacts on local communities.

not reported not available note 11 125

so10 Prevention and mitigation measures implemented 
in operations with significant potential or actual 
negative impacts on local communities.

not reported not available note 11 125

Aspect: Corruption 
so2 Percentage and total number of business units 

analyzed for risks related to corruption. 
Fully 62, 63

so3 Percentage of employees trained in organization's 
anti-corruption policies and procedures. 

Fully 27

so4 actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. Fully 27

Aspect: Public policy
so5 Public policy positions and participation in public 

policy development and lobbying. 
Fully 12, 13

so6 total value of financial and in-kind contributions to 
political parties, politicians, and related institutions 
by country.

Fully 27

Aspect: Anti-competitive behavior
so7 total number of legal actions for anti-competitive 

behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and 
their outcomes. 

Fully 27

Aspect: Compliance
so8 Monetary value of significant fines and total 

number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with laws and regulations. 

Fully 27
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GRi
Code

GRi description level of 
report (1)

issues not 
reported

Reason for 
omission

Comments Scope (2) pages

Social performance indicators: product liability

Aspect: Customer health and safety
Pr1 life cycle stages in which health and safety 

impacts of products and services are assessed for 
improvement, and percentage of significant products 
and services categories subject to such procedures. 

Fully 62, 63, 83

Pr2 total number of incidents of non-compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning health 
and safety impacts of products and services during 
their life cycle, by type of outcomes. 

Fully 83

Aspect: Product and service labelling
Pr3 type of product and service information required by 

procedures, and percentage of significant products 
and services subject to such information require-
ments. 

Fully 62, 63, 83

Pr4 total number of incidents of non-compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning prod-
uct and service information and labeling, by type of 
outcomes. 

Fully 84

Pr5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including 
results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction. 

Fully 82

Aspect: Marketing communications
Pr6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, 

and voluntary codes related to marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, 
and sponsorship. 

Fully 91

Pr7 total number of incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes concerning 
marketing communications, including advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes. 

Fully 91

Aspect: Customer privacy
Pr8 total number of substantiated complaints regarding 

breaches of customer privacy and losses of 
customer data. 

Fully 84

Aspect: Compliance
Pr9 Monetary value of significant fines for non-

compliance with laws and regulations concerning 
the provision and use of products and services. 

Fully 84
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note 1: as yet no economic quantification is available for the impact of climatic change on business. Work is being carried out 
with the aim to report this in the findings of the new strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 2: Meliá Hotels international doesn’t have procedures for the analysis of indirect significant economic impact available. 
Despite initially expecting to be able to report this data in the 2012 memory, it has been rescheduled for the strategic 
Plan 2012-2014.

note 3: Currently there is no means available to the company regarding its purchasing systems as a way of assessing the amount of 
prime materials consumed in units of mass or volume. in this respect, the company has parameterized its systems to give 
them  the initial interface necessary for this data, if indeed the product catalogue history hasn’t been updated, all products 
entered in the system in 2012 will collect this data.

note 4: Meliá Hotels international only has the global information available regarding energy reduction and not related to 
individual initiatives. initially it was agreed that this indicator would be reported in 2011, but it has been impossible to 
implement this procedure until now. it is expected that it will be reported in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 5: Meliá Hotels international doesn’t currently have information available related to standard procedure for measuring 
water sources. initially it was agreed that this indicator would be reported in 2011, but it has been impossible to 
implement this procedure until now. it is expected that it will be reported in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 6: Meliá Hotels international doesn’t currently have information available related to affected sources of water. initially it 
was agreed that this indicator would be reported in 2011, but it has been impossible to implement this procedure 
until now. it is expected that it will be reported in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 7: Meliá Hotels international cannot report on specific impact on species or affected extensions related to hotels which 
have been identified as areas of natural conservation, a detailed analysis must first be carried. it is expected that results 
will be published in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 8: Currently no information is available regarding global strategy related to the subject of biodiversity. initially it was agreed 
that this indicator would be reported in 2011, but it has been impossible to implement this procedure until now. it is 
expected that it will be reported in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 9: Meliá Hotel international intends to continue working on widening the reporting parameters in relation to the indirect 
emissions from its carbon footprint. this information will initially be available in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 10: Meliá Hotels international has not yet carried out risk analysis associated with the subject of the infraction of the freedom of 
collective association and negotiation, child labour and forced labour. it is expected that this information will be available in the 
strategic Plan 2012-2014.

note 11: a system of the evaluation of the impact of phases of operation and the company withdrawal from communities is not 
currently available. initially it was agreed that this indicator would be reported in 2011, but it has been impossible to 
implement this procedure until now. it is expected that it will be reported in the strategic Plan 2012-2014.

(1) Complete reporting: all aspects are reported according to the protocol of the Global reporting initiative v.3.1 indicator.
 partial reporting: some aspects are pending being reported following the protocol of the Global reporting initiative v.3.1 indicator.
 unavailable: unreported indicators, where there is an absence of data or a lack of reliability of the aforementioned, has led to 

the decision of their omission.
(2) this information has been provided by Meliá Hotels international to clarify the range of each indicator within the range 

of the sustainability report and are not related to the revision carried out by PwC. the criteria used by Meliá Hotels 
international to reflect the range of each indicator was the number of rooms corresponding to each hotel cited in the 
indicator, in relation to the total number of rooms included in the sustainability report, according to this criteria, four levels 
have been established to describe the range of each indicator :

the total scope of the report refers to the hotels in ownership, those that are under the management of Meliá Hotels international 
and leasing, which make up a total of 240 hotels (equivalent to 39,793 rooms). Franchises are excluded from the report’s scope. 
at a geographical level, four areas have been excluded (Cuba, egypt and Bulgaria).

75-100% scope 50-75% scope 25-50% scope 1-25% scope
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